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Abstract
Wingsail is a propulsion system substituting the conventional main soft sail on the America’s
Cup and C-class catamarans. This rig is similar to a slotted-flap aeronautical wing, made by two
elements divided by a slot. With respect to soft sails, the wingsail improves the performance of the
yachts allowing navigating faster than the wind in both the upwind and downwind points of sail.
However, the abrupt stall characteristics of the wing and its sensitiveness to the wind unsteadiness
make difficult its management during the navigation. The modification of the strength of the
aerodynamic forces acting on the wingsail, due to a gust or to the achievement of the stall limit,
can compromise the stability of the catamaran. Thus, the wingsail has to be designed and trimmed
to avoid the possibility of a capsize but, to do this, the aerodynamic envelop of the wingsail must
be known. The aim of the Ph.D. project is, hence, to characterize the flow around the wingsail
investigating the influence of the geometric and trim parameters on the wing performance.
An experimental campaign was set up on a two-element wingsail scale model. The wing was analyzed at different flap deflection angles and slot sizes, modifying also its angle of attack. Load and
pressure measurements were performed together with tuft, viscous oil, PIV and photogrammetric
tests. In a second time, URANS numerical analyses were performed on the scale wing reproducing
the experimental conditions. After a numerical validation by comparison with the experimental
data, a parametric analysis was performed modifying the slot size of the wing at different flap
deflection angles. The URANS approach was also used, together with the LES, to analyze the
flow around a full scale catamaran taking into account for the sea environment conditions. A final
optimization of the shape and trim was carried out on the geometry of the main element of the
wing. The optimization framework used consists of a gradient based optimizer, and a discrete
adjoint method for the gradient evaluation.
The URANS analyses on the scale model are in good agreement with the experimental data when
the wind tunnel domain is modeled. On the full-scale catamaran, the URANS and the LES simulations are in agreement in the estimation of the global aerodynamic coefficients and of the global
flow pattern. The analyses highlighted the impact of the slot size, which depends also on the flap
deflection angle, on the wingsail performance and the stall behavior. A widening of the slot size
accelerates the flow separation on the flap surface reducing its effectiveness when the flap deflection
is increased. The slot is also responsible for a non-uniform flow separation on the flap span and
between the flap and the main element leading to a multi-step stall behavior. A narrowing of the
slot size improves the flow capabilities to remain attached on the flap surface, enhancing the lift of
the wing at high angles of attack and making disappear the multi stall behavior. The gust affects
the physics of the jet of the slot increasing the wingsail performance. The increase of the gust
frequency contributes to enhance the circulation of the main element and to enlarge the extent of
the attached zone on the flap surface. The results of the optimization problem on the main element
geometry showed the larger impact of the airfoil design, with respect to the planform shape, in
the improvement of the thrust capabilities of the wingsail. However, these improvements disappear
when the main element is coupled with the flap.

Résumé
L’aile rigide navale est le moyen de propulsion qui se substitue à la grande voile souple sur les catamarans de classe Coupe de l’América et Class-C. Ce gréement est similaire à une aile aéronautique,
composée de deux éléments, avec le volet séparé de l’élément principal par une fente. Comparée
à une voile souple, l’aile rigide permet d’améliorer les performances du bateau en naviguant à des
vitesses plus grandes que celle du vent. Cependant, le décrochage brutal qui caractérise l’aile et
sa sensibilité à l’instationnarité du vent rendent difficile la correcte maîtrise de l’aile pendant la
navigation. La modification des forces aérodynamiques qui agissent sur l’aile, dû à l’action d’une
rafale ou au dépassement de la limite du décrochage, peuvent compromettre la stabilité du catamaran avec un possible risque de chavirage. L’aile doit donc être dessinée et réglée correctement pour
éviter cette possibilité de chavirage, mais il est nécessaire de connaître l’enveloppe aérodynamique
de l’aile. Le projet de thèse vise donc à caractériser l’écoulement autour d’une aile rigide pour
investiguer l’influence des paramètres de géométrie et de réglage sur ses performances.
Une campagne expérimentale a été réalisée sur une aile à l’échelle bi-éléments. L’aile a été analysée
à différents angles de braquage du volet et taille de fente, en modifiant en même temps son angle
d’incidence. Mesures des pesées et de pression on été effectués avec aussi le déroulement de tests aux
fils textiles et aux huiles visqueux et de tests PIV et photogrammetriques. Des analyses numériques
ont été mises en place en URANS sur l’aile à l’échelle en reproduisant les conditions de soufflerie.
La géométrie de la soufflerie a été modélisée pour prendre en compte des effets d’interaction avec
l’écoulement autour de l’aile. Une étude paramétrique a été finalement effectuée en modifiant la
taille de fente aux différents angles du volet. L’approche URANS et LES ont été aussi exploitées
pour analyser l’écoulement autour d’un catamaran complet à pleine échelle. Les conditions environnementales du vent ont été modélisées pour investiguer son influence sur les performances de
l’aile. Une analyse finale d’optimisation a été effectuée sur l’élément principal de l’aile.
Les analyses URANS sont en bon accord avec les données expérimentales si le domaine de soufflerie
est pris en compte. Sur l’aile à pleine échelle, les solutions URANS et LES sont en accord lorsque les
caractéristiques aérodynamiques globales de l’écoulement sont comparées. Les analyses montrent
l’impact de la taille de fente, qui dépend aussi de l’angle de braquage du flap, sur les performances
de l’aile. Une augmentation de la section de la fente accélère le décollement de l’écoulement de la
surface du flap en réduisant l’efficacité du flap aux grands braquages. La fente est aussi responsable
du décollement non uniforme le long de l’envergure du flap et du flap par rapport à l’élément
principal qui conduisent à un décrochage en plusieurs étapes. Une réduction de la taille de fente
améliore la capacité de l’écoulement à rester attaché sur la surface du flap, en augmentant la
portance de l’aile aux incidences élevées et en faisant disparaitre le décrochage en plusieurs étapes.
La rafale affecte la physique du jet du slot modifiant les performances de l’aile. L’augmentation de
la fréquence de la rafale améliore la circulation de l’élément principal et élargie la zone d’écoulement
attaché sur la surface du flap. Les résultats du problème d’optimisation ont montré la forte influence
du dessin des profils par rapport à la forme en plan pour l’amélioration de la force de poussée de
l’aile. Cependant ces améliorations disparaissent quand l’élément est couplé avec le flap.
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Cp

Pressure coefficient

D

Drag

DF

Driving force

α

Angle of attack of the Main Element

F+

Dimensionless gust frequency

∆

Difference for parameter estimation

fg

Gust frequency

δ

Flap deflection angle

FFD

Free Form Deformation

δ∗

Boundary layer thickness

F N SN

Freestream Numerical Simulation

γ

Intermittency

g

gap size

µ

Dynamic viscosity

G−

Simulation in gust conditions

ν

Kinematic viscosity

H

Wingsail mast height

νt

Turbulent kinematic viscosity

Hc

Height of the hull of the catamaran

c

Mean aerodynamic chord

HF

Heeling Force

ui

time averaged i velocity component

Hh

τij

Shear stress tensor

Distance of the hull form the bottom
surface

HM

Aspect Ratio

Heeling moment

AR

href

Sea BL reference height

AW A

Apparent Wind Angle

IBL

Integral Boundary Layer

AW S

Apparent Wind Speed

k

Turbulent kinetic energy

B.F.

Buoyancy force

L

Lift

B.L.

Boundary Layer

l

Local distance from the wing surface

BS

Boat Speed

L.E.

Leading Edge

c

Chord

L/D

Lift-to-drag ratio

C.B.

Center of Buoyancy

LLSB

C.G.

Center of gravity

Length of the laminar separation bubble

C.P.

Center of Pressure

LES

Large Eddy Simulation

c1

Main chord

LSB

Laminar Separation Bubble

c2

Flap chord

M

Mach number

Drag coefficient

o

CD

overlap size of the slot

Lift coefficient

RAN S

Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes

CL

Re

Thrust coefficient

Reynolds number

CT

Reθ

Cµ

Momentum coefficient through the slot

Momentum thickness Reynolds number

CHm

Heeling moment coefficient

S

Wingsail surface

CBL

Confluent Boundary Layer

SC

Stall Cells

i

SL

Separation line

t

time

T.E.

Trailing Edge

Tu

Turbulence level

TWA

True Wind Angle

TWS

True Wind Speed

U

Velocity component in the freestream
direction

u0i

Fluctuating i velocity component

V

Velocity magnitude

V∞

Freestream velocity magnitude

W

Weight force

W G−

Simulation without gust

WTNS

Wind Tunnel Numerical Simulation

WTT

Wind Tunnel Test

x, y, z

Axes of the wingsail reference system

xV , yV , zV

Axes of the wind tunnel reference system

xw , yw , zw

Axes of the wind reference system

XLSB

x-coordinate of the laminar separation
bubble

xrot

x-coordinate of the flap rotation axis

y+

Dimensionless wall distance

yD

CBL wall layer thickness

yF

transverse slot size

z∗

Normalized height position z/H
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Introduction to Wingsails
Context
The maritime transport represents the backbone of the international trade and global economy.
Around 80% of the global trade by volume is carried by sea [1] with the cargo ships used for
transports that are responsible for 2.5% of the global greenhouse gas emissions [2]. Due to the
large increase of the shipping demand, this percentage is estimated to increase at 17% in 2050 [3]
which is not compatible with the internationally agreed goal of keeping global temperature increase
to below 2° C compared to pre-industrial levels. Furthermore, the emissions of the ships have also
a direct impact on the coastal areas increasing the concentration of pollutants, as the nitrogen and
sulfur oxides (N Ox and SOx ) and particulate matter (PM) [4]. Hence, new technologies need to
be introduced to drop down the ship emissions exploiting, by the way, renewable energies.
In the naval domain, in particular, the exploitation of the wind energy is not a new deal since
sailing boats were largely used before the massive introduction of the thermal engines. The wind
flowing on the sails create an aerodynamic force that can be exploited for the boat propulsion.
However, the strength of the aerodynamic force generated by a soft sail is not sufficient enough to
propel large cargo ships. Instead of conventional soft sails, rigid wing ("wingsails") can be adopted
to improve the wind energy exploitation. Wingsails are indeed more efficient than sails producing
a more elevated aerodynamic force and hence a higher thrust force for propelling the boat.
Some researches started to provide cargo ships with rigid wingsails to have a hybrid wind-thermal
propulsion of the boat (Figure 1) [5][6][7].

Figure 1 – Picture of the UT Wind Challenger project started by University of Tokyo in 2009 for a hybrid
cargo ship propulsion based on the use of a series of rigid wingsails with a reef mechanism for strong wind
conditions.

Nevertheless, besides the scientific researches, the largest evolution and the development of wingsails
is due to the introduction of this rig in the naval competition domain. Here, the wingsail has been
exploited to improve the performance of the yachts to defeat the opponents yacht. Wingsails are
used on the catamarans of the C-class and America’s Cup competitions.
1

Wingsails appears in competitions
The first rigid wingsail dates to 1941 in Norway, when Fin Utne built "Flaunder", a one man sailing
kayak with a self-trimming wingsail, giving to the ship a behavior similar to a motorboat [8]. The
first patent for a wingsail rig is the one of Carl in 1949 [9]. He designed and conceived an aluminum
wing experimenting its high performance particularly in the upwind navigation.
In order to exploit their improved performance, wingsails started to be introduced on the catamarans participating to the C-class competition. In 1966, "Lady Hesselmann" (Figure 2(a)), a
catamaran provided with a profiled mast with soft sail (wingmast), won the competition defeating
another catamaran provided with a similar rig. However, the first time that a full rigid wingsail
showed its higher performance with respect to a soft sail yacht was in 1974, when "Ms. Nylex"
(Figure 2(b)), propelled by a flapped wingsail, won the C-class competition defeating the opponent
conventional soft sail yacht. The wingsail allowed, indeed, achieving higher velocity speeds that
were impossible to reach with conventional soft sails. Since then, wingsails continues to be used on
the C-class catamarans with a continuing development of the wingsail design. Nowadays, wingsails
have a two-element slotted flap configuration (Figure 2(c)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

"Lady Helmsman" (1966)

"Ms. Nylex" (1974)

"Groupama" (2013)

Figure 2 – C-class catamarans evolution during the years. "Lady Helmsman" provided with a wingmast,
"Ms. Nylex" the first wingsailed yacht to win the C-class competition and "Groupama" team participating
to the competition in 2013.

In the "America’s Cup", the most ancient and renowned sailing competition, the wingsail was
adopted, in 1986, by the American yacht ’Stars & Stripes’ (Figure 3(a)) which defeated the opponent soft-sailed yacht thanks to the higher speed of navigation given by the rigid rig. However, due
to the high difficulties to trim and maneuver the rig, sailors prefer to come back to conventional
soft sail for the next editions of the competition. The comeback of the wingsail in the "Auld Mug"
competition happened only in 2010 when the American team challenged the defending Swiss team
2

with a 34 meter catamaran, ’BMW-Oracle BOR90’ (Figure 3(b)), provided with a three-element
flapped wingsail. Because of the impressive performance and to the unrivaled speed achieved by
the yacht during navigation, the wingsail was then kept for the next edition of the America’s Cup
competition in 2013, raced on the AC 72, 72 feet catamarans, equipped with a 36 m slotted flap
wingsail and with hydrofoils, achieving the maximum speed of 87 km/h. Smaller yachts but having
the same global technique, i.e. catamarans with hydrofoils and rigid wingsail, have been used for
racing both the AC World Series on the AC 45 (Figure 3(c)) and the 34th America’s Cup competition in 2017 on the AC 50. In 2012, a wingsailed catamaran, the "Vestas Sailrocket II" beat the
world record of the speed on the water achieving 121.1 km/h.

(a)

(b)

(c)

"Stars & Stripes" (1986)

"BMW Oracle" (2010)

"AC 45" (2017)

Figure 3 – America’s Cup catamarans: Stars & Stripes the first AC yacht using a rigid wingsail, the
trimaran BMW Oracle BOR 90 and the AC 45 used in 2017 for the Louis Vuitton Cup.

Despite its larger performance with respect to a soft sail, the rigid wingsail is difficult to be correctly
managed and trimmed during the navigation. The frequent capsizes occurring in the competitions
are symptomatic of this difficulty due to the extremely sensitivity of the wing to the flow variations.
Instead, in case of unsteady wind conditions or during maneuvers, the operating point of the rig
can move in the overpowered zone where the strength of the aerodynamic force is too elevated to be
borne by the hull. Thus, a violent capsize can then take place. Furthermore, a flow variation can
also move the operating point beyond the stall limit with an abrupt loss of the forces acting on the
wingsail with consequent problem of stability. These issues can be solved increasing the handling
qualities of the wing, designing a wing that is more robust to the flow modifications, keeping at
the same time its high performance characteristics. To do that, a detailed knowledge of the flow
physics around the wingsail is required.
3

Objectives of the study
The objective of the present study is to characterize the flow phenomena around a wingsail typically
used on the America’s Cup or C-class catamarans and to determine the parameters that have more
influence its performance.
The geometry analyzed is a two-element wingsail, composed by a main element and a flap divided
by a slot. The rig is hence similar to an aeronautical wing in high-lift conditions used during
the take off and landing phases. The flow physics around this aeronautic wing configuration was
largely investigated in order to design the optimal slot that improves the aerodynamic performance.
However, the wingsail differs from aeronautical wings for the use of symmetric airfoils, in order to
tack on both the wing sides, and to a slot size which is function of the flap deflection angle (single
degree of freedom kinematics).
Therefore, the aeronautical results can be partially transposed to wingsails. The symmetry condition can have an impact on the slot physics, reducing the global lift performance of the wingsail,
affecting at the same time the sensitivity to stall. The effects of the slot on the lift performance
and on the stall behavior are still not completely understood. These effects can be beneficial or
detrimental depending on the trim used during the different phases of navigation, which are more
variable than the two flight phases (take off and landing) in the aeronautical configurations. Furthermore, the research of the optimal slot geometry and more in general of the global wingsail
setting, is complicated by the impossibility to detect a single design point since the wing operates
in highly unsteady wind conditions. The wing has also to work at two different "main operating
points" corresponding to the upwind and downwind conditions of navigation. The level of unsteadiness of the wind may also affect the flow structures around the wingsail modifying the strength of
the aerodynamic forces generated by the wing.
The present study aims to investigate on these raised questions in order to identify the key elements
for the correct design and trim of the wingsail for their best and safe exploitation in the competition
context, at first, and in future in the shipping transportation domain. The investigation exploited
both experimental, numerical and optimization tools.
In Chapter 1, the State of the Art for the sailing domain is treated through a bibliographic review
on the aerodynamic studies performed on sails and aeronautical wings as well as the tools used
for the analyses. The scale model wind tunnel test results are presented in Chapters 2, followed,
in Chapter 3, by the numerical campaign carried out on the same scale model. The numerical
analyses on a full-scale C-class catamaran are exposed in Chapter 4. To conclude, the optimization
study carried out on the C-class wingsail is presented in Chapter 5.

4

1

| State of the Art

Résumé
L’aile rigide navale utilisée dans les compétitions est composée d’un élément principal (main)
et un volet divisés par une fente. Le jet d’air qui s’écoule à travers la fente permet d’améliorer
les performances de l’aile dans les conditions de haute portance. En effet, le jet (écoulement
potentiel) permet de diviser la couche limite du flap du sillage du main (écoulements visqueux),
en constituant un profil de vitesse, nommé "confluent boundary layer", qui est moins sensible
au décollement. Cependant, cet effet bénéfique existe seulement dans le cas où les couches
constituant le profil ne sont pas fusionnées ou bien quand la taille de fente est correctement
dimensionnée. La taille de fente a une influence sur la valeur de portance maximale de l’aile
et aussi sur les caractéristiques du décrochage. Par contre, la taille optimale n’est pas fixe
mais dépend de l’angle de braquage du flap et du nombre de Reynolds et de nombreux autres
paramètres. Ce sujet a été déjà étudié dans le domaine aérodynamique pour le dessin des ailes
dans les conditions hypersustentées.
Les ailes navales ont repris une partie de la technologie aéronautique. Cependant, le réglage
et la géométrie de l’aile dans ce cas sont compliqués par des contraintes au niveau du dessin
de l’aile comme par exemple l’utilisation de profils symétriques et le mécanisme du flap qui
permet exclusivement sa rotation sans possibilité de régler la fente. En plus, les conditions
d’utilisation de l’aile sont plus difficiles à cause des conditions fortement instationnaires du vent
avec variation de vitesse et de direction avec la hauteur. L’aile peut donc soudainement modifier
son point de fonctionnement sur une condition de surpuissance où les forces aérodynamiques
dépassent la valeur maximale supportable par la coque ou faire décrocher l’aile avec une perte
de vitesse et donc de portance sur les foils.
Dans les compétitions, des tests ont été effectués pour l’extraction des données aérodynamiques
pendant la navigation. Les tests en soufflerie sur maquette à l’échelle sont au contraire plus
rares. Les méthodes de simulations numériques ont aussi commencé à être largement utilisées en
exploitant le savoir-faire acquis dans le domaine aéronautique. Les méthodes RANS/URANS
permettent de bien modéliser l’écoulement des ailes multi-éléments en conditions hypersustentées avant la limite du décrochage. Du moment que l’écoulement se sépare de la surface de
l’aile, la méthode RANS a des problèmes à simuler correctement l’écoulement à cause de problèmes de modélisation de la turbulence. Les méthodes LES/DES sont en général plus précises
mais avec un coût de calcul beaucoup plus élevé.
Les méthodes RANS sont aussi utilisées pour les analyses aérodynamiques dans les processus
d’optimisation. Le solveur aérodynamique est couplé avec un optimiseur qui permet de rechercher la configuration qui maximise une fonction objectif donnée. En cas d’optimisation avec
un grand nombre de paramètres, la méthode des gradients avec estimation des dérivées par
méthode adjointe est préférable puisque le coût de calcul augmente peu avec l’augmentation
du nombre de paramètres de l’optimisation.
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Before starting with the aerodynamic analyses, a bibliographic review was done to define the
state of the art in the sailing world and in the design of wingsails and, largely, of multi-element
wings used in the aeronautical field. The review includes the description on the flow phenomena
appearing over a multi-element configuration, particularly in the condition close to the stall, and
the geometric characteristics of the wing influencing its performance. The progresses made in the
method of analysis are also treated presenting the numerical approaches used for the analysis of
high-lift configurations.
Before starting dealing with the aerodynamic analysis, an introduction to the naval context is
presented describing the requirements of sailing yachts during the navigation and the innovation
introduced for enhancing their performance. The wingsail is also presented in reference to an AC50
catamaran.

1.1

Naval context

A sail boat is a system in equilibrium between the sea water and the air. She can be compared to
an aircraft, rotated of 90°, having a side of the wing immersed in the water, the daggerboard, and
the other wing side exposed to the air, the sail (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 – Aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forces acting on a sail yacht.

The sail provides the aerodynamic force to generate the driving force (DF ), i.e. the net thrust
necessary to propel the boat. However, in doing so, a side aerodynamic component, not exploitable
for propulsion, takes also place. The role of the daggerboard is hence to produce a hydrodynamic
force that counteracts this side aerodynamic component. The yacht course is not aligned with the
fore direction of the boat but it is deviated of a certain angle, the leeway angle, due to the lateral
component of the wind acting on the sails.
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1.1.1

Lateral and longitudinal stability

During the navigation, the aerodynamic and the hydrodynamic forces have to be in equilibrium
to prevent capsizing. In particular, the forces and moments acting on the rig may not exceed the
righting moment of the yacht.
For the lateral stability (Figure 1.2), the aerodynamic side force force generates a moment, the
heeling moment (HM ), which is destabilizing for the boat. The heeling moment increases with
the augmentation of the aerodynamic side force and with the upward movement of the center of
pressure (C.P.), application point of the aerodynamic force. A way to reduce the strength of HM
is then to trim the rig for introducing a twist in order to reduce the load on the top of the sail for
moving down the center of pressure.
The heeling moment is counteracted by the righting moment originated by the weight force (W )
acting on the center of gravity (C.G.) and the buoyancy force (B.F.) acting on the center of
buoyancy (C.B.). Indeed, when the boat has a heeling angle, due to the action of aerodynamic
force on the rig, the C.G. and the C.B. are not aligned. With the increase of the heeling angle,
the center of buoyancy tends to move away from the center of gravity leading to a larger righting
moment. This is true for mono-hull configurations. In this case additional weight can be added to
the keel to further increase the righting moment in a way to withstand higher aerodynamic forces
without risk of capsizes.

Mono-hull

Catamaran

Figure 1.2 – Schemes of the lateral forces acting on a mono-hull and on a catamaran during navigation.

Multi-hull configurations, e.g. catamarans, have the advantage of a larger righting moment with
respect to a mono-hull configuration because of a larger lever arm of the righting moment, i.e. the
distance between C.G. and C.B. The hull on which the buoyancy force is applied is indeed distant
7

from the center of gravity of the catamaran. Anyway, despite this improved stability quality, the
righting moment of a multi-hull boat does not increase with the heeling angle, as on the mono-hull
boats, but it remains constant.

Figure 1.3 – Schemes of the longitudinal forces acting on a sail yacht during navigation.

On the longitudinal plan (Figure 1.3), the driving force generated by the rig and acting on the C.P.
creates a nosediving moment leading to an increase of the wet surface in the forward part of the
hull. This phenomenon contributes to an increase of the hull drag reducing the yacht performance.
To avoid this situation, the center of gravity (C.G.) of the yacht has to be located backward with
respect to the point of application of the buoyancy force. The resulting moment counteracts then
the diving moment due to the aerodynamic force on the rig.

1.1.2

Point of sail requirements

The navigation on a sail boat is possible only if the aerodynamic force acting on the sail provides
the driving force. The strength of the driving force and the characteristics of the aerodynamic force
on the sail depends on the wind direction with respect to the boat course. The magnitude and
direction of the wind with respect to the yacht course are referred as “True wind speed” (T W S) and
“True wind angle” (T W A) respectively (Figure 1.4). However, because of the yacht speed during
navigation, the actual wind felt by the rig is not the true wind but an "Apparent Wind" whose
vector is the sum of the true wind vector with the one of the boat speed (BS). The Apparent wind
magnitude and its direction with respect to the yacht course are noted respectively as "Apparent
Wind Speed" (AW S) and "Apparent Wind Angle" (AW A) (Figure 1.4). The aerodynamic force
can be decomposed with respect to the apparent wind direction in lift (L), i.e. the component
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perpendicular to the apparent wind, and in drag (D), i.e. the component aligned with the apparent
wind.

Figure 1.4 – Velocity triangle to estimate the Apparent Wind.

For the different values of the True Wind Angle, several points of sail can be distinguished. For
each of this point the navigation qualities are different with the need to trim opportunely the rig
to obtain the driving force. The navigation is not possible when the yacht has a course included
between 0° and 30° in T W A on both the tack sides. In this zone, the no-gone zone, the sail cannot
produce aerodynamic force to be exploited for propulsion (Figure 1.5). There are two main points
of sail important especially for the America’s Cup and C-Class races: the upwind and the downwind
navigation. In these competitions, indeed, the yachts have to race on a circuit having an upwind
leg (the headwind leg) and one leg in downwind (the fair wind leg).

Figure 1.5 – Scheme of the points of sail for a yacht.
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The upwind is the navigation into the wind during which the yacht has to tack diagonally to the
wind direction with a T W A of about 40◦ [10]. The downwind, is instead the navigation in the wind
direction. The yacht keeps a course between 135° and 180° with respect to the wind direction.
During upwind, the tight apparent wind angle (AW A) and the high magnitude of the apparent
wind speed results in an elevated heeling force (HF ) (Figure 1.6) that can lead to lateral stability
problems due to the elevated heeling moment (HM ). The upwind requirement is then to obtain
the maximum driving force without exceeding the capsize moment or, as argued by Magherini et
al. (2014) [10], to maximize the DF /HM ratio. However, in case of light wind, the possibilities
to exceed the maximum righting moment are lower. In this last case, then, the maximum driving
force point can be achieved.

Upwind

Downwind

Figure 1.6 – Schemes of the wind velocity triangles and the aerodynamic forces for a catamaran in the
upwind and downwind points of sail.

In the downwind leg, the yacht navigates at velocities higher than in the upwind leg, with the wind
coming from the back, i.e. the T W A ranges between 135° and 180°. The resulting apparent wind
speed (AW S) has a lower magnitude with respect to the upwind case while the apparent wind
angle (AW A) is larger (Figure 1.6). The aerodynamic force is then more deviated toward the fore
direction of the yacht leading to a large driving force with a limited heeling force. To optimize the
downwind performance the rig have to be trimmed to maximize the lift coefficient [10].
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1.1.3

Atmospheric boundary layer on sea

The wind in the sea environment is perturbed by the presence of the sea surface. The blowing
on the wind on this surface develops a boundary layer can be modeled with a logarithmic law
(Equation 1.1) [11].

T W S = (T W S)ref ln



z

1/6

href

(1.1)

In Equation 1.1, z is the vertical distance from the sea surface and href is the reference height
beyond which the wind speed can be considered constant. The href value is about 10 m, thus a
yacht sail lies entirely inside the boundary layer region (Figure 1.7). Due to the T W S variation, the
apparent wind felt by the wing has different magnitude and direction depending at the different
heights. The resulting apparent wind distribution is twisted and with lower magnitude in the
sections closer to the sea surface. Thus, the rig feels lower wind magnitude and incidence on the
lower section compared to the highest one where the flow is more deflected.

Figure 1.7 – Sea boundary layer (left) and wind twist (right).

This flow condition is further complicated by the unsteadiness due to the presence of gusts that
can further modify the wind distribution on the wing. The wind gust can affect the wind twist
modifying the vertical load of the rig and hence the vertical position of the center of pressure (C.P.).
Because of this unsteadiness, the turbulence level in open sea conditions can be elevated with a
turbulence level (T u) of even 15% in a condition of medium gust [12].

1.1.4

Soft sails

Sails are aerodynamic surfaces that, when inflated by the wind, can be considered as wings composed by cambered thin airfoils (Figure 1.8). Racing sail yachts have usually two sails, the headsail
located between the mast and the bow and the mainsail, situated in the aft-mast position. Headsails (jib or genoa depending on the sail surface) have usually triangular shapes (Figure 1.8). They
are fixed in correspondence of the luff, i.e. the sail leading edge (L.E.), on a cable connecting the
11

bow to the mast tip while the leech, i.e. the sail trailing edge (T.E.), and the foot of the sail are
free.

Figure 1.8 – Top view of a mainsail highlighting its profiles on the sail mast and scheme of the sail race
yacht participating to the Volvo Ocean Race in 2016.

Mainsail has its luff fixed to the mast and the foot on the boom, i.e. the spar which is fixed on
the mast. As in the headsail case, mainsails have generally a triangular shape. However, on high
performance yachts, the mainsail can have a trapezoidal planform. In this way, the sail surface
is increased in the upper zone of the mast, outside of the sea boundary layer, where the wind is
stronger. Besides an enhancement of the aerodynamic force produced, this sail allows also a better
control of the twist especially in gusty conditions.

Conventional soft sail

Wing-mast

Figure 1.9 – Flow features on a soft sail airfoil with conventional mast and wing-mast configuration.

The efficiency of soft sails is extremely fluky since the shape of the airfoil is not fixed but depends
on the wind conditions and the sail trim. Hence, with respect to a rigid airfoil expressly designed to
optimize the aerodynamic performance, a sail airfoil has larger possibilities that a flow separation
can take place reducing its aerodynamic capabilities. One further reason of the poor sail efficiency
is the presence of the mast in front of the mainsail. This mast, located on the L.E. of the sail,
12

has a high impact on the sail drag as shown by Wilkinson (1984) [13] and Chapin et al. (2005)
[14]. The contamination of the mast affects the flow on the sail surface leading to the formation of
recirculation bubbles and separated zones (Figure 1.9).
Sailors started then to modify the shape of the mast to reduce the flow contamination in the L.E.
zone of the main sail (Figure 1.9) decreasing then the drag with respect to a conventional cylindrical
mast [15]. This profiled wing mast configuration gives better and better performance increasing the
mast/sail chord ratio [16], i.e. enlarging the extent of the rigid component, the mast, with respect
to the soft one, the sail. The limit case concept, the full mast sail, leads then to the appearing of
rigid wingsails.

1.1.5

Rigid wingsails

Rigid wingsails started to be adopted, during the 1970’s, substituting the main sail on the C-class
competition catamarans and, only more recently, on the "America’s Cup" yachts.

xrot
δ

Flap

Main element

V

c1

c2

α

o

Jib

Rudder

g
yF

yF

xrot

Foil daggerboard

Figure 1.10 – AC 50 catamaran scheme with wingsail section and details of the slot geometric parameters.

The rig of both the AC and C-class catamarans are geometrically similar to an aeronautical wing
in high-lift condition, composed by two elements, a main and a flap, with equal chord distribution
(Figure 1.10). Each element is made by symmetric airfoils of the NACA four digit series that are
constant on the wingspan.
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On the AC 50 wingsail (Figure 1.10) the airfoils used are the NACA0023 for the main element and
the NACA0011 for the flap [17]. The use of symmetric airfoils, less performing than the asymmetric
ones, is constrained by the need of the wingsail to tack on both the yacht side during navigation.
The flap is divided from the main by a fix size slot. The slot geometry can be defined using two
different parameters the overlap (o), representing the longitudinal distance between the flap L.E.
and the main T.E., and the yF , i.e. the transverse distance between these same two points on the
flap and the main. The flap mechanism allows the only rotation about its axis, located usually
between 80% and 95% of the main chord, leading then to a modification of both the overlap and
yF parameters when the flap is deflected (Figure 1.10). The planform of the rig is trapezoidal
with a shape similar to the soft sails adopted on racing mono-hull yachts. On the America’s Cup
catamarans, the rigid rig can be coupled with a small soft jib or gennaker, (Figure 1.10). The
head soft sail indeed helps the handling of the catamaran during the maneuvers. However, on the
smaller C-class catamarans, soft sails are not adopted.
The trim of a wingsail includes the camber modification by flap deflection, the adjustment of the
angle of attack by rotation of the main element and the twist of the wing by a differential rotation
of the flap over the wingspan. Nevertheless, the trim of the wingsail is not easy especially in
the unsteady flow conditions as in presence of gust or during maneuvers. A soft sail, thanks to
its "flexibility", reacts to the flow unsteadiness deflating or luffing giving, hence, the possibility to
sailors to adjust the trim. The wingsail, instead, generates aerodynamic force in any flow conditions
and without signals to the yacht team which has less room for maneuvering. This situation can
lead to a loss of stability of the hull which can be particularly deleterious when using foils.

Figure 1.11 – View from the back of an AC 45 catamaran showing the hydrofoil surfaces.

Hydrofoils are hydrodynamic surfaces used to generate a lift force allowing the lift-off of the hull
from the sea surface reducing then its drag. They have been introduced on both AC and C-class
catamarans. These profiled surfaces are located on both the daggerboard and the rudder of the
catamaran. The rudder surfaces are situated in the rear part of the catamaran, one for each hull
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(Figure 1.10). Their foils form a "T" shape (Figure 1.11), with the airfoil that is set at zero or
slightly positive angles of incidence. The daggerboard are in turn located in the middle of the
catamaran length. In this case the foils have a "L" shape (Figure 1.11) providing both the lift and
the keel force to the hull. This shape is autostable since the lift force generated is maximal when
the hull is in contact with the sea surface (i.e. when the foils are fully immersed) and gradually
reduces when catamaran lifts off from the sea surface due to the reduction of the wet surface.
However, during maneuvers, a decrease of the catamaran velocity, caused for example by the stall
of the wingsail, may provoke an abrupt loss in hydrodynamic lift leading even to the jamming of
the hull in the sea water, and eventually to the abrupt capsize of the catamaran.

1.1.6

Aeronautical wings and naval wingsails

During navigation, the wingsail is constantly set to moderate or high flap deflection angles as it is
the case on the aeronautical wings during the takeoff and landing phases. For this reason sailors
have drawn on the design of the aeronautical wings and in particular the slotted flap high-lift
device. However, the operating conditions, as well as the design characteristics of wingsails, are
not the same of an aeronautical wing (Table 1.1).
Table 1.1 – Comparison between naval wingsails and aeronautical wings.
Airfoils
Slot adjustment
Re
Flow conditions

Naval Wingsail
Symmetric
Function of δ
106
High turbulent
Variable on the span

Aeronautical Wing
Asymmetric
δ Independent
107
Low turbulent
Constant

Wingsails are used to obtain the maximum driving force under the constraint of the maximum heeling moment. Depending on the two operating points (upwind and downwind) these requirements
are achieved maximizing the lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) in upwind and the maximum lift (CLmax ) in
downwind. However, in these two points of sail, the flow conditions are not constant but depend
on the wind conditions. The wingsail has to be designed to achieve, with the same geometry, two
different aerodynamic requirements at a time taking into account for the low, moderate or strong
wind conditions. Furthermore, the need to tack on both the yacht side constraints the utilization of
symmetric airfoils, less performing than the symmetrical ones and that have never been analyzed
on a multi-element configuration. Aeronautical wings, instead, are conceived to generate the lift
needed for the sustentation of the aircraft during the different flight phases at a given flow velocity.
The wing needs to be set to achieve the minimum CL to counteract the weight force without constraints on the rolling moment. Since the wing is used in the only down-to-up direction, asymmetric
airfoils can be adopted. Furthermore the aeronautical wing geometry can be largely modified, by
partial of full extraction of the high-lift devices (slat and flaps), to better meet the lift requirements
during the different flight phases (Figure 1.12).
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The constraint of the wingsail trimming is linked to the impossibility to opportunely set the slot
size during the different phases of navigation. The high-lift capabilities of a multi-element wing
are indeed extremely sensitive to the slot geometry. On aeronautical wings, the slot size can be
differently set, depending on the flap deflection angle and the flight phase, by translation of the
flap in the longitudinal and transverse direction thanks to sophisticated hinge mechanisms. On
wingsails, instead, the flap mechanism is rougher in a way to limit the increase of the rig weight.
The slot, hence, cannot be adjusted and therefore its geometric parameters are function of the flap
deflection angle.

Boeing 737 [NASA]

AC 45 catamaran

Figure 1.12 – Fully extracted triple slotted flap on a 737 [NASA] (left) and flap deflection on a AC 45
catamaran (right).

Furthermore, because of the small operative velocities, the Reynolds number, which for a commercial aircraft in takeoff or landing phases is about 107 [18], on a AC 72 wingsail falls down in range
included between 3 × 106 and 8 × 106 for further reducing to 0.2 × 106 on a C-class catamaran [19].
The naval wing operates at the intermediate range of Reynolds number where the transition effects
of the boundary layer can be important affecting the flow capabilities to remain attached on the
wing surface. Moreover, the wind velocity is not constant on the height of the wingsail but varies
in both magnitude and direction due to the effect of the atmospheric boundary layer. The flow is
also highly turbulent, resulting in a time-varying apparent wind velocity that modifies the actual
operating point of the wingsail [16]. Aircraft, in turn, mostly operates above this zone with the
flow around the wing that can be considered steady and low-turbulent.
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1.1.7

Tests for the analysis of yacht performance

The typology of tests for the yacht performance analysis can be divided in experimental tests (on sea
and wind tunnel tests) and numerical simulations. Most part of the experimental tests performed
were carried out by naval team with the aim to improve the design and the performance of their
yachts for the competitions and they are not in public literature because of confidential reasons.
The availability of references or data about the sail or wingsail aerodynamics is thus still difficult
since aerodynamic researches performed in the naval domain are not numerous.
The wind tunnel and numerical tests are also more complex with respect to the analyses performed
in the aeronautical domain since, in the latter case, the data carried out from the tests are exhaustive
to characterize the performance of the aircraft. On a sail boat, instead, wind tunnel and numerical
tests cannot give a direct estimation of the yacht velocity. Thus, Velocity Program Prediction
Programs (V P P ) are needed to predict the yacht performance basing on the aerodynamic data
obtained by wind tunnel tests or numerical analyses.

1.1.7.1

Full-scale sea tests

Sea tests are the most effective to extract data on full scale yachts in real wind conditions. Data
carried out from these tests provided both the aerodynamic coefficients of the rigs and the boat
performance data giving a complete description of the yacht behavior during the navigation. However, the set up of these experimental tests is made difficult by the installation of the measure tools
on a full scale yacht with consequently elevated costs [20] [21] [22].
Usually, during these tests, the only global aerodynamic coefficients are carried out [22]. In turn,
the extraction of pressure distribution over the sail surface is more rare: the first test in this sense
is the one of Warner et al. (1925) [23] and only more recently by Puddu et al. (2006) [24] and
Graves et al. (2008) [25]. Viola et al. (2012) [21] also extracted a pressure database by on sea tests
comparing it with wind tunnel and numerical results. Pressure distributions on the rig may be
particular useful for the validation of numerical codes since experimental data, extracted by on sea
tests, are not affected by scale effects as it can be the case of wind tunnel tests.

1.1.7.2

Wind tunnel scale model tests

Wind tunnels tests were adopted for the aerodynamic analysis of the yacht rigs exploiting the
know-how acquired in the aeronautical field. In the soft sail domain, it can be remembered the
works of Le Pelley et al. (2008) [26] and Masuyama et al. (2010) [27] about the estimation of
flying shapes of sails in upwind conditions and without mast. An aerodynamic analysis of soft
sails was performed by Viola et al. (2011) [22] on scale yacht model to extract database of the
pressure distribution on the sail surface to exploit for numerical validation. Campbell (2013) [28]
also carried out experimental tests on a scale "Volvo Ocean Racing" yacht obtaining, in turn, the
aerodynamic coefficients and the polar curves of the sails.
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The only experimental wingsail data available are the ones from Magherini et al. (2014) [10], Blakeley et al. (2012) [16] and Blakeley et al. (2015) [19]. Magherini et al. (2014) [10] analyzed a scale
model of C-class catamaran provided of a rigid two-element wingsail, measuring the aerodynamic
coefficients as well as the heeling moment of the catamaran. The study focused on the wingsail
performance variation with respect to the strength of the wingsail interference with the catamaran
hull and trampoline and to the flap twist laws. However, neither the physics of the flowfield was
examined nor data are available for numerical validation. Blakeley et al. (2012) [16] and Blakeley et al. (2015) [19] investigated by experimental means the influence of the slot size and of the flap
deflection angle on the aerodynamic coefficients of a section of an AC 45 wingsail. The problem in
wind tunnel tests for naval studies derives not only by the scale effect due to the reduced dimension
of the models to test (as in the aeronautical case) but especially in the reproduction of the wind
twist characteristic of a sea environment.
Special wind tunnels were expressly realized for the naval research, with the possibility of producing
the effect of the wind twist (Figure 1.13). There are three wind tunnels in the world having a wind
twist device: the wind tunnel of Yacht Research Unit of the Auckland University (New Zealand)
and Kiel (Germany) and the one of Politecnico di Milano (Italy) [29] (Table 1.2).

YRU Auckland

YRU Kiel

Politecnico di Milano

Figure 1.13 – Twisted flow facilities existing in the world: University of Auckland (New Zealand), Yacht
Research Unit in Kiel (Germany), "Politecnico di Milano" (from [29]).
Table 1.2 – Main characteristics of the three wind twisted wind tunnel.

duct length
duct height
max V

YRU Auckland
7m
3.5 m
8.5 m/s

YRU Kiel
3.5 m
2.4 m
10 m/s

Politecnico di Milano
14 m
4m
16 m/s

The most renowned, the Auckland facility, was built in 1994 to support the Team New Zealand
challenging in the America’s Cup in San Diego. The wind tunnel has an open test section of 7 m
wide and 3.5 m high. The twist is created using bars across the duct section to slow and modify
the flow direction. The maximum speed of the flow is 8.5 m/s. The Kiel facility is the most recent
of the three wind tunnels, being built in 2005. It has a test section of 3.5 m wide and 2.4 m high
with a maximum speed of 10 m/s. The largest wind tunnel is the one owned by the Politecnico di
Milano, with a test section of 14m width and 4m high with a maximum flow speed of 16 m/s. It is
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only partially used for sail aerodynamics and it was adapted after it was built introducing a Twist
Flow Device [30] for the naval testing.

1.1.7.3

Numerical analysis on scale or full-scale models

With the progress in the numerical tools and the computational capabilities made in the last twenty
years, numerical codes are more and more exploited even in the sail and yacht study. Potential
(non-viscous) approaches are still largely used especially by naval team for the aerodynamic analysis
of their rig [31] [32]. However, the complexity of the flow over a sail demands to take into account
the viscosity effects using Navier-Stokes based approaches like RANS. The first RANS analysis on
a sail geometry was carried out by Hedges et al. (1996) [33]. Jones et al. (2001) [34] showed later
the advantages of the RANS approach with respect to the potential formulation when analyzing
the sails of America’s Cup yachts. Chapin et al. (2005) [14] showed also the capability of the
RANS approach to simulate complex flows, like the one of a mast mainsail interaction, comparing
the numerical results with the wind tunnel data carried out by Wilkinson (1989) [35]. Further
investigations were performed using RANS by Graf et al. (2006) [36] and Viola (2009) [37] to
investigate the flow over sails in downwind conditions. A numerical validation for the upwind
conditions was realized instead by Viola et al. (2013) [38]. Wright et al. (2010) [39] starts to
explored also the use of the DES especially for the analysis of high separated flow regions over soft
sails. However they underlined again the usefulness of the inviscid methods for cheap preliminary
design and optimization analyses.
Numerical investigations were performed for the analysis of the interaction existing among sails.
Chapin et al. (2008) [40] analyzed the effects of the interaction between the two sails on the performance of the Hydraplaneur catamaran in RANS. A first Fluid Structure Interaction optimization
on soft sails was performed by Chapin et al. (2011) [41] showing the possibility to solve a high
fidelity optimization problem. Viola et al. (2014) [42] used the DES (Detached Eddy Simulation)
approach for better taking into account for the turbulent effects in the flow interaction between a
main sail and a spinnaker (a headsail used only in downwind).
The numerical studies dealing with wingsails are in turn not numerous. Haack (2011) [43] investigated through RANS simulations the influence of some geometric and trim parameters in the rig
performance. However, most part of his analyses were performed on two-element airfoils. Meschini
(2011) [44] compared different flapped wingsail configurations performing 2D analysis in RANS.
Collie et al. (2015) [45] coupled an unviscid solver for the design of the airfoils of an AC 72 wingsail with 3D RANS simulations. In the same way Viola et al. (2015) [46] research for the optimal
design of a wingsail using at first 2D and then 3D RANS simulations coupled with a VPP for the
estimation of the yacht performance. A deeper investigation on the influence of the slot size, the
flap deflection angle and the chord ratio was carried out by Chapin et al. (2015) [47] on a twoelement AC 72 airfoil. They also performed a qualitative description of the stall phenomenon on
the three-dimensional wingsail. A numerical study on a three dimensional scale wingsail, validated
by comparison with experimental data, was realized by Fiumara et al. (2016) [48].
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1.2

Aerodynamics of wings in high-lift configurations

As described in the naval context, both sails and wingsails can be compared to aeronautical wings.
A wing is an aerodynamic surface capable to generate an aerodynamic force when it is run over by
an air flow. The aim is to obtain the target lift force (L), i.e. the force component normal to the
flow velocity vector, with the minimum drag force (D), i.e. the force parallel to the flow direction.
The lift is originated by the flow deviation generated by the curve surface of the airfoils. Hence
some geometric parameters, like the maximum thickness and the camber of the airfoils, have a
major role in the lift capabilities of a wing. Furthermore, for a given design, the lift increases with
the angle of attack (α) up to the moment the maximum lift is achieved for then dropping down.
This maximum limit is due to the onset of the stall caused by the occurring of the flow separation
over the wing surface reducing the effective lifting surface of the airfoil. In more rare cases the stall
can be also due to the achievement of the maximum physical suction limit on the upper surface of
the airfoil [49]. Since the stall is linked to viscous effects, the Reynolds number plays also a role in
the achievement of the maximum lift coefficient and in the angle of attack at which it occurs.
The problem of a high-lift configuration consists then to generate an elevated lift force delaying as
much as possible the onset of the stall. Both the stall and lift increase phenomena are described
further on in this section.

1.2.1

Mono-element airfoil stall typologies

The stall of an airfoil can be classified in four different stall patterns, thin-aerofoil stall, leading edge
stall, combined leading and trailing edge stall, trailing edge stall [50], each one having a different
flow separation process leading to the pattern of the lift curves represented in Figure 1.14.

(a) Thin airfoil stall

(c) Leading edge stall

(b) Combined stall

(d) Trailing edge stall

Figure 1.14 – Lift and flow characteristics for the four possible stall patterns on a single airfoil [51].
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In these four cases, the stall is due to a flow separation caused by the burst of the laminar separation
bubble (LSB) lying on the airfoil upper surface. Up to the point A in Figure 1.14, the flow consists
in a laminar boundary layer that separates from the wing surface triggering the transition. The
resulting turbulent layer reattaches on the wing surface, forming the laminar separation bubble
(LSB), and it continues to remain attached up to the T.E. An increase of the angle of attack can
prevent the flow reattachment bursting the LSB and giving origin to a large recirculation bubble.
The extent of this bubble depends on the airfoil thickness and the Reynolds number.
For thin airfoils, the reversed flow zone interests at first the forward part of the airfoil extending
then towards the T.E. with the increase of the incidence. The decrease in lift happens when the
recirculation zone reaches the half chord.
In the leading edge stall case, the recirculation zone extends directly all along the chord of the airfoil
leading to a sharp drop in lift contrarily to the previous case. Increasing the Reynolds number or
the airfoil thickness, the laminar separation bubble assumes more stable states at the point that the
flow separation occurs no more for bubble bursting but instead by the instabilities in the boundary
layer with the separation that involves the airfoil T.E. region.
In the combined stall case, this T.E. separation can affect the LSB that bursts provoking an
enlargement of the separated zone to the L.E. When the LSB becomes too stable, e.g. increasing
the airfoil thickness or the Reynolds number, the flow separation interests exclusively the T.E. zone
of the airfoil leading to a flat stall.

(a) NACA 4412

(b) NACA 4421

Figure 1.15 – Streamlines on a NACA 4412 (a) and NACA 4421 (b) airfoils at Re = 2.1 × 105 at the αstall
showing the occurring of the L.E. and T.E. stall depending on the thickness of the airfoil [52].

Anderson [52], comparing a NACA4412 and a NACA4421 at the Re = 2.1 × 105 , refers to a L.E.
abrupt stall for the thin airfoil and to a T.E. flat stall for the thick airfoil (Figure 1.15). Nevertheless
this cannot be considered a general statement since the increase in Reynolds number, as well as
the increase of the airfoil camber or the airfoil maximum thickness, can change the type of stall in
the Thin airfoil stall → Leading edge stall → Combined stall → Trailing edge stall direction. Thus,
depending on the Reynolds number, the same airfoil can exhibit the four types of stall [53].
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1.2.2

High-lift devices

According to the potential flow theory, the lift capabilities of an airfoil depend on its camber,
i.e. the asymmetry between the lower and upper surface of an airfoil and the angle of attack.
The camber creates an asymmetry on the flow streamline (Figure 1.16) with a movement of the
stagnation point on the lower surface of the airfoil increasing the flow acceleration on its upper
surface. In aeronautics, the camber effect is exploited using asymmetric airfoils that can generate
lift even at α = 0°.
Auxiliary appendices can also be introduced on the leading edge (L.E.), slat, or on the trailing
edge (T.E.), flap, to temporarily modify the camber of the airfoils when needed, i.e. in takeoff and
landing phases. In Figure 1.16 the CL curves are represented for a symmetric airfoil at different
flap deflection angles together with a scheme of the streamline paths in the clean configuration and
with a flap deflection of 15°.

Figure 1.16 – Effect of the flap deflection on lift curve (a) and on streamline shape (b) (c) [52].

A downward deflection of the flap improves the CLmax of the airfoil but it has also an influence on
the stall angle of attack (αstall ) that moves towards lower values with respect to the clean airfoil
[52]. The stall characteristics of an airfoil can also be hardly influenced by a flap deflection. The
decreasing of the αstall is due to the earlier flow separation occurring on the airfoil when the flap
is more deflected, i.e. when the strength of the adverse pressure gradients becomes too elevated.
Improved flap designs were studied in the years to reduce the flow separation on the airfoils even
at high angles of attack. All these flap configurations have a common feature: the flap is split from
the main wing.
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1.2.3

Slotted flap configurations

In order to improve the high-lift capabilities and the flap effectiveness even at high angles of attack,
multi-element configurations were introduced on aeronautical wings, splitting the airfoil in mainwing and flap. The air can then flow through the slot dividing the two element giving origin to
a jet. The slot jet can be considered as an accelerated potential flow [49] dividing two viscous
layers: the flap B.L. and the main wake (Figure 1.17). This particular flow organization leads to a
particular velocity distribution named confluent boundary layer (CBL).

Figure 1.17 – Flow layers on a slotted flap configuration in the optimal flow case. On the right the
representation of the confluent boundary layer velocity profile [54].

The strength of the confluent boundary layer is in the pressure unbalance between the viscous and
inviscid layers [55], creating a favorable normal-to-flow pressure gradient. This pressure gradient
pushes the flap boundary layer toward the flap surface that easily stay thin and laminar [55].
Furthermore, the downward deviation of the main wake centerline, due to this favorable pressure
gradient, is responsible of augmented flap effectiveness [56].
Smith (1975) [49] described five benefic effects existing on multi-element configurations thanks to
the jet of the slot and hence to the confluent boundary layer.
1. Slat effect
The interference of a forward element (the main wing) leads to a decrease of the velocity
magnitude on the downstream element (the flap) reducing the strength of pressure peak near
its L.E. The pressure recovery downstream of the peak becomes lower, reducing the adverse
pressure gradients on the flap surface and hence the probability of a flow separation on the
flap surface.
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2. Circulation effect
The presence of an aft element (the flap) modifies the velocity field in the neighbors of
the forward element T.E., introducing a transverse velocity component that increases the
circulation strength on the forward element (the wing) and hence its lift.
3. Dumping effect
The higher velocity induced by the aft-element (the flap) nearby the T.E. of the forward
element (the main) brings down the pressure magnitude on this zone of the main wing alleviating the adverse pressure gradient. The possibilities of a flow separation on the upper
surface of the main wing are lesser.
4. Off-the-surface pressure recovery
Because of the particular velocity profile of the flow above the flap, the flow deceleration
occurring upon the flap surface is distributed on the different flow layers and not only in
contact with the wall. The deceleration of the flow near the flap surface is hence more
gradual, bringing down the strength of the adverse pressure gradient and the probability of
a flow separation.
5. Fresh boundary layer
The new boundary layer developed on the split aft element is thin and less prone to separate
compared to the case in which the two elements were not split forming a unique thicker
boundary layer.
Therefore, the multi-layer flow enhances the wing lift capabilities reducing and delaying the possibilities of a flow separation and increasing the load on some of the elements constituting the
wing. However these benefic effects take place only if the different layers on the aft-element remain
distinguished [49] and do not merge. The layers composing the confluent boundary layer (CBL)
tend indeed to interact one to each other evolving for eventually merging in a thick boundary layer
(B.L.) profile more prone to flow separation. The slot has to be correctly dimensioned to prevent
the possibility of a confluent boundary layer (CBL) merging [49].

1.2.4

The confluent boundary layer evolution

The layers constituting the confluent boundary layer interact in their downstream movement modifying the characteristics of the confluent boundary layer velocity profile. Squire (1989) [57] distinguished three cases in the interaction between the flap B.L. and the main wake (Figure 1.18). In the
unmerged case (i.e. the optimal one for a high-lift configuration), the wake layer and the B.L. are
completely separated by the potential core of the jet of the slot. During the merging the potential
core becomes thinner making more effective the interaction between the two viscous layers. In the
merged configuration, the wake feature can no more be distinguished.
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Figure 1.18 – (a) Scheme of the different interaction in the confluent boundary layer [57].

Johnston et al. (1986) [58] divided the (merging) confluent boundary layer in three parts (Figure 1.19): the wall layer, the inner half wake and the outer half layer. The wall layer is delimited
by the surface and the first velocity maximum above the surface, yD , due to the presence of the jet.
The inner half wake is bounded by yD and the deficit point in the wake and the outer half wake
from the inner half wake layer limit up to the edge of the inviscid flow.

Figure 1.19 – Merging confluent boundary layer regions after Johnston et al.(1986) [58].

The interaction region is dominated by large scale structures moving from the outer half wake to
the inner half wake and from the inner half wake into the wall layer [58][57]. Because of the memory
effect of these structures penetrating in the wall layer, the Reynolds shear stress (−u0 v 0 ) and the
normal velocity gradient (∂U/∂y) can have opposite sign, i.e. the Boussinesq assumption, there,
is not valid. However, the memory effect takes place only for large structures entering the wall
layer since the small structures tends to be rapidly suppressed by viscosity. This phenomenon was
observed by Johnston et al. (1986) [58] and Bario et al. (1982) [59] in a small region between
the upper bound wall layer and the under bound inner half wake. This local non validity of the
Boussinesq assumption may cause problems in the modeling of the confluent boundary layer.
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The interaction process between the layers is mainly driven by the shear stress and hence by the
turbulence intensity in the interaction zone [60]. As described by Driver et al. (2002) [61], the
augmentation of the adverse pressure gradients leads to a thickening of the wake layer that spreads
in its downstream movement. The turbulence intensity in the wake increases also with the adverse
pressure gradients resulting in more effective merging process. In case of merging, the most energetic
layer, the main wake, absorbs the other layers with a consequent movement of the wake centerline
away from the airfoil surface. This phenomenon was observed and described by Nakayama et al.
(1990) [55] in the analyses of a three-element airfoil composed by slat and flap. Downstream of the
flap, the flap wake was absorbed by the main wake whose centerline moved upwards leading to a
decambering effect of the flap. The effectiveness of the flap was hence decreased. Furthermore, the
merging tends to make uniform the velocity profile of the confluent boundary layer reducing the
strength of the favorable normal-to-flow pressure gradient. Once the layer has completely merged,
the resulting velocity profile is a unique thick viscous layer more sensitive to a flow separation.
If the confluent boundary layer has not merged, in presence of an adverse pressure gradient there
is the possibility of a flow reversal in the wake layer while there is no evidence of separation on the
wall layer. This phenomenon was observed and described by Petrov (1980) [62] (Figure 1.20) and
it is named "off-surface separation". The Reynolds number in the experiments of Petrov (1980) [62]
ranged between 0.5 × 106 and 1.5 × 106 .

Figure 1.20 – Off-surface reversal flow on a multi-element wing [62].

Despite there is no evidence of this off-surface separation in the experiments performed by Nakayama
et al. (1990) [55] (Re = 3 × 106 ) and Spaid (2000) [63] (Re = 9 × 106 ), flow separation occurred
in the outer main wake layer above the flap surface of the multi-element configuration tested by
Braden et al. (1983) [64] and Pomeroy et al. (2014) [65] (Re = 1 × 106 ). The off-surface flow
separation or wake burst is in fact highly dependent on the Reynolds number of the flow with the
reversal zone that enlarges when the Reynolds number decreases. After that the flow reversal takes
place, the wake spreads increasing its interaction with the neighbor layers and also the turbulence
intensity in the core wakes. This flow separation is responsible for an under-deviation of the flow
of the actual profile reducing the flap load and hence the lift capabilities of the wing.
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1.2.5

Slot size influence on wing performance

The effectiveness of the flap is highly dependent on the slot size and the flap deflection angle.
An increase of the flap deflection angle strengthens the adverse pressure gradient increasing the
probabilities of a flow separation. The slot size, in turn, acts on the strength of the flow regions
composing the confluent boundary layer modifying its merging possibilities and hence the flow
capabilities to counteract the adverse pressure gradients. Smith (1975) [49] distinguished the narrow
slot case, in which the confluent boundary layer has more probability to merge, and the wide case
where, on the contrary, the layer interaction is weaker preventing the possibility of a merging.
However, a weakening of the interaction due to an excessive widening of the slot can also be
deleterious in term of flow separation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.21 – Lift performance for the NHLP airfoil (a) with the slot size variation obtained by Finch et
al. (1974) [66]: (b) CLmax iso-contours for the 40◦ flap deflection angle case with the distinction of three
different zones: A narrow slot configuration, B optimum slot size, C widen slot case; (c) lift curves for the
three slot configurations [67].

In the literature, the slot geometry is described by the overlap (o), i.e. the longitudinal distance
between the main T.E. and the flap L.E., and the yF , i.e. the transverse distance between these two
points (Figure 1.21(a)). The research of the optimal slot size was the subject of many experimental
studies carried out particularly during the 1970’s and the 1980’s. Woodward et al. (1993) [67],
basing on the tests of Cairns et al. (1973) [68] and Finch et al. (1974) [66] on the NHLP airfoil
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(Figure 1.21(a)), stated that the optimal slot size maximizing the lift is found for an overlap of
about zero for both low and high flap deflection angles (δ = 20° and δ = 40°) with a decrease in
CLmax when the flap is moved upstream or downstream (Figure 1.21(b)). For high flap deflection
angles (δ = 40°) a rearward movement of the flap with respect to the optimal configuration, leads
to a large separation on the flap surface for all the angles of attack with a consequent drop in lift
(Figure 1.21(c) curve C).
A forward movement of the flap reduces the maximum lift of the airfoil but it allows improving
the CL at low angles of attack (Figure 1.21(c) curve A). In this last case, indeed, the flow on
the flap is completely attached up to the occurring of the stall. In the optimum slot case instead
(Figure 1.21(c) curve B), at low angles of attack the flow is fairly separated on the flap surface
but it has the tendency to reattach under the influence of the main wake that spreads with the
augmentation of the angle of attack. When the reattachment takes place the flap effectiveness
increases giving origin to a “non-linear increase in lift” [67] (Figure 1.21(c) curve A) and a reduction
in drag. This same phenomenon can be observed from the tests performed by Racisz (1947) [69].

(a)

(b)

δ = 30°, o/c1 = 0, yF /c1 = 3%

(c)

δ = 30°, o/c1 = 0, yF /c1 = 2%

Figure 1.22 – CL /α curves on a GA(W)-2 two-element airfoil (a) at δ = 30◦ [70]: (b) optimum slot case, the
lift slope increases before the stall; (c) narrow slot case, the lift slope decreases close to the αstall reducing
the maximum CLmax compared to the optimal case.

An increase of the lift effectiveness at high angles of attack was also observed on GA(W)-2, a two
element airfoil (Figure 1.23), at a flap deflection angle of 30° [70] (Figure 1.22). In this case the flow
on the flap remains attached on the entire range of angle of attack before the onset of the stall. The
slope augmentation in the lift curve close to the αstall is due in this case to an upward deviation of
the jet of the slot that increases the circulation of the main element (Figure 1.22(b)). Narrowing
the slot size, this upward deflection does not take place reducing eventually the maximum lift
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capabilities of the airfoil (Figure 1.22(c)) and obtaining a lift curve similar to the one of the NHLP
airfoil in the A case (Figure 1.21(c)).
Wentz et al. (1978) [71] performed experimental analysis on the same GA(W)-2 airfoil searching for
the optimal slot geometry maximizing the CLmax at two different flap deflection angles, i.e. 30° and
40°. The optimum yF moves toward smaller values, from 3%c1 to 0.5%c1 , with the increase of 10°
in δ. This characteristic can be highlighted from Table 1.3 reporting the optimal slot configuration
on different airfoils.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.23 – CLmax iso-contours obtained from the Wentz et al. (1978) [71] data on a GA(W)-2 twoelement airfoil (a): (b) 30◦ flap deflection angle case, (c) 40◦ flap deflection angle setting [70].

Table 1.3 – Optimum slot parameters, overlap (o) and yF , for the different multi-element airfoils tested in
wind tunnel.
Ref.
[68]
[66]
[71]
[71]
[69]
[69]
[72]

Year
1973
1974
1978
1978
1947
1947
1991

Airfoil
NHLP90
NHLP90
GA(W)2
GA(W)2
NACA65-A111
NACA65-A111
“NASA” airfoil

No. elements
3 (slat+main+flap)
3 (slat+main+flap)
2 (main+flap)
2 (main+flap)
2 (main+flap)
2 (main+flap)
3 (slat+main+flap)

Re (×106 )
2.2
2.2
2.4
9.0
9.0

δ
20◦
40◦
30◦
40◦
40◦
40◦
30◦

o opt (%c)
-1.25; +0.25
-1.25 ; -0.75
-0.25
-1.25
-0.73
-0.32
+1

yF opt (%c)
1.75 ; 3.25
0; 0.5
3
0.5
5.29
4.04
1.32

Blakeley et al. (2012) [16] and Blakeley et al. (2015) [19] explored the effects of the jet of the slot
on a wingsail bi-element airfoil, made by NACA0025 and NACA0010, performing experimental
tests in wind tunnel at the Reynolds number of 0.3 × 106 and 0.7 × 106 . At low flap deflection
angles, δ < 15°, and at fixed angle of attack, the airfoils performance increases with the narrowing
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of the flap. However weak influence of the slot variation is felt when ranging the slot from 0% to
3% of the main chord. The flap effectiveness does not increase with the flap deflection angle. At
the slot size of 2% of the main chord, the lift curve for δ = 25° lies below the curve for δ = 15°
probably due to the onset of a flow separation on the flap surface.

1.2.6

Reynolds effects on the performance of a multi-element wing

As exposed in section 1.2.1, the stall pattern of a single element airfoil is dependent on the Reynolds
number and on the airfoil thickness. In Figure 1.24 are plotted the correlation curves for the airfoil
stall patterns as function of Re and the airfoil thickness [50]. A NACA0012 airfoil can have a
combined or a full T.E. stall for while the thicker NACA0015 is characterized by a T.E. stall even
at low Reynolds numbers.

Figure 1.24 – Curve correlation of the airfoil stall patterns with Re [50].

This scale effects can be important when experimental results performed on a scale airfoil are
compared to the full-scale geometry. Because of the different Reynolds number, the wind tunnel
tests performed may be not representative of the real conditions of utilization of the airfoil. An
airfoil can in fact show a leading-edge stall in wind tunnel and finely have a trailing-edge stall in
the real use.
On a single element airfoil, a Reynolds increase leads to an enhancement of its lift capabilities
[53] (Figure 1.25(a)). Since the performance does not degrade with respect to the wind tunnel
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conditions, this scale effect is described as “favorable”.

(a)

Direct scale effect

(b)

Inverse scale effect

Figure 1.25 – (a) Lift curves for NACA64-012 airfoil at different Reynolds number [73]; (b) inverse scale
effect on a NACA65-A111 multi-airfoil in the optimized slot case [69].

Haines (1994) [53] distinguished two favorable scale effects: the modification of the boundary layer
thickness and the modification of the development of the laminar separation bubble. An increase
of Reynolds number reduces the thickness of the boundary layer that becomes less sensitive to a
flow separation. The Reynolds number affects also the stability of the laminar separation bubble
improving the performance of the airfoil. However, the movement of the transition point toward
the L.E. with the increase of Re reduces the extent of the laminar zone on the airfoil surface
increasing the turbulent one. Since the turbulent regime can develop on a larger region, the flow
boundary layer becomes thicker and more prone to a flow separation. Since the flow is more prone
to separate when decreasing the Reynolds number, the movement of the transition point represents
an "unfavorable" scale effect [53].
In a multi-element airfoil, besides the scale effects existing for single airfoils, there are further
scale effects caused by a modification of the flow interference between the different elements (Figure 1.25(b)). As described in the previous section, the slot has to be opportunely designed in order
to improve the lift performance and prevent flow separation on the flap surface. Now, in the slot
region, the actual slot size felt by the jet is the one bounded by the flap boundary layer and the
main wake. A Reynolds number increase thins these two viscous layers widening the actual size
of the slot. Hence, if in a low Reynolds case, e.g. in wind tunnel tests conditions, the slot was
optimized in a way to achieve the B zone in Figure 1.21(c), the increase in Reynolds moves the
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operating point towards larger slots reaching also the C zone with a consequent triggering of the
flow separation of the flap surface. However, when the transition point moves upstream, both the
wake layer and the flap boundary layer thickens reducing the actual slot size that can move in this
case in the A zone. The analysis of these phenomena is complex because of their not monotonic
behavior, but they have to be taken into account especially when analyses are based on wind tunnel
test data.
In a three-dimensional wing, the analysis is further complicated by other scale sources arising in the
flowfield due to the three-dimensional pattern of the flow in certain conditions, e.g. near the stall
incidence, and that can be strengthened by the presence of a sweep angle. On a two-element airfoil
the transition is indeed due by either the presence of a laminar separation bubble, by the surface
roughness, or by a boundary layer instability of the Tollmien-Schlichting type but cannot occur
upstream of the pressure peak [53]. This is not the case for the three-dimensional wings where
the transition can be triggered by additional phenomena. The spanwise velocity component, due
to a sweep angle for example, leads to a boundary layer developing also in the spanwise direction.
Especially on the L.E. of the wing this transverse development of the boundary layer may provoke
the flow transition (transition of the attachment line). The spanwise velocity component leads also
to the onset of an instability, the cross flow instability, that can trigger the flow transition.

1.2.7

Flow separation and stall physics on multi-element wings

On a multi-element airfoil the occurring of the stall is not necessarily caused by a flow separation
[54]. As explained in 1.2.3 the jet of the slot enhances the circulation of the main wing increasing
its lift capabilities. However, for a given profiled shape, it exists a maximum lift limit due to the
achievement of the suction limit [49]. In this case, the multi-element configuration shows a soft stall
behavior occurring even if the airfoils composing the main-wing have abrupt stall characteristics.
A limitation in the maximum lift can also be introduced by the establishment of the off-surface
separation described in Section 1.2.4. This off-surface separated zone can involve the entire airfoil
surface enlarging until the main L.E. provoking a sharp decrease of CL .
Otherwise, the reversal flow can involve just only one element of the high-lift device. In this case, a
large separating zone appears on one of the elements of the slotted wing. This differential separation
of the wing elements gives origin to a multi-stall behavior of the wing as described by Biber (1992)
[74]. In Figure 1.26 the CL of the two-element GA(W)-2 airfoil presents two rapid drop off points
caused by the onset of the flow separation on the flap at first while the flow on the main element is
still completely attached. The main element separation takes place only in a second time, for larger
values of the angle of attack (α), leading to the second drop in lift (Figure 1.26). An increase of
the flap deflection angle (δ) strengthens the first drop in lift and, at the same time, the difference
between the two stall angles widens.
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Figure 1.26 – Lift curve for a GA(W)-2 two-element airfoil at δ = 40° showing the two-stall wing behavior
and the flap hysteresis [70].

In case of multi-element stall, the lift path in increasing and decreasing the angle of attack are
not superimposed (Figure 1.26). The flow reattaches on the main surface when the second stall
incidence is achieved. In turn, the reattachment on the flap surface needs angles of attack lowers
of even 8◦ than the correspondent separation angle of attack. This hysteresis, concerning the only
flap surface, is strongly dependent on the flap position, with the hysteresis loop becoming larger
with the increase of the flap deflection angle and the widening of the slot size [56].

1.3

Numerical methods for high-lift prediction

Numerical tools had a large diffusion for the aerodynamic analysis since the first 1990’s. Their
development contributed to their diffusion in the research and industrial domains reducing the need
to use the experimental tests, more expensive and more difficult to set up. Even if many progresses
have been done in the prediction of the flowfield on aeronautical wings, the modeling of the flowfield
around a multi-element wing configuration is still a challenging problem. Therefore, the numerical
analysis on a multi-element wingsail is not easy considering also the difficulties linked to the low
Reynolds number and the sea environment flow conditions. Furthermore the strong viscid/inviscid
interactions in the flowfield and the possibility of large separated zones demand complex modeling
strategies that can be expensive in code development and in computational costs.
At the end of the 1980’s, the flow computation around multi-element airfoils was based on solvers
using the Integral Boundary Layer theory. Exploited especially for the two-dimensional analysis on
multi-element wings, these methods gave accurate results in predicting the aerodynamic coefficients
with a low computational cost. With the enhancement of the computational capabilities, the IBL
was step by step substituted by the RANS approach, used at first on two-dimensional airfoils and
successively in three-dimensional geometries.
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Many efforts were devoted particularly in the development of turbulence models capable to reproduce wakes and shear layers [75] as well as transition model for the reproduction of the laminar/turbulent transition in the boundary layer [76] [77] [78]. The numerical modeling of high-lift
configurations has been also the subject of several international projects like the EUROLIFT,
launched by the European Union in 2004, and the AIAA High-Lift prediction Workshop in 2012.
Nowadays, RANS is the state of the art for aerodynamic simulations on complex high-lift devices.
The aerodynamic coefficients are well predicted at the angles of attack lower than the αstall . A
lack of accuracy is instead still observed when large flow separation starts to take place on the
wing surface limiting especially the prediction of the stall characteristics and of the CLmax [79].
Large Eddy Simulation approach can give best results since, in this case, the turbulence, at least
of the large scales, are simulated instead to be modeled [80]. However, because of their elevated
computational costs their use in the analysis of high-lift wing geometries has been, up to now,
limited to quasi two-dimensional configurations.

1.3.1

IBL methods

The first computational methods used to analyze high-lift devices exploited the IBL (Integral
Boundary Layer) theory involving interaction between inviscid and viscous equations. These methods have low computational cost worth and hence they could be easily exploited with the computational possibilities of that time. The most representative codes of this class are the ones developed
by Drela (1990) [81] and Cebeci et al. (1992) [82]. Drela (1990) [81] and Drela (1993) [83] developed the MSES code coupling discretized Euler equations for the unviscid solver and multi-equation
integral formulation for the viscous layers.
Cebeci et al. (1992) [82] and Cebeci (1993) [84], in turn, used a panel methods to compute the
inviscid solution coupled with compressible boundary layer method. The prediction of the aerodynamic coefficients as well as the pressure distribution on the airfoil surfaces and the stall incidence
were usually in fairly agreement with the experimental data.
However, important overestimations of the maximum lift coefficient can arise due to a bad representation of the effects of the main wake interaction [81]. Cebeci et al. (1998) [85] solved this
problem accounting the wake effects extending the calculation into the wake and modifying the
turbulence model in that region. However this difficulty to reproduce the flow physics and the
use of specific built-in code to solve this problem lead to certain variability in the solution when
different codes were compared [54]. This variability is lower when RANS based codes are used [86].
Furthermore, the problem in computing wakes, confluence and massive separation leads to a lack in
robustness that does not set in for RANS methods [18]. This was the reason why the IBL methods
were step by step substituted by RANS approach before that three-dimensional formulations of the
IBL methods may take hold. An example of three dimensional formulation of the IBL method was
the one developed by Besnard et al. (2000) [87] and tested to predict the stall conditions of a full
aircraft in high-lift condition. Despite these limits in the computations, the IBL still represents a
cheap and valid tool for design and optimization studies of multi-element airfoils [88][89].
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1.3.2

RANS methods

Solvers based on the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes method started to be massively developed
during the 1990’s. Having a more elevated computational cost compared to the IBL methods, the
RANS approach is based on the resolution of the Navier-Stokes equations where the flow variables
are time averaged. In order to take into account the turbulence features, the RANS approach
0
decomposes the flow variables (f ) in statistically-averaged (f ) and fluctuating components (f ).
f =f +f

0

(1.2)

The final system of equations obtained by the time-averaging process is similar to the original
0 0
Navier-Stokes equations except for the presence of the cross term ui uj , unknown, which represents
the flow shear stress due to the turbulence (named Reynolds shear stress). The system needs hence
of one formulation to close the problem. The most adopted closure formulation is the linear one
introduced by Boussinesq.
0

0

ui uj = −νt Sij

(1.3)

The Boussinesq hypothesis links the Reynolds shear stress to the mean rate of the strain tensor
(Sij ) by a turbulent viscosity parameter (νt ) that has to be modeled. Many efforts were dedicated to
formulate and improve the turbulence models for RANS to make them representative of most part
of the flows usually analyzed. Efforts moved recently towards the modeling of turbulent transition
which, in a high-lift configuration, may have important effects on the flow characteristics.

1.3.2.1

RANS turbulence model influence in high-lift configurations

Prior to 1990 most of the RANS code adopted algebraic zero equation turbulence model [54] such
as the Baldwin-Lomax model [106]. The two-equation turbulence models, like k- and k-ω, were
also used but they have the inconvenient of giving poor results in case of separated flow caused by
adverse pressure gradients [54], even if their results were whatever in better agreement than the
algebraic models.
Two of the most effective turbulence models used in the RANS codes were developed in the first
half of the 1990’s: the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model [107] and the two-equation Shear
Stress Transport (k-ω SST ) model developed by Menter (1994) [75] blending the k- and k-ω
models [54]. All of these are linear models based on the Boussinesq assumption. More complex
models include non-linear term in the relation for the shear stress, such as the Explicit Algebraic
Stress Models (EASM) which can be implemented in a two-equation framework. The RSM model
introduces further additional turbulence equations. However, because of their complexity, the
second order methods are less common and less used than the linear ones.
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Table 1.4 – Main characteristics of 2D RANS simulations carried out on multi-element wings.
Ref.

Geometry

Larsson (1994)
[90]

Morrison et al. (1998)
[93]

2D NLR7301
(main+flap)
2D NLR7301
(main+flap)
2D NLR7301
(main+flap)
2D NLR7301
(main+flap)
2D NLR7301
(main+flap)
2D GA(W)-1
(main+flap)
2D GA(W)-1
(slat+main+flap)
2D - NHLP
(slat+main+flap)

Anderson et al. (1995)
[94]

oF
[os ]
(%c)
5.3

gF
[gs ]
(%c)
1.3

δF
[δs ]
(°)
20

α(◦ )

Re
(×106 )

M

6.0

2.51

0.185 k-, RSM

BS
(0.037)

5.3

2.6

20

13.1

2.51

0.185

k-, RSM

BS
(0.037)

5.3

1.3,
2.6

20

6

2.51

0.185

SA,
k-ω SST

BS
(0.182)

5.3

2.6

20

13.1

2.51

0.185

SA,
k-ω SST

BS
(0.182)

5.3

2.6

20

13.1

2.51

0.185

C

0

4.0

30

4.0

0.62

0.116

std k-,
k-ω,
k-ω SST
SA, k-ω
SST

0
(1.5)

2.5
[1.5]

30
[42]

12.0

0.62

0.15

-

-

20
[25]

4.01

3.52

0.195

2D - 30P-30N
(slat+main+flap)

0.25

1.7

30
[30]

[-4;
23]

5, 9,
16

Morrison et al. (1998)
[93]

2D - 30P-30N
(slat+main+flap)

0.25
[-2.5]

1.27
[2.95]

30
[30]

19.0

Rumsey et al. (1998)
[95]

2D - 30P-30N
(slat+main+flap)

0.25
[-2.5]

1.27
[2.95]

30
[30]

Rumsey et al. (2001)
[96]

2D - 30P-30N
(slat+main+flap)

0.25
[-2.5]

1.27
[2.95]

Rumsey et al. (2002)
[54]

2D/quasi 2D
30P-30N
(slat+main+flap)
quasi 2D
30P-30N
(slat+main+flap)
2D
30P-30N
(slat+main+flap)
2D
30P-30N
(slat+main+flap)
2D
A310 airfoil
(slat+main+flap)
2D
A310 airfoil
(slat+main+flap)

0.25
[-2.5]

Larsson (1994)
[90]
Godin et al. (1997)
[91]
Godin et al. (1997)
[91]
Kim et al. (2000)
[92]
Godin et al. (1997)
[91]
Kim et al. (2000)
[92]

Rumsey et al. (2002)
[54]
Kim et al. (2004)
[97]
Yano et al. (2012)
[98]
Larsson (1994)
[90]
Lindblad et al.(1999)
[99]

Legend
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Turb.
model

Mesh
(×106 )

BS
(0.106)

std k-,
k-ω, k-ω
SST
k-, k-ω,
ASM

C

0.2

SA

9.0

0.2

HU
(0.0225,
0.0496,
0.0878)

k-, k-ω,
ASM

BS (-)

19.0

9.0

0.197

SA
(full turb),
SA (trans)

BS
FS/WT
(0.135)

30
[30]

19.0

9.0

0.2

BS
(0.135)

1.27
[2.95]

30
[30]

[4;24] [5, 16]

0.2

SA, SARC,
EASM k-,
EASM
k-ω,
EASMCC
SA

0.25
[-2.5]

1.27
[2.95]

30
[30]

[4;24] [5, 16]

0.2

SA

0.25
[-2.5]

1.27
[2.95]

30
[30]

22

9

0.2

SA

0.25
[-2.5]

1.27
[2.95]

30
[30]

16

9

0.2

SA

HU
(-)

16.7
[20]

12.2

1.9

0.22

k-

BS
(0.088)

4.1

0.22

k-g, k-,
k-ω

BS
(0.55)

BS=Block Structured
WT=Wind Tunnel domain

C=Chimera
HU=Hybrid unstructured

FS=Freestream
T+P=Tetrahedra+prisms

BS
(-)

BS
(0.135,
4.47)
HU
T+P
(1.35)
BS
(-)

Table 1.5 – Main characteristics of 3D RANS simulations carried out on multi-element wings.
Ref.

Geometry

Rudnik et al. (2001)
[100]

3D
A320 aircraft

Rundnik et al. (2005)
[101]
Rogers et al. (2001)
[102]
Eliasson et al. (2011)
[103]

Shankara et al. (2012)
[104]
Rumsey et al. (2015)
[105]

Legend

oF
[os ]
(%c)

gF
[gs ]
(%c)

δF
[δs ]
(°)
19.5
[20]

α(◦ )

Re
(×106 )

M

Turb.
model

Mesh
(×106 )

4,
12,
21

2.0

0.22

SA

BS
(9.2)
HU T+P
(5.8)
BS
(3.8)
HU T+P
(3.8)
BS
(6.8)

k-ω

3D
Full aircraft
KH3Y

[7;25] 1.36

3D
NASA trap
wing
3D
NASA trap
wing

20,26 14.7

0.15

[5;37] 4.3

0.2

SA trans
eN

25
[30]

[6;37] 4.3

0.2

SST γ-Reϑ

HU Ph+P
(10, 22, 34)

25
[30]

[6;37] 4.3

0.2

SA,
k-ω SST,
SST γ-Reϑ

BS
U Hx
(51, 39.7)
HU T+P
(11, 28, 32.5)

3D
NASA trap
wing
3D
NASA trap
wing

BS=Block Structured
UHx=Unstructured Hexahedra

HU=Hybrid unstructured
Ph+P=Polyhedra+Prims

0.174 SA, k-ω
SA, k-ω,
EARSM
SA

BS
(20.4)
HU T+P
(37, 39.7)

T+P=Tetrahedra+prisms

The different turbulence models were largely tested on multi-element wings in high-lift conditions
in order to understand their capabilities in modeling the complex flow pattern on these geometries
(Table 1.4 and Table 1.5). As stated by Rumsey et al. (2002) [54], the k- model is the less adapted
to reproduce correctly the velocity profiles especially in the CBL and the skin friction that is
generally overestimated. This limitation of the k- model was observed by Kim et al. (2000) [92]
during their tests on a NLR 7301 two-element airfoil. They compared the standard k- [108][75],
k-ω of Wilcox (1993) [108][109] and SST models obtaining a good agreement in the estimation of
the pressure distribution with the last two models that better matched the experimental velocity
profiles.
Godin et al. (1997) [91] compared the SA and the SST k-ω models on the same NLR 7301 airfoil
and also on a two-element GA(W)-1 airfoil, the latter one with a large separated zone on the flap
surface. The authors [91] underlined a higher accuracy of the SA model in predicting attached flows,
wakes and merging boundary layers while the SST model was better in case of flow separation. From
the two-dimensional analysis of Lindblad et al. (1999) [99] and the three-dimensional computation
of Rudnik et al. (2001) [100] emerged a tendency of the k-ω model to produce a premature flow
separation and to largely underestimate the maximum lift coefficient. Rudnik et al. (2001) [100]
also compared the results obtained with the k-ω model (with a block-structured solver) with the
solution obtained with the SA model (with an unstructured solver).
As general statement, the SA and the SST are the most performing for high-lift configurations and
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this explains also the tendency during the high-lift workshops. Rumsey et al. (2011)[79] in the
summary of the first "AIAA High-Lift Prediction Workshop" shows that the SA model is in better
agreement with experimental data in the CLmax estimation while both the k-ω and the k-ω SST
underpredict it. The error with the SA is less than 3% in CLmax growing at 5% with the k-ω and
at 6% with k-ω SST . However, the use of a transition model coupled with the k-ω SST allows
matching the experimental value in maximum lift, increasing also the accuracy for the estimation
of the drag and the moment [110].

1.3.2.2

RANS transitional models

The influence of the transition effects for the numerical prediction of the high-lift performance was
already analyzed by Rumsey et al. (1998) [95] and Rumsey et al. (2001) [96] for the three-element
30P-30N airfoil. In this case, the transition was manually triggered activating the production term
of the turbulence model in correspondence of the transition point measured during wind tunnel
tests. The effect, compared to the fully turbulent case, was to improve the caption of the velocity
profiles on the airfoil.
The problem in detecting transition on high-lift configurations was also part of the objectives of
the EUROLIFT project [101][111]. In the analysis carried out by Rudnick et al. (2005) [101], the
transition was predicted using the eN method for both longitudinal and crossflow transition on full
aircraft geometries.
Eliasson et al. (2011) [103] used the same method to predict transition on the "wing trap" for
the AIAA high-lift workshop comparing then the experimental results with the numerical solutions obtained in fully turbulent and in the transition-predicted case. Taking into account for the
transition effects, the solution was in good agreement not only in the lift but even in drag and
moment coefficients with the experimental data. However this methodology was tedious to apply,
demanding to perform a preliminary fully turbulent simulation on which apply the eN method for
the detection of the transition location and finally compute the actual simulation eliminating the
production terms on the laminar zone.
An “automatic” model was formulated by Menter et al. (2004) [76][77] to predict the transition,
the four equation SST γ − Reϑ . This model, based on the SST k-ω turbulence model, includes
two transport equations for the intermittency parameter (γ) and a local transition onset Reynolds
number (Reϑ ). The intermittency regulates the level of turbulent kinetic energy in the SST model.
The model was adopted by Steed (2011) [112] for the NASA trap case and further analyzed by
Rumsey et al. (2015) [105]. They compared fully turbulent SA and SST models (the latter
in the vorticity approximation formulation [113]) with the SST γ-Reϑ . The activation of the
transitional method increases the accuracy in predicting lift, drag and moment coefficients. The
surface pressures and the velocity profiles better agree with the experimental data than the fully
turbulent computations. The classic k-ω SST gives the worst results among the three cases. The
position of the transition line was correctly detected on the three wing elements. Nevertheless,
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the model has shown some convergence issues with the γ residual that tends to stagnate without
decreasing once achieved a certain value. This poor convergence can be a potential source of
uncertainty in the flow solution. The coarse mesh case gives poorer results than the finest one.
An alternative formulation of the SST transitional model was developed by Suluksna et al. (2009)
[78] modifying the two transport equations for the intermittency and the Reϑ . This model was
tested and calibrated by Malan et al. (2009) [114] who underlined a dependence on the freestream
conditions and particular to the turbulence intensity attributed to freestream. Shankara et al.
(2012) [104] used this model on the NASA trap wing test case. Even in this case the activation
of transition model enhances the agreement with the experimental data with respect to the fully
turbulent case. However the model needs a well mesh refinement especially in the B.L. regions with
y + values strictly lower than one to work correctly.

1.3.3

LES, DES and WMLES

Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach solves the fluid motions down to a prescribed length scale
which is larger than the Kolmogorov scale ηK . The Navier-Stokes equations are spatially filtered
in space in order to solve only the turbulent scales larger than the cutoff value of the filter. As in
the RANS case, the filtered system of equations is not a closed problem since the viscous terms
depend on the velocity of the unresolved scales. To close the problem, the subgrid scales (SGS),
i.e. the scales smaller than the cutoff filter length, have then to be modeled. Physically the SGS
stress determines the dynamic coupling between large and small scales in turbulence. The widest
SGS models used are based on the eddy viscosity closure approach for which the momentum fluxes
upon the resolved scales are linearly dependent upon the rate of strain of the large scales [80]
(Equation 1.4).

τij = −2νSGS S ij

(1.4)

In Equation 1.4, νSGS is the kinematic eddy viscosity and need to be modeled. The success of the
eddy viscosity closure is due to the robustness, simplicity in implementation and its low computational cost. The most renowned model is the one of Smagorinsky (1963) [115] (Equation 1.5).
τij = −2(cs ∆)2 |S|S ij

(1.5)

In Equation 1.5, the eddy viscosity is modeled by a characteristic length scale (∆) and a charp
acteristic velocity scale (∆|S| where |S| = 2Sij Sij ) through a constant cs , the Smagorinsky
coefficient. This model assumes that equilibrium exists between the production and dissipation
rates in the small scales. However, in particular flow conditions, as it is the case in the neighbors
of the stagnation point on an airfoil, this equilibrium does not take place.
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More recent models use expressions that would vanish the eddy viscosity if the resolved flows present
simple structures that are not likely to occur if the flow is locally turbulent and three-dimensional.
This is the case of the WALE (Wall Adapting Local Eddy-viscosity) model proposed by Nicoud
et al. (1999) [116] that vanishes the eddy viscosity near solid walls. Another such model is the
Vreman [117] one.
To make possible the simulation of the “large” scales the grid has to be correctly set in a way that
the maximal size of the cells is lower than the smaller turbulent scale to simulate. The grid size
may be then considered as the spatial filter for the flow resolution. Furthermore the time step to
impose must also not exceed the characteristic evolution in time of the simulated scales. Because
of these constraints, the LES approach has a higher numerical cost compared to RANS limiting
hence its use to the analysis of fundamental flows or relatively simple geometries.
To overcome this problem a hybrid RANS-LES approach was introduced and named DES, Detached
Eddy Simulation [118]. In the DES the RANS formulation is applied to solve the flow near the
walls while the LES is used in the remaining zones of the flow domain. The eddy viscosity in the
boundary layer region is then modeled ad no more simulated reducing the cost of the computation.
The switch from RANS to LES takes place where the turbulent scales exceed the grid dimension.
The mesh demands then a lower refinement in the near wall layer where the RANS is used reducing
further the computational cost. At the same time, the mesh generation requires a higher accuracy
to allow the correct switch.
Table 1.6 – Main characteristics of LES and DES simulations carried out on airfoils.
Ref.

Geometry

Stall
type
T.E.

M

α (◦ )

0.15

13.3

Re
(×106 )
2.1

Model

Mesh
dx+ /dz +
(×106 )
3.2
100/20
3.2
7.2

Nz

Mary et al. (2002)
[119]

A-Airfoil

Bodart et al. (2011)
[120]
Bodart et al. (2012)
[121]
Le Pape et al. (2005)
[122]

30P30N
3 elements
30P30N
3 elements
RA16CS1
3 elements

-

0.2

19

9.6

WMLES

0.04

7.3

-

50

-

0.2

19

9.6

WMLES

0.04

7.3

-

50

-

-

9

1.70

ZDES

0.06
0.09

5.5
7.5

-

30
30

Li et al. (2006)
[123]

NACA 631012
NACA 633018
NACA 64A006

L.E.
T.E.
T.A.

0.30
0.30
0.30

14-22
9-16
2 -12

5.80
5.80
5.80

DES
DES
DES

1
1
1

0.41
0.41
0.41

-

25
25
25

Durrani et al. (2011)
[124]

A-Airfoil

T.E.

0.15

13.3

2.0

DES

0.25

20

20-950/
100-600

40

Le Pape et al. (2013)
[125]

OA209

L.E.

0.16

16.7

1.80

ZDES

1

33.4

100/200

250

Deck et al. (2013)
[126]

DLR F15
3 elements

-

0.15

-

2.09

ZDES

0.16

48

-

Legend

LES

Span
(z/c)
0.012
0.005
0.012

30

128

TA=Thin Airfoil Stall

Improvements and modification in the original DES formulation were expressly introduced to im40

prove the switch mode between the RANS and the LES [127]. An example is the Delayed Detached
Eddy Simulations (DDES) where molecular and turbulent viscosity information was added to the
switch mechanisms to delay this switch in boundary layers. Le Pape et al. (2005) [122] applied a
zonal formulation, named ZDES, through which the user can choose the flow zones to solve with
RANS or by LES.
Nevertheless, the modeling of the boundary layers by RANS approach may lead to solution less
accurate in case of non-equilibrium boundary layer (e.g. in adverse pressure gradients) [128]. This
is particular true in the outer zone of the boundary layer. An alternative approach to DES is
the wall-model LES (WMLES). In this case, the turbulent eddies are simulated by LES in the
outer zone of the boundary layer (y/δ ∗ < 0.2) and modeled by RANS in its inner zone [128]. The
WMLES can be divided in two categories: the hybrid LES/RANS approach and the wall-stress
modeled LES [120]. In the first case, similarly to DES, the LES equations are solved above a certain
interface distance from the wall, while in the remaining zone, the RANS equations are computed.
The extent of the LES computed region is whatever larger than the one of a DES. In the wall-stress
modeled approach, the LES equations extend all the way down to the wall but they need the wall
shear stress as boundary condition (Figure 1.27). This information is then obtained by the solution
of the RANS equations, applied inside a wall layer of a given thickness, which are fed by the LES.
Hence, the LES provides the velocity information to the RANS to estimate the wall shear stress
needed by the LES [128].

Figure 1.27 – Wall stress modeled LES [120].

On aeronautical wings, the LES, DES and WMLES approaches have been used for the analyses of
single and multi-element airfoils particularly in their stall and after-stall conditions, when the flow is
dominated by large separated zones (Table 1.6). Mary et al. (2002) [119] performed a LES analysis
on an “Aérospatiale” A-airfoil near stall conditions inside a wind tunnel. The same airfoil was then
analyzed by Durrani et al. (2011) [124] using the DES approach in the same flow conditions. The
DES approach was also exploited by Li et al.(2006) [123] for calculation of NACA 631012, NACA
633018 and NACA 64-A006. Le Pape et al.(2013) [125] used the ZDES on a helicopter blade in
post-stall conditions. The ZDES approach was also adopted by Le Pape (2005) [122] in the analysis
of a three element RA16SC1 airfoil in high-lift configuration and by Deck et al. (2013) [126] on a
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three element DLR F15 airfoil. Particularly the structures on the slat cove and on the flap were
analyzed in order to extract the turbulent structures and even to characterize the acoustics of the
airfoil. Bodart et al. (2012) [121] and Bodart et al. (2013) [129] tested the WMLES approach on
a three-element airfoil 30P30N at high angle of attack adopting also a transition sensor proposed
by Bodart et al. (2012) [130] to estimate the laminar and turbulent zones on the airfoil surface.
Analyses on complete three-dimensional multi-element wings, for the moment, still do not exist.

1.3.4

Other scale resolving models

Besides the LES and DES approaches other scale resolved models (SRS) have been developed but
they are still in a validation phase. The Extra Large Eddy Simulation (XLES) exploits a similar
approach of the DDES but applying the anisotropic turbulence model EARSM [131] in the RANS
region [132] in order to increase the accuracy of the DDES especially in non-equilibrium boundary
layers.
The very Large Eddy Simulation (VLES) [133] adapts the percentage of the turbulence quantities
modeled depending on the turbulent length scale and the grid resolution. It can be considered as the
model ranging between a full Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) and a full RANS computation.
A similar method is used in PANS (Partially Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations) approach [134]. In
this case, the same turbulence approach is used in the entire domain. It relies on a RANS turbulence
model (e.g. the k-ω SST) and two parameters that define the percentage of the turbulence quantities
modeled, ranging from a full RANS to a DNS computation [132].

1.3.5

Domain influence

The computational domain may have a strong influence in the final flow solution. The extent of the
domain has to be correctly chosen in order to avoid the interference with the flow around the geometry to analyze. These interactions may be significantly strong in case of high-lift configurations
with high flap deflection angles.
In the studies of 2D airfoils Larsson (1994) [90] obtained a good agreement in reproducing experimental surfaced pressure coefficients with the domain wall located between 10 and 15 chords far
from the airfoil. Nevertheless, to correctly estimate the drag, it was necessary to use a circulation
correction on the freestream boundaries or to move away the far field boundaries at least at 50c.
This thumb rule of the 50c was also reported by Rumsey et al. (2002) [135] for the estimation of
two-dimensional cases. For three-dimensional geometries, grid extents of 100 chords are conventionally used as it is for the "AIAA high-lift workshop" [79][136] and the "AIAA drag prediction
workshop" [110].
Nevertheless, the use of a freestream domain may prevent the correct reproduction of wind tunnel
tests conditions. The flow interaction with the wind tunnel walls modifies the characteristics of
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Figure 1.28 – Numerical modeling of the trap wing inside the wind tunnel domain [102].

the flowfield of the wing that have to be opportunely corrected by empirical formulations proper
of the facility used. However corrected data are not every time available. To overcome these
drawbacks, Rogers et al. (2001) [102] computed the analysis of a trapezoidal wing in high-lift
configuration reproducing the entire facility geometry to obtain the validation of the numerical
solution (Figure 1.28). The approximation of the wind tunnel walls as inviscid allows obtaining a
good match with the experiments. Melber et al. (2007) [137] and Melber (2009)[138] carried out
express analyses to transpose the experimental data to CFD in the context of the ForMEX project
launched by the DLR.

1.3.6

Mesh influence

The partial derivative equations describing the aerodynamics can only be solved by iterative process
in their discretized form on a meshed domain. A correct grid refinement is mandatory to avoid
problems in the solution convergence and the limits in the accuracy of the final solution.
In the RANS case, for two-dimensional analyses, Rumsey et al. (2002) [54] stated that mesh of at
least 50000 points (for a block-structured case), at Re > 5 × 106 , may be sufficient to predict the
surface pressure over the airfoil but to compute flowfield quantities, such as the velocity profiles,
mesh between 100000 and 200000 points are needed. In three-dimensional analyses mesh range
from 20 to 50 million cells depending on the complexity of the geometry and on the models used
for computations. Particular sensitivity to the grid was observed when the transitional model SST
γ-Reϑ is activated, demanding a more refined mesh and better resolution in the boundary layer
region [114].
Recent studies evidenced furthermore the possibility of detect multiple solutions for a same oper43

ating point when the flow starts to separate from a wing surface. In particular, Kamenetskiy et
al. (2014) [139] attribute this multiple detection to a smooth-body separation that can appear
on the wing surface. Some of the solutions can have a physical mean since hysteresis phenomena
may occur in the flowfield. However, spurious (non-physical) solutions may arise when the mesh is
too coarse that disappear then when a more refined mesh is used. Unsteady computations can be
worth considering to obtain much information on the flow [139] and to reproduce the unsteadiness
of the confluent boundary layer when the flow is going to separate [140]. Multiple solutions can
also appear from different flow initializations at high angles of attack, close to the stall condition.
In some cases, numerical codes may predict not physical large separated zones on the wing surface
while, with the flow initialized with a solution obtained at low angle of attack, the flow does not
present signs of detachment [79].
In LES, the mesh creation demands more caution than in the RANS approach. The grid has to
be properly refined in order to make possible the detection of the turbulent structures to simulate
[141]. Since the turbulence is not isotropic, as in the RANS case, the grid has to allow detecting
the turbulent motions in the three spatial directions.

1.4

Optimization strategies in aerodynamics

The resolution of optimization problems in aerodynamics is a new challenge. Flow solvers have
acquired a good accuracy in predicting the flowfield and hence the aerodynamic parameters even
around complex geometries. The research interest has moved then from the analysis of the flow
on a single operating point to the research of the best design an geometry improving the wing
performance for that same operating point. Such problem demands the use of a physical model
to compute the flowfield around the object during the entire optimization process, as well as an
optimization algorithm to search for the optimal configuration and parametrization techniques for
the management of the geometry modification.
The aerodynamic optimization presumes the research of the parameters of the flow conditions (e.g.
α, V ) and of the geometry of the body analyzed for achieving the target described in the objective
function. An initial body shape, the baseline, is used for obtaining a first flow analysis by a CFD
code. The optimization parameters have then to be perturbed by the optimization algorithm for
then obtaining new flow solutions that allows achieving the final optimal configuration. The choice
of the strength of the parameter variation is made by the optimization algorithm. However if the
modification of the flow parameters is easy to do, the modification of the geometry can be difficult
especially when complex geometries are treated due to the grid deformation requirements.
A standard optimization problem applied in whatever domain can be formalized mathematically
with:
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minimize
subject to :

f (x) = 0
gj (x) <= 0

j = 1, m

hk (x) = 0

k = 1, p

xiL < xi < xiU

i = 1, n

where f (x) is the objective function, gj (x) an inequality constraint and hk (x) an equality constraint
function. The x vector represents the n design variables that are modified to achieve the optimum.
The design variables are bounded inside the design space. The objective and the constraints
equations can be in the general case, linear or non-linear and explicit or implicit functions.
To solve the optimization problem, different strategies and algorithms were developed. A first
distinction can be made in local and global optimization algorithms. The most popular in the first
group are the gradient based algorithms. They need the gradient information for the research of the
optimal point. They are widely used in the aerodynamics and multi-disciplinary optimization because of their efficiency allowing solving problems with an important number of design parameters.
The research of the global optimum whatever is not insured by the use of the gradient algorithms
[142] but they can converge on a local optimal solution. Global algorithms, instead, provide much
better chance to find an optimal solution than the local algorithms. In this second group the algorithms can be further distinguished in evolutionary and deterministic. The evolutionary are the
most used between the global algorithms. They typically use of a set of design point to find the
optimum and they are extremely robust and easy to be implemented. At the same time, these
algorithms are characterized by an elevated computational cost, limiting the problem size, and by
poor constraint handling abilities [142].

1.4.1

Gradient-based algorithms

The research of the optimal point by the gradient-based algorithms is done by a two-step process.
In the first step the gradients of the objective function are evaluated with respect to the variable
design in order to find the direction to follow to get closer to the optimal point. The second step
is the actual movement towards the new point until no more progress can be made.
The major problem using this approach is that usually the gradient information is not directly
available from the objective function. For the gradient estimations the finite difference or the
complex-step method can be used exploiting the Taylor series expansion [143]. However the finite
difference, even if easy to implement, is inefficient for a large number of design variables and subject
to subtractive cancellation errors [144]. The complex-step methods alleviates the errors resulting
from the subtractive cancellation providing accurate gradients but the computational cost for large
optimization problems remains elevated [144].
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The adjoint method is the most straightforward for large optimization problems since the gradient
evaluation cost is nearly constant increasing the design variable numbers. Considering this quality
this approach is largely adopted in the aerodynamic and aero-structure optimization. The first
application of the adjoint method to fluid dynamics was done by Pironneau (1974) [145]. The
formulation was then extended by Jameson (1998) [146] to perform airfoil optimization resolving
at first the Euler equations [147] and then the Navier-Stokes ones [148]. With the improvement
of the calculation possibilities, the adjoint method was then adopted for 3D optimization [149]
[150] and the aero-structural optimization of a wing [151]. The adjoint approach can be sumarized
using the description made by Mader et al. (2008) [152]. In the aerodynamic problem, if one
interest function I is considered, this function will depend on the design variables x and on the
state variables w resulting from the solution of the partial derivative governing equations (Euler or
Navier-Stokes)
I = I(x, w)

(1.6)

For a given design configuration, i.e. for a given x, the state variables w can be obtained solving
the governing equations
R(x, w(x)) = 0

(1.7)

The total derivative of I with respect to the x vector can be expressed using the chain rule as
∂I
∂I dw
dI
=
+
dx
∂x ∂w dx

(1.8)

The partial derivatives in Equation 1.8 can be easily evaluated varying the denominator and reevaluating the function in the numerator. The total derivative instead is harder to evaluate since it
demands the solution of the governing equations. This total derivative is then the only one that
demands an effort in the computation. However, since the governing equations must always be
satisfied, their derivative with respect to the x vector must be zero [146].
dR
∂R ∂R dw
=
+
=0
dx
∂x
∂w dx

(1.9)

∂R dw
∂R
=−
∂w dx
∂x

(1.10)

Equation 1.9 can be rewritten as:
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Substituting the 1.9 in 1.8 the new formulation can be obtained:

dI
∂I
∂I ∂R
=
−
dx
∂x ∂w ∂w


−1

∂R
∂I
∂R
=
+ ψT
∂x
∂x
∂x

(1.11)

where

ψT = −

∂I ∂R
∂w ∂w


−1

(1.12)

ψ T is the adjoint vector which is independent from the x vector. Thus if with the direct method a
linear system of Nw equations have to be solved Nx times, i.e. the number of variables, with the
adjoint formulation (Equation 1.11) the solution of the problem demands to solve the same linear
system NI times, i.e. the number of the functions to evaluate.
The partial derivatives in Equation 1.11 can be then evaluated using the finite difference, the
complex variables, the manual differentiation and the automatic differentiation [153]. The first two
methods have prohibitive computational costs that risk to vanish the advantages of the adjoint
approach [144]. The manual differentiation is provided by analytic derivation by hand but such
derivation is non-trivial for complex CFD solvers [144]. The automatic differentiation approach
is based on a tool to perform source code transformation on the original solver to create the
capability to compute derivatives [144]. The method uses the systematic application of the chain
rule to each line of the source code. A detailed explication of these two modes can be found in Lyu
et al. (2013) [144] and Mader et al. (2008) [152]. Several different tools were developed for the
automatic differentiation. The most known are ADIC [154], ADIFOR [155], FADBAD++ [156],
OpenAD/F [157], and TAPENADE [158].
There are two different formulations for the adjoint problem implementation. In the first case,
the continuous adjoint approach, the adjoint formulation is obtained from the partial derivative
equations governing equations and then discretized to make them solved numerically. The second
approach, the discrete one, forms the adjoint problem directly from the discretized partial derivative
equations. These two formulations lead to different system but they converge on the same result
as the mesh is refined [159] [160] [161]. However the discrete approach has the advantage that
the sensitivities are consistent with the one of the discretized solver and it is easier to obtain the
appropriate boundary conditions for the adjoint solver in a discrete fashion [152]. Except some
exceptions during the 1990’s, the discrete approach is now the reference in the aerodynamic and
multidisciplinary aero-structure gradient-based optimization of complex problems.
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1.4.2

Evolutionary algorithms

The evolutionary algorithms have become popular in the last decades. The early development of
these algorithms is credited to Holland (1975) [162], however the concepts of analysis a design
based to biological evolution may be traced back to the work of Rechenberg (1965) [163]. The
name "evolutionary" comes from the Darwinian theory of evolution of species in nature, according
to which only the most adapted species can survive to the others after an evolution due to the
continuous mixing of the gene pool in the reproduction process. The same theory is exploited to
search the optimal solution of a problem with the genetic algorithm. This algorithm consists in
different steps. During the first step a random initial population is created. In the second step
the population is ranked basing on the fitness of each individual and the worst ones are removed
from the population. Individual are then chosen for reproduction adding some random mutations.
The new generations obtained are ranked again for then making them reproduce until achieving
the convergence.
Different strategies and schemes have been developed distinguished especially in the mixing and
crossing formulations. In aerodynamics the use of genetic algorithms is strongly limited by the
computational costs that rapidly increase with the number of design variables. Furthermore the
computational cost increases dramatically, with respect to gradient-based algorithms using the
adjoint method, tightening the convergence requirements [164]. That is the reason why these
algorithms are essentially used for optimization problems with a small or moderate number of
parameters (typically less than 25). Contrarily to the gradient-based approach, the evolutionary
algorithms allow achieving the global minimum of the optimization problem. This is an important
aspect, since multi-modal solution may arise aerodynamic optimization [165], justifying the interest,
on a long-term perspective, to make effort for high parallelization of the algorithms to make them
exploitable in large aerodynamic problems.

1.4.3

Geometric parametrization for optimization

The geometry parametrization represents an important point to perform accurately the design
optimization in aerodynamic problems. The major topic in this case is to adopt a methodology
allowing modeling complex geometries with the lowest number of variable design. Another important point is the use of parametrization techniques that prevent the mesh regeneration during the
different optimization iterations. The mesh creation indeed can have important computational cost
especially for complex geometries and the repetition of this process during the optimization process
can dramatically increase the costs of the global analysis.
Samareh (2011) [153] classified different approaches for geometry parametrization for aero-structure
optimization: basis vector, domain element, partial differential equation, discrete, polynomial and
spline, CAD-based, analytical and freeform deformation (FFD).
The basis vector methodology is the approach available in the most commercial CSM structure
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modeling codes. It modifies the baseline geometry basing on design vectors parametrized in a
way to have a compact set of design variables. Since the computation grid can be regenerated
automatically, the approach avoids the need for grid generation [153].
The Domain Element approach is based on the parametrization of a set of points that are linked
to a macro-element (the domain element) that controls the shape of the model (Figure 1.29). A
movement of the nodes of the domain element will lead to a movement of the grid point on the
same element. This movement is estimated basing on the inverse mapping between the grid points
and the domain element. Even in this case the mesh has not to be regenerated.

Baseline

Deformed model

Figure 1.29 – Scheme of the domain element approach [153].

The partial differential method considers the surface generation as a boundary-value problem producing the surfaces as solution of elliptical PDE. This approach was adopted to perform optimization on complete aircraft geometry [166] [167].
The discrete approach uses directly the points of the grid coordinates as design variables (Figure 1.30(a). It is then easy to implement even if the smoothness of the geometry is difficult to
maintain, with the optimal solution that can lead to an unrealistic design. The deformation can be
improved increasing the number of variable design but with a consequential increase of the computational cost. However the use of the grid points avoids the need for regenerating a grid during
the optimization and the grid sensitive derivatives are also easy to estimate.

(a)

set of points

(b)

set of control points

Figure 1.30 – Airfoil parametrization by set of points [153].

The polynomial and spline approach are adapted to reproduce smooth shapes as the airfoils. Their
use allows also reducing the number of design variables (Figure 1.30(b)). The analytic sensitivity
derivatives with respect to the design variables can be efficiently and accurately used considering
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the simple formulation of the polynomial or the Beziers equations that are employed to model
the curves. Splines, i.e. curves made by many low-degree Beziers segments, can be adopted for
reproducing complex curves without increasing the round off error as in the case of high degree
Beziers forms. This approach is particularly suited for two dimensional or simple three dimensional
cases.
In case of complex geometry the polynomial or spline approach is difficult to use and a CAD approach is preferred. CAD systems allow modeling very complex shape. However their use in an
optimization problem is not straightforward since both the finite difference and the analytic differentiation may have high computational costs. The analytic approach was developed for parametrizing
airfoil sections adding shape functions to the baseline geometry. The design variables are in this
case, the coefficients applied to each function. The shape functions are smooth functions based on
a set of previous airfoils.
The FFD deformation is the most used for the shape parametrization in complex geometry optimization. It models the surfaces as rubber that can be twisted, bent, compressed, expanded and
tapered. The deformation is transposed to the grid of the model to analyze via a number of design
variables, the control points (Figure 1.31) that are located on a volume of control enveloping the
geometry. The FFD approach parametrizes the geometry changes rather than the geometry itself
[168]. This formulation is independent of the grid topology and can be adopted in both low and
high fidelity models. Furthermore the analytical sensitivity derivatives are available for being used
in gradient-based optimizations [153].

Figure 1.31 – Control points on a FFD volume control enveloping a wing [168].

1.5

Conclusions

On a multi-element high-lift wing configuration, the wing performance is extremely sensitive to the
slot size. In particular the slot has an influence on the flow separation on the wing, and hence on the
stall characteristics, and on the lift capabilities. The optimum slot, the one maximizing the CLmax ,
is different depending on the flap deflection angle and the flow conditions (Reynolds number). The
RANS approach gives good results in the estimation of the flowfield over a multi-element wing.
However the estimation can be less accurate in case of large separated zones. In this last case a
LES approach can be more effective.
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Even if many studies were performed on aeronautical wings in high-lift conditions attention have
to be paid in the transposition of these results to wingsails. On the naval wing the Reynolds
number is an order of magnitude lower than on aircraft, i.e. in a condition where the laminar and
transition effects are important. Furthermore, the flow variability in span and the flow unsteadiness
characteristics of the sea environment conditions are not taken into account in aeronautical analyses.
Due to the lack of previous campaigns on wingsails, its aerodynamic envelop is still largely unknown.
The optimal trim conditions in the upwind and downwind points of sail as well as the influence of
the slot on the wing performance have still not been analyzed.
The aim of this work is to close this gap to characterize the aerodynamic feature of a two-element
wingsail. Data will be carried out by experimental and numerical tests. A particular attention was
paid in the correct choice of the numerical methods at the different configurations analyzed and in
the correct modeling of the flow conditions.
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| Wind Tunnel Tests on Scale
Wingsail

Résumé
Une campagne expérimentale a été effectuée sur une maquette à l’échelle d’aile rigide biéléments pour avoir une première description des phénomènes physiques de l’écoulement autour
de l’aile et extraire une base de données. Pendant la campagne les coefficients aérodynamique
et les coefficients de pression de l’aile ont été mesurés. Des tests aux huiles visqueux et aux fils
textiles ont aussi été effectués pour l’analyse des caractéristiques pariétales de l’écoulement et
du processus de séparation de l’écoulement. Un test PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) a été
réalisé pour extraire les champs de vitesse de l’écoulement à différentes sections sur l’envergure
de l’aile. La maquette pouvait être réglée sur deux tailles de fente et à trois angle de braquage
du flap. L’incidence a été balayé entre -7° et 20°.
L’aile à faible braquage (δ = 15°) du flap présente une courbe CL − α assez conventionnelle
avec la portance qui croît avec l’incidence jusqu’au décrochage. L’écoulement se sépare d’abord
sur la partie arrière du flap pour après remonter vers le bord d’attaque de l’élément principal.
Au contraire la configuration à δ = 25° est caractérisée par plusieurs chutes en portance dus à
la séparation non uniforme de l’écoulement sur la surface du flap et de la séparation en deux
temps sur le flap et sur l’élément principal. A cause de la plus grande distance entre élément
principal et flap le jet de fente garde séparé l’écoulement sur ces deux éléments rendant possible
le décollement sur le volet sans influencer l’élément principal. En même temps, puisque la taille
adimensionnée de fente n’est pas constante sur l’envergure, les sections plus hautes du flap, là
où la taille de fente est plus élevée, ont la tendance à avoir l’écoulement qui se sépare plus tôt.
L’augmentation du braquage à δ = 35° ne permet d’atteindre aucune amélioration en terme
de performances vu que l’écoulement est complètement séparé de la surface du flap même aux
faibles incidences.
La modification de la taille de fente a aussi une forte influence sur les performances de l’aile.
Une augmentation de la taille de fente adimensionnée sur la corde de 2.4% à 4.8% réduit
fortement la valeur de la portance particulièrement aux braquages plus élevés. A δ = 15° la
baisse de portance concerne exclusivement les incidences plus élevées réduisant la valeur du
CLmax .
Les profils de vitesse sur le flap sont constitués de plusieurs couches, la couche limite du flap,
le jet de fente et le sillage de l’élément principal. A δ = 15° les couches interagissent entre elles
à cause de la faible distance entre flap et élément, formant une couche limite épaisse. L’augmentation en incidence éloigne le sillage du main de la surface du flap réduisant l’interaction
avec la couche du jet. L’interaction des couches est donc moins rapide aux hautes incidences.
A δ = 25° les différentes couches peuvent être distinguées aux faibles incidences à cause de la
plus grande distance entre les deux éléments. Une augmentation en incidence affaiblit encore
plus l’interaction entre le sillage de l’élément principal avec le jet de fente. Le gradient de
pression transversal qui pousse le jet vers la surface du flap se réduit aussi. Le jet peut donc
plus facilement se détacher du flap avec une séparation massive sur toute la surface de cet
élément.
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Since experimental data on a three-dimensional wingsail were not available due to the lack of
previous studies on this subject, a wind tunnel campaign was expressly set on a two-element scale
model. The experimental results have been exploited to have a first description of the flow physics
around the rig and also to make a validation of the numerical results, performed in a second time,
by direct comparison with the wind tunnel data. The wind tunnel data were carried out at different
trims, modifying the angle of attack and the flap deflection angle of the wingsail, to obtain the
performance characteristics of the whole aerodynamic envelop during a race. The effect of the flow
velocity change was also examined.

2.1

Set up of the tests

2.1.1

Wingsail Scale Model

The model tested was designed drawing on the AC72 wingsail of the Oracle USA team. The scale
of the model is 1/20 with respect to the actual wing. However the scale reduces at 1/12 if reported
to the smaller AC50 that runs the America’s Cup in 2017 and at 1/7 with respect to the C-class
rig. The scale model is composed of two elements (Figure 2.1), the main element and the flap,
made by NACA symmetrical airfoils, NACA0025 for the main element and NACA0012 for the flap.

Wingsail parameters
Mast height (H)
Airfoils
Surface (S)
Mean aerodynamic chord (c)
Aspect ratio (AR)
Taper ratio
c2root /c1root
Slot size (g)
xrot

1.80 m
NACA0025 (main)
NACA0012 (flap)
0.672 m2
0.34 m
4.93
0.49
1
6 mm (g/c1root = 2.4%)
12 mm (g/c1root = 4.8%)
0.95%c1root

Figure 2.1 – Geometry of the wingsail with its main parameters.

The total mast height (H) is 1.80 m while the chord ratio is equally distributed between the two
elements at the wing root. This chord ratio variation along the wingspan is due to the sweep angle
introduced on the main L.E., 8°, and on the main T.E., 4.5°. The flap L.E. is parallel to the main
T.E. while the T.E. is not swept. The taper ratio of the entire wing is 0.46.
The two elements are divided by a slot whose size is constant along the wingspan due to the
parallelism between the flap L.E. and the main T.E. The slot size can be adjusted at two different
sizes: 6 mm (g/c1 =2.4%) and 12 mm (g/c1 =4.8%). The flap can be set at three different angles
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(δ = 15◦ , δ = 25◦ and δ = 35◦ ), pivoting on its axis located at 95% of the root main chord and
having a direction parallel to the main T.E line. Test were also performed with the slot in the
g/c1 =2.4% position blocked by aluminum tape.
The scale model is made by polycarbonate airfoils fixed on steel spars, one for each element,
passing at the interior of the profiled pieces in correspondence of their maximum thickness sections
(Figure 2.2) and fixed to the wingsail platform through bolts. Both the spars have a cylindrical
section whose diameter is 25 mm for the main element spar and 12 mm on the mid-low span of the
flap reducing at 6 mm on its mid-high span. The flap spar can be set at three different positions,
marked by three holes on the platform, to adjust the flap on one of the three flap deflection angles
set. The main element and the flap are linked through steel hinges located at the wing root, tip
and at 39% of the mast height (z ∗ = 0.39) (Figure 2.2). The hinges have two different hinge points
to set the slot at two different sizes. The modification of the slot demands however to dismantling
and re-assembly of the scale model.
Three traps were created on the main element, at z ∗ = 0.25, z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75, for allowing
the installation of the pressure ports (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2 – Scheme of the scale model installed in the wind tunnel duct.

The platform of the model was fixed on the balance that is, in turn, located upon the turntable
allowing the rotation of the wing to modify the angle of attack (Figure 2.2). An interface disk was
positioned at the base of the wingsail to reduce the flow interactions with the turntable and the
balance block.
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The introduction of the flap deflection leads to a movement of the overlap (o) toward negative
values while the yF tends to increase (Figure 2.3). Furthermore, because of the chord reduction
and the position of the flap hinge line, the o and yF distributions, when the flap is deflected, are
not constant along the wingspan. The dimensionless gap (g/c1 ) is more elevated moving tipwards
while the absolute value of the dimensionless overlap (o/c1 ) tends to decrease.

(a) g/c1 = 2.4%

(b) g/c1 = 4.8%

Figure 2.3 – Distributions on the wingspan of the slot geometric parameters o/c1 and yF /c1 for the three
flap deflection angles (δ) in (a) narrow slot case and (b) wide slot configurations.
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2.1.2

Wind Tunnel Facility

The wind tunnel used for the experimental campaign is the S4 facility owned by ISAE-Supaéro in
Toulouse. It is an open return wind tunnel with open test section (Figure 2.4). The duct has an
elliptical shape of 3 m×2 m. The flow is created by the aspiration created by three fan drives of
90 kW each, located downstream of the diffuser (st.5 in Figure 2.4).

Wind tunnel parameters
Duct shape
Duct section
Duct length
vmax

Elliptical
3 m×2 m
2m
42 m/s

Figure 2.4 – Scheme of the S4 wind tunnel facility and main parameters.

The maximum speed in the duct is 42 m/s. To eliminate low frequency oscillations inside the duct
(inherent to such open loop configurations), a gap was created in the first section of the diffuser
(st. 4). In doing so, the oscillations are dumped by the creation of a secondary flow, exterior to
the diffuser which recirculates air from the gap to the intake of the diffuser itself (st. 3). Figure 2.4
details the two reference systems used. The first one is the duct system (xv , yv , zv ), whose origin is
located at the end of the convergent section in correspondence to the symmetry plane of the duct
and at the bottom of the convergent. The x-axis is in the convergent-diffuser direction while the
z-axis is directed upwards. The wingsail reference system (x, y, z) is translated to the previous one
in a way that the origin is located on the leading edge of the wing root section, keeping its position
in the symmetry plane of the duct (x = xv + 2.4croot , y = yv , z = zv + 0.022H).
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2.1.3

Measures and instrumentation

During the wind tunnel campaign, different tests and measurements were carried out on the wing.
The aerodynamic coefficients (CL and CD ) have been estimated as well as the pressure coefficients
on the main element surface. Tuft and viscous oil tests were performed to characterize the flow
on the wingsail surface. The velocity flowfield was in turn extracted from PIV (Particle Image
Velocimetry) analyses. The deformation of the wingsail was finally measured through photogrammetry. The list of the test carried out during the wind tunnel campaign has been reported in
(Table 2.1).
Table 2.1 – Matrix of the experimental tests performed on the scale wingsail.
Re
(×106 )
0.265
0.398
0.530
0.663
0.795

A. coeff.+Cp
[αmin , αmax ; αstep ]
[-7°,+20°;±1°]
[-7°,+20°;±1°]
[-7°,+20°;±1°]
[-7°,+20°;±1°]
[-7°,+20°;±1°]

Tufts

Viscous oils
(α)
0°, 10°, 15°
-

PIV
(α)
0°, 10°, 15°
-

Deformed
(α)
0°, 10°, 15°
-

0.265
0.398

[-7°,+20°;±1°]
[-7°,+20°;±1°]

Yes
No
No
No

0°, 5°, 8°,
10°, 15°
-

0°, 2°, 5°, 8°,
10°, 15°
-

0°, 2°, 5°, 8°,
10°, 15°
-

0.530

[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]

Yes

0.663
0.795

[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]
[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]

35°

0.265
0.398
0.530
0.663
0.795

[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]
[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]
[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]
[-7°,+10°;±0.5°]
[-7°,+10°;±0.5°]

Yes
No
Yes
No
No

-

-

-

15°

0.530

[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]

Yes

-

-

-

25°

0.530

[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]

Yes

-

-

-

35°

0.530

[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]

No

-

-

-

15°

0.265
0.530
0.795

[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]
[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]
[-7°,+10°;±0.5°]

No
No
No

-

-

-

25°

0.265
0.530
0.795

[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]
[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]
[-7°,+10°;±0.5°]

No
No
No

-

-

-

35°

0.265
0.530

[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]
[-7°,+20°;±0.5°]

No
No

-

-

-

g/c1root

δ

2.4%

15°

25°

(blocked)

4.8%
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Yes
No
Yes
No
No

2.1.3.1

Aerodynamic coefficients

The aerodynamic forces and moments (lift, drag, pitching moment and heeling moment) were
estimated with a six-component balance (2kPI) fixed at the root of the wingsail main element mast
(Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5 – Balance 2KPI used for the loads measurements (left) and its installation between the turntable
and the platform of the scale model (right).

The maximum loads bearable by the balance are 2.40 × 103 N for the longitudinal force component
(X), corresponding to the drag force when α = 0°, and 3.00 × 103 N for the transverse force (Z),
corresponding to the lift force when α = 0°. To obtain the estimation of the aerodynamic force
components, calculated with respect to the wind axes, the X and Z balance components had to be
projected on the wind axes with the Equations 2.1.
CD = CX cos(α) + CZ sin(α)
CL = −CX sin(α) + CZ cos(α)

(2.1)

Corrections were not applied to the results extracted during these tests since in the S4 facility
correction formulations are valid exclusively for the horizontal set-up of the wing in the duct.
A preliminary test was performed to estimate the accuracy of the balance in the measurements.
Before the assembly of the scale model, the balance was loaded with weights ranging from 10 kg
to 30 kg, i.e. from 9.8 N to 294.3 N, on both the longitudinal and transverse axes. Each axis was
loaded at first separately increasing and then decreasing the weights. In a second time crossed
tests were also carried out loading contemporary the two axes. The error of measurement of the
balance has been estimated to be less than 2.5% for the transverse force component and less than
0.5% for the longitudinal one. However, the weights used can be representative of the lift force
generated by the model during the tests but they are too elevated to be representative of the drag
force. In particular, the load of the only Z axis led to a false measurement in the X component of
even 0.3 kg. Since, at low angles of attack, the drag of the wingsail is of the order of 1 kg, the error
arisen from this coupling effect of the balance can be also of 30% in the drag estimation.
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The wingsail loads were examined at different configurations modifying both the flap deflection
angle and the slot size. For each of these settings, measurements were performed at different flow
velocities varying from 10 m/s to 30 m/s. Starting from the minimum angle of attack, i.e. -7°,
the wind tunnel was turned on waiting for the stabilization of the flow velocity in the duct. The
angle of attack was then increased by rotation of the turntable with a constant rotation speed of
0.5°/s. The acquisition of the loads was carried out each 0.5°. During the acquisition the model
was stabilized for 2 s. The maximum angle of attack was 20° for flow velocity up to 20 m/s. For
higher velocities this maximum angle was limited at 10° due to the important bending of the scale
model during the test. Once achieved the maximum α the angle of attack was then reduced for
finally achieving the initial angle of -7°. In this way it has been possible to estimate the hysteresis
effects existing on the wingsail.
Repeatability tests were performed for some wing configurations at the end of the entire experimental campaign to verify the coherence of the measurements. The maximum difference in lift between
is less than 3% and 3.5% for the drag. However, the wing presents a systematic increase of some
degrees in the stall angles of attack. This last phenomenon may be the consequence of a permanent deformation of the wingsail during the performance of the entire experimental campaign. The
modification of the geometric characteristics may have influenced the aerodynamic performance of
the wing.

2.1.3.2

Pressure distributions

Surface pressure measurements were carried out contemporary with the global aerodynamic coefficient tests to extract the pressure coefficients on the main element surface.
Pressure ports were set on three sections of the main element (respectively) located at z ∗ = 0.25%,
z ∗ = 0.50% and z ∗ = 0.75 of the wingspan on both the lower and the upper surface of the airfoil.
The position of each pressure port is reported in Table 2.2 and represented in Figure 2.6. The
diameter of the pressure port is 0.8 mm.
Table 2.2 – Dimensionless x/c1 position of the pressure ports on the main surface. The origin of the
coordinate system is located on the L.E. of the considered local section.
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z∗
0.25
0.50
0.75

0
0
0

0.027
0.033
0.033

0.091
0.104
0.113

xloc /c1 (Main upper surface)
0.236 0.427 0.492 0.630 0.809
0.204 0.461 0.584 0.705 0.798
0.220 0.504 0.599 0.711 0.823

z∗
0.25
0.50
0.75

-

0.046
0.061
0.033

0.151
0.166
0.172

xloc /c1 (Main lower surface)
0.488 0.663 0.850
0.487 0.697 0.831
0.516 0.687 0.831
-

0.872
0.910
0.895

0.933
-

-

-

Figure 2.6 – Position of the pressure ports on the three sections of the wingsail.

The pressure ports were connected to the pressure sensor through pipes passing inside the structure
of the main element (Figure 2.7). The sensor itself was located at the interior of the main structure
in correspondence of the lower trap, i.e. the one located at z ∗ = 0.25. The traps were fixed to the
main wing structure by aluminum tape (Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7 – Particular of the pressure sensor connected to the ports by pipes (left), traps in open position
while cabling the ports (middle) and pressure traps in closed positions ready for the wind tunnel tests(right).
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The pressure sensor incorporates a temperature corrected scan and its range is +/-5 kPa with an
accuracy of +/-0.15%. The data acquisition frequency is 2 Hz. The acquisition time, as in the
load measurements, was 2 s for each angle of attack considered. The pressure measurement is
time-averaged.

2.1.3.3

Particle Image Velocimetry

The Particule Image Velocimetry (PIV) is the only test that allows the extraction of the velocity
flowfield by comparison of two images of the flow taken within a certain time interval. During the
tests, the flow needs to be seeded and enlightened by means of a laser. The light scattered by the
particle tracer is recorded on a two separated frames whose comparison allows the estimation of the
displacement of the flow particles. To do that, the digital images are discretized in small regions
called interrogation areas. The local displacement vector for the images of the tracer particles of
the first and second illumination is determined, for each interrogation area, by means of statistical
methods (auto and cross-correlations) [169]. The projection of the vectors of the local flow velocity
into the plane of the light sheet is calculated taking into account the time delay between the two
illuminations with the process of interrogation that is repeated for each interrogation area [169].

Figure 2.8 – Lateral and top views of the scale model inside the wind tunnel with the PIV devices used for
the tests.
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PIV measurements were performed on the wingsail to extract the 2D velocity flowfields on the
suction side of the wing on three sections at different distance on the wingspan, respectively at
z ∗ = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. The PIV device used for the tests was a Dantec Dynamics system
composed by a laser source, a high definition camera and the hardware and software dedicated
for the camera/laser synchronization, data acquisition and analysis and a fog machine for the flow
seeding (Figure 2.8).
The flow was seeded with based-water spherical particles through a fog generator placed in the
wind tunnel diffuser. After Bury et al. (2013) [170], using the same devices in the same wind
tunnel, the seeding granulometry is polydispersed in the range of 0.4 µm to 2 µm with a mean
particle diameter of 1.5 µm. The response time of a seed particle is estimated to be 7 µs [171].
The camera, a FlowSense EO 16M (4872×3248 pixels), acquired double frame images of the seeded
flow illuminated by a laser sheet (Figure 2.9). The camera was installed on the top of the duct,
outside of the wind, held by a support adjustable in height to modify the focal point of the camera
on the three wing sections to analyze. The laser source (pulse time 3-5 ns, maximum energy 200
mJ) was fixed on a horizontal spar located on the wing suction side of the wind tunnel, outside of
the duct flow. The height of the spar was manually adjustable to make possible the enlightenment
of the three sections on the wing span. The precision in the position of the laser source and hence
of the laser sheet was 1 mm.

Figure 2.9 – Front view of the scale model inside the wind tunnel with the seeded flow and the laser sheet
lighting the section located at z ∗ = 0.25.

The scale model was painted in black before performing the PIV test for preventing any reflex
of the laser sheet when impacting the wing surface. Because of the important bending observed
during the load tests, the wingsail main tip was fixed to the wind tunnel convergent structure with
shrouds. The shrouds prevented the bending of the wing during the tests.
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The images to post process had a size of about 500 mm × 300 mm to make possible the shot of the
flow on the entire wing chord. The processing of the images to estimate the instantaneous velocity
vector maps was done using an adaptive and deforming windowing cross correlation technique
combined with an high-accuracy sub pixel interpolation scheme [172] [173]. Each image was divided
in interrogations area of 32×32 pixels overlapped of 50%.
The global displacement root mean square error is assumed to be of the order of 0.1 pixel [174]
[175] [169]. The time lapse between two frames is 15 µs leading to a displacement of the particle
not larger than a quarter of the interrogation area. In this way the high gradients can be correctly
estimated. For each measured plan, 500 pairs of images were acquired to evaluate the mean flow
values. The mean velocity components converge with 150 images while the fluctuating components
need 300 images to achieve convergence.

2.1.3.4

Viscous oil tests

The flow pattern on the upper surface of the wingsail was investigated by viscous oil flow tests.
The oil tests were carried out at two different flap deflection angles (i.e. δ = 15° and δ = 25°) at
a fixed angle of attack. The wingsail upper surface was coated with a film of oil, composed by a
mixture of white spirit and oleic acid, in which a powdered fluorescent pigment was solved.

Figure 2.10 – Viscous oil pattern on the wingsail upper surface for the setting at δ = 25° and α = 0° at
Re = 0.53 × 106 and scalar map of the flow regions obtained after the post-treatment phase.

The facility was turned on and the velocity in the duct stabilized to the target speed. The oil was
then carried away with the air stream and the dry pattern remained on the wing surface forming
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a streaky pattern indicating the direction of the flow close to the surface (Figure 2.10) [176]. The
striations are due to instabilities developing in the oil film [177]. The oil stagnation on a specific
line defines the laminar separation bubbles. The separated zones of the flow are detected in the
regions where the striations assume non straight patterns. Effects of flow contamination can be
observed close to the hinge located at z ∗ = 0.39 and at the borders of the polycarbonate pieces
constituting the main and flap airfoils.
The test duration was about 30 s, the time needed for the transient phenomena to be dampened.
The oil flow was lightened by a UV lamp to enhance the visibility of the flow patterns. The
entire evolution of the oil film displacement was filmed. The final oil pattern was furthermore
photographed.
Photos were used to outline on a map the different flow zones on the wing surface that have
been detected and highlighted with different colors. An example of final map is represented in
Figure 2.10.
It has been considered that the presence of the oil film close to the wall could disturb the air flow
modifying then the characteristics of the flow field. Squire (1962) [178] showed that the change in
condition in the air flow due to the oil can be neglected except when adverse pressure gradients
become very large like, for example, at the location of flow separation or attachment. The amount
of the error is not indicated by Squire (1962) [178] but the possibility of a possible inaccuracy in
the extension of the separated zone has to be considered.

2.1.3.5

Tuft flow visualizations

Tuft tests were performed to investigate the flow evolution, for a given wingsail setting, with the
modification of the angle of attack contrarily to the oil tests where the tests were performed at a
fixed angle of attack (α).
Tufts give indication of the air motion near a solid surface making possible the detection of the
different flow regimes. Depending on their movement it is possible to distinguish laminar, turbulent
and separated flow regimes. In laminar attached flow the tufts indicate the flow direction while
after the transition triggering the tufts assume a certain unsteady motion [176]. The flow separation
may be indicated by a more violent motion of the tufts and their tendency to lift from the surface.
A tuft has to be flexible enough to allow its free motion when carried away by the flow and at the
same time thick enough to be visible [179]. However, too large tufts as well as the corrugation due
to the fixing device can affect the surface condition of the flow [176].
In the wingsail experimental tests, white nylon tufts of 0.6 mm of diameter and 5 cm of length
were fixed on the upper surface of the wingsail on both main and flap elements (Figure 2.11). The
fixation was done on one side of the rope avoiding any corrugation on the surface. During tests the
tufts were lightened by the UV lamp to improve their visibility.
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For each configuration examined, the angle of attack of the wingsail was ranged from -7° to 20° and
from 20° to -7° to have a description of both the separation and the reattachment evolution of the
flow. The rotation velocity was set constant at 0.25°/s. Each test performed was filmed shooting
the entire wingsail on the upper surface side. In the video, information about the freestream flow
speed velocity and the instantaneous angle of attack of the wing were also indicated.

Figure 2.11 – View of the wingsail during the tuft tests (left) and map of the separated flow obtained after
post-treatment of the experimental data (right).

The investigation focused exclusively in the evolution of the separated zones on the wingsail surface.
The flow was considered separated when the tufts assumed a direction opposed to the freestream
motion or when it started to oscillate with angle of more than 90° with respect to straight direction.
To help in the detection of the separated zone extent, six reference lines were marked on the scale
model respectively at z ∗ =0.25, 0.375, 0.50, 0.625, 0.75 and 0.875. Basing on the video filmed
during each test, it was possible to detect the border line of the separated zones at each incidence.
Separation maps were then drawn representing these separated regions (Figure 2.11).

2.1.3.6

Photogrammetry

Photogrammetric measurements were performed at the end of the experimental campaign to estimate the wingsail deformation due to the load of the aerodynamic forces at the different wing
configurations. The deformation involved the bending of the main element, the twist of the flap
along the wingspan and the slot size due to the differential deformation of the two elements.
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Photogrammetry provides the relationship between the three-dimensional spatial coordinates of
an object and the corresponding two-dimensional spatial coordinates for an image of that object
[180]. The relationship between these two coordinates is given by the collinearity equations which
represent the perfect imagery in which the object point, the perspective center and the object point
image lie on the same straight line (the line of sight) (Figure 2.12).

Figure 2.12 – Scheme of the imagery principles exploited by photogrammetry [181].

The object point coordinates, calculated with respect to the perspective center, are linked to the
object point image calculated, in turn, with respect to the principal point, i.e. where the optical
axis of the camera intersects the image plane. The equations depend also on the interior, exterior
and lens distortion parameters of the camera used for the acquisition of the image [181] [182]. The
exterior parameters are the position of the center of perspective and the orientation of the lens of the
camera, the interior parameters are the coordinates of the principal point and the distance of this
last from the perspective center. All these parameters have to be determined before the running
of the test by calibration. Since the equations are not linear, iterative methods of last square
estimation are used for their solution [181]. A single camera photogrammetry allows however the
estimation of only two-coordinates of the objective point giving then a two-dimensional estimation.
A multi-camera approach is then needed to obtain a three-dimensional solution [183] [184]. The
third point component is obtained by triangulation given by at least two lines of sight, one for each
camera.

To measure the deformation of the scale model during wind tunnel tests, retro-reflective target
points have been positioned on the lower surface of the wingsail on both the main and the flap
elements (Figure 2.13). The target distance was constant in the chord direction (5 cm) while along
the wingspan the density of the points increases moving upwards. Up to z ∗ = 0.25 the points are
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distributed every 150 mm, for then reducing at 125 mm up to z ∗ = 0.375 and then every 50 mm
up to the tip. Target points were also fixed to the wind tunnel walls to define an inertial reference
system.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.13 – (a) Camera system used for the photogrammetric tests, (b) view of the scale model with
the target points used for the estimation of the deformation and (c) control points represented on the CAE
model of the wingsail.

The position of each point on the wingsail was measured by the photogrammetric device (Figure 2.13), Aicon "Move Inspect", composed by three cameras and the software for the data analysis,
Aicon 3D Studio. The camera system was positioned, out of the wind, in the wing low surface side
in the duct where it was calibrated. A first acquisition was carried out with the flow at rest to
define the positions of the points related to the underformed wing. The deformation measurement
was then performed once the flow achieved a steady state, for a global estimation time varying
from 20 s to 30 s. The acquisition frequency was 5.5 Hz; the accuracy is 0.1 mm.
The distribution of the point positions for each wingsail configuration analyzed was time-averaged
to obtain an averaged deformation of the wing. These last collections of points were then imported
under CATIA v5 for reconstructing the CAE model of the deformed model. In correspondence of
the sections on the wingspan where the target points were located, the airfoils of the undeformed
geometry were translated and rotated to match with the position defined by the same target points.
The amount of the translation and the rotation as well as the position of the rotation point was
calculated exploiting the theorem of Chasls and the Galilei law of the roto-translation decomposition
[185]. Basing on the new position of the airfoils at the different span distance, the new exterior
surfaces of the wing were created defining then the deformed model.
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2.2

Results

The experimental data were analyzed to investigate the aerodynamic characteristics of the wingsail
studied. After having defined the actual slot characteristics of the wing due to the wing deformation, the flow characteristics over the wingsail surface are investigated analyzing the results of the
viscous flow tests. The aerodynamic polar curves were then extracted at different flap deflection
angles, Reynolds number and slot size. To help in the physics comprehension of the aerodynamic
coefficients, the maps of the separated zones on the wingsail were represented to give details of the
process of flow separation upon the wing. A final analysis dealt with the flow physics of the slot
region using the PIV data.

2.2.1

Slot deformation

δ = 25◦

δ = 15◦

Before starting with the aerodynamic analysis of the wingsail, the actual geometry of the wing
during the tests need to be defined. Under the effect of the dynamic pressure of the flow, the
wingsail has the tendency to deform affecting in particular the geometry of the slot. In Figure 2.14
the dimensionless overlap (o/c1 ), the longitudinal distance between the flap L.E. and the main
T.E., and the dimensionless transverse distance between the flap L.E. and the main T.E. (yF /c1 )
were reported at the different wingspan height (z ∗ = z/H) for the low-cambered (δ = 15°) and
mid-cambered (δ = 25°) settings.

Figure 2.14 – Distribution of the slot geometric parameters in the ideal wing and in the deformed case for
δ = 15◦ and δ = 25◦ flap angles at α = 0° and α = 10° (Re = 0.530 × 106 ).
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Both the overlap (o) and the transverse distance (yF ) of the deformed wing were carried out from
the CAE models created basing on the photogrammetric data. Compared to the ideal slot geometry,
the deformation leads to an increase of the transverse distance (yF ) reducing the overlap of the
flap underneath the main element, i.e. moving the o parameters toward more negative values. The
deformation involves in particular the high sections of the wing where the stiffness of the flap was
less elevated and no hinges were present. In both the cambered configurations the bending of the
flap surface introduces a wavy shape developing on the wingspan between z ∗ = 0.39, location of
the hinge line, and z ∗ = 1.
The maximum increase in yF /c1 with respect to the ideal wing is estimated to be of 2% on the
low cambered configuration and 2.6% on the mid-cambered setting. For the overlap the differences
are less elevated, respectively 0.6% and 1.1% for the low and mid-cambered settings corresponding
to a deformation of the order of 0.1 mm. Thus, the exactitude in the estimation of the overlap
variation is limited by the accuracy of the photogrammetric means which was of the same order of
magnitude. The slot modification have to be taken into account during the aerodynamic analyses
since, as stated by Smith (1975) [49] and byWoodward (1993) [67], the geometry of the slot may
largely affect the lift capabilities of the wing and the flow phenomena around its surface.

2.2.2

Flow features on the wing surface

The first analysis on the aerodynamics of the wingsail concerns the flow features over the wing
surface carried out from the viscous oil tests. This investigation focused in particular in detecting
the laminar and turbulent flow regimes as well as the attached and separated regions over the wing
surface. The analysis was performed for both the low and mid-cambered settings of the wingsail
at different angles of attack.

Low-cambered setting (δ = 15°)
The flow patterns for the low-cambered setting were represented in Figure 2.15 for three angles of
attack, respectively 0°, 10° and 15°.
At α = 0°, the flow on the main element is characterized by a large laminar zone extending from
the L.E. up to 35% of the main chord. The transition triggers through a laminar separation bubble
(LSB) having a length ranging from 8% and 15% of the local chord on the wingspan. The turbulent
flow separates in the neighbors of the main T.E. On the flap the transition takes place immediately,
at less than 1% of its chord, with the flow, in the turbulent regime, remaining attached on the flap
surface.
The increase in angle of attack causes a reduction of the extension of the laminar zone on the main
element and of the laminar separation bubble length. At α = 10° the transition takes place at 9%
of the main chord with an average length of the laminar separation bubble of 7%.
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(a) α = 0◦

(b) α = 10◦

(c) α = 15◦

Laminar zone

LSB

Turbulent zone

Separated regions

Figure 2.15 – Flow features on the wing surface on the low-cambered wing (δ = 15◦ ), (g/c1 = 2.4% and
Re = 0.530 × 106 ) at different angles of attack (α).

The flow on the flap remains almost unchanged with a slight increase of the separated zone close
to the T.E. The further increase of the angle attack at 15°, leads to a flow separation involving
entirely the flap surface, excluded a small region close to the L.E., and partially the main element
surface. Here, the separation occurs on a zone bounded between 25% and 75% of the wingspan
and the T.E. and the maximum thickness section line, located at 30% of the flap chord, in the
chordwise direction.

Mid-cambered setting (δ = 25°)
The flow pattern maps for the mid-cambered settings have been represented in Figure 2.16 at four
angles of attack, 0°, 5°, 8° and 15°.
As in the previous case, the main element has a large laminar zone extending from the L.E. up to
the 30% of the chord when for α = 0°. The transition occurs by a laminar separation bubble whose
length is 15% of the chord. The turbulent flow downstream of the laminar zone separates only near
the T.E. with the extent of this separated zone that is more elevated on the mid-high sections of
the main.
The flap can be divided in two parts: the mid-high part where the flow is completely separated
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and the mid-low sections where the flow is attached and almost completely turbulent. On these
sections the transition triggers very close the flap L.E.

(a) α = 0◦

(b) α = 5◦

(c) α = 8◦

(d) α = 15◦

Laminar zone

LSB

Turbulent zone

Separated regions

Figure 2.16 – Flow features on the wing surface on the middle cambered wing (δ = 25◦ ) (g/c1 = 2.4% and
Re = 0.530 × 106 ) at different angles of attack (α).

The increase in angle of attack enlarges the separated region on the low sections on the flap starting
from the zones close to the T.E. (at α = 5°) for then propagating towards the flap L.E. (at α = 8°)
where the flow on the flap is almost completely separated. This separation, however, does not affect
the flow on the main element which remains attached on most part of its surface. The separation
occurs only close to the T.E. while the laminar zone tends to reduce. The further increase in angle
of attack leads to a flow separation on the main similar to the one observed on the low-cambered
configuration. On the flap the flow tends to reattach on the L.E. zone.
Due to the low Reynolds number, the laminar and transition effects are hence important on the
wing and especially on the main element. On this element, the increase in angle of attack leads to
a flow separation characteristic of a T.E. stall [53], with the separated zone arising from the T.E.
zone without provoking a burst of the laminar separation bubble. This kind of separation is linked
to a soft stall behavior. In this case, however, the main element is coupled with the flap which
in turn presents a more complex behavior and whose influence on the wing performance is more
difficult to predict. Hence, to better understand the stall characteristics of the wingsail, a further
analysis was performed to characterize the high-lift capabilities of the wing and its stall behavior.
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2.2.3

Stall behavior

The analysis of the lift performance of the wing and of its stall behavior was performed by analysis
of the lift coefficients extracted during the load tests. The three-cambered configurations of the
wing were analyzed corresponding to a flap deflection of 15°, 25° and 35°. The influence of the slot
size as well as the Reynolds number was also investigated. A particular effort was dedicated to
correlate the lift performance of the wing with the evolution of the flow separation regions on the
wing surface (carried out from the tuft tests). The hysteresis phenomenon arising on the wing was
also investigated.
2.2.3.1

Effect of the camber

The lift curves of the wingsail are represented in Figure 2.17 for the three flap deflection angles
tested, i.e. 15°, 25° and 35°, at Re = 0.53 × 106 and at the narrow slot size, g/c1root = 2.4%.

Figure 2.17 – CL evolution with the angle of attack (α) for Re = 0.530 × 106 , g/c1 = 2.4% at different flap
deflection angles (δ).

In each curve, the CL should increase linearly with the angle of attack up to the onset of the stall.
Furthermore, due to the different camber, the three curves should appear shifted towards higher
CL [52] with the increase of the flap deflection angle (δ). However, this is not what it is observed
on all the curves represented.
The lift curve of the low-cambered setting follows the statements indicated above. The CL has a
linear path up to the angle of attack of 10° when the stall occurs and achieving the highest CL
among the three cambered cases (Table 2.3). The lift gradually reduces up to α = 17° when a
sudden loss in lift takes place.
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On the mid-cambered configuration, δ = 25°, the increase in lift due to the higher flap deflection
interests only the angles of attack up to 1°. Beyond this limit, the lift abruptly decreases to get
closer to the curves of the low and high cambered settings. A multi-stall behavior, as the one
described by Biber (2005) [70], is observed on this wingsail configuration. Three partial losses in
lift take place (at α = 1°, α = 9° and α = 13°) before the onset of the final stall at α = 16.5°. Up
to the third stall, at α = 13°, the CL keeps increasing linearly with the angle of attack. After each
stall, the slope of the linear path reduces (Table 2.3). The CLmax = 1.41 is achieved before the
second stall (at α = 9°) but it does not correspond to the point where the lift stops to increase.
The CL reduces only after the third stall, at α = 13°, decreasing softly up to the onset of the final
stall.
The further increase of the flap deflection angle at 35° does not introduce advantages with respect
to the δ = 25° case. Contrarily to the expectations, the linear path of the lift curve lies between
the δ = 15° and δ = 25° curves. The stall occurs at α = 11.5° with a first gradual reduction in lift
for then achieving an abrupt loss at α = 14.5°.
Therefore, the lift curves show an atypical behavior of the wing with the flap deflection and particularly in the mid-cambered configuration. Basing on the different drops in lift, different stalls
can be then defined. The "nominal stall" (N st) is here defined as the point where the lift stops to
increase. It represents the stalls occurring at the angle of attack of 10°, 13° and 11.5° respectively
for the low, medium and high camber settings (Table 2.3). The "final stall" (F st) corresponds to
the last abrupt loss in lift. In addition, two "intermediate stalls" (Ist1 and Ist2) occurring on the
mid-cambered configuration at α = 1° and α = 9° can also be defined.
Table 2.3 – Comparison of the lift coefficients and stall angles of attack for the three cambered settings of
the wingsail.
δ
15°
25°
35°

CLmax
1.45
1.40
1.38

dCL /dα
3.90
3.44/2.43/1.14
2.75

αCLmax
10.0°
9.0°
11.5°

αF st
17.0°
16.5°
14.5°

αN st
10.0°
13.0°
11.5°

αIst
1.0°/9.0°
-

The reason of the particular lift curve pattern can be then researched by analysis of the flow
separation process over the wingsail surface. In Figure 2.18 the maps of the separated zones at the
different angles of attack have been represented for each of the three cambered settings.
On the δ = 15° configuration, the flow starts to separate on the T.E. of the main element and
locally on two distinguished zones on the flap located at z ∗ = 40% and z ∗ = 75% on the wingspan.
The lower zone corresponds to the position of the flap hinge that introduces a local contamination
of the flow. This separation leads to the onset of the nominal stall (N st), at α = 10°. Then
the separation evolves almost simultaneously propagating in the spanwise direction on the flap, by
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δ = 15°

δ = 25°

δ = 35°

Figure 2.18 – Flow separation maps on the wingsail surface (Re = 0.530 × 106 , g/c1 = 2.4%) with the
increase of α at different δ.

creation of separated spots, and in the chordwise on the main element. The lift softly decreases up
to α = 17°, before that the flow separation interests the maximum thickness section of the main.
The final stall (F st) is indeed due to the flow separation on the main element region close to its
L.E.
In the mid-cambered setting (δ = 25°), the spanwise evolution of the separated zones is more
accentuated. The mid-high part of the flap is the first to separate leading to the onset of the first
intermediate stall (Ist1) at α = 1°. The effectiveness of the flap is hence reduced, since only half of
its surface is still operating, shifting down the CL curve. However the lift still keeps increasing with
the angle of attack. In the same way the second intermediate stall (Ist2) is caused by a downward
propagation of the separated zone on the flap surface with the separation extending at the same
time on the T.E. zone of the main element. The propagation of the separated zone continues on
the bottom surface of the flap and toward the L.E. of the main element bringing to the nominal
stall (N st) of the wing at α = 13°. Since the flap surface is almost completely separated (excluded
the region close to wing root) the lift stops to further increase. The CL reduction is gradual up
to the onset of the final stall (F st) caused, as in the δ = 15° case, by the flow detachment on the
forward region of the main element.
The δ = 35° presents the entire flap surface already separated at α = −7°. The flap effectiveness is
then null for the entire range of angles of attack analyzed, explaining why its lift curve lies below
the one of the δ = 25° configuration. The nominal stall (N st) is then exclusively caused by the flow
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detachment on the main element with the separated zones enlarging towards the L.E. The final
stall, as in the previous wing configurations, is caused by the separation of the forward region of
the main.
To conclude, the flow capabilities to stay attached on the flap surface reduces with the increase of
the flap deflection angle. Only in the low cambered setting the entire flap surface results attached.
Increasing the flap angle, at δ = 25°, the flow separation starts to take place from the tip region
of the flap for then propagating on the low sections. The further increase in the flap angle, at
δ = 35°, prevents any possibility for a flow attachment on the flap. The flap effectiveness tends
then to reduce with the flap deflection angle preventing the expected increase in lift. Furthermore,
the non-uniform evolution of the separation on the flap leads to the onset of intermediate stalls
that are not present on the low-cambered configuration, where, instead the flow separation evolves
uniformly on the wingspan.
The reason of this sensitivity of the flow to the flap deflection is linked to the jet of the slot flow
physics. This jet, indeed, introduces the benefic effects described by Smith (1975) [49] making
possible the delaying the flow separation over the flap. However, a too negative overlap or a too
large yF can compromise the favorable behavior of the jet in the flow separation [67] [71]. On a
wingsail the slot parameters are function of the flap deflection, the more the flap is deflected the
more the overlap of the flap L.E. with the main T.E. increases, (i.e. o moves towards positive
values) and the same does the transverse distance (yF ). By the increase of the flap deflection the
slot becomes less and less adapted to keep the flow attached on the flap, explaining why, at α = 0°,
the extent of the attached flow of the flap reduces with the increase of the camber. Furthermore,
the dimensionless parameters of the slot increase moving tipwards on the wingspan, facilitating
the flow separation on these sections as it is the case on the mid-cambered case. Because of this
extreme sensitiveness of the flow to the slot geometry, a further analysis was performed comparing
different slot sizes for the three cambered configurations.

2.2.3.2

Slot influence on wing performance

The lift curves of the wingsail were analyzed, for each cambered configuration, for three different
slot settings: the narrow case (g/c1 = 2.4%), the wide case (g/c1 = 2.4%) and the plugged slot
configuration. In this last condition, the slot was obstructed by aluminum tape fixed on the lower
side of the wingsail. The separation maps for the narrow and the plugged case were also reported,
while the ones of the wide slot configuration are not available since tufts tests were not performed
at this setting.
Low cambered setting (δ = 15°)
The lift curves of the low-cambered wing at the three slot sizes have been represented in Figure 2.19
together with the separation maps for the nominal (g/c1 = 2.4%) and plugged slot configurations.
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(b) plugged

(a)

(c) g/c1 = 2.4%

Figure 2.19 – (a) CL curves for δ = 15° at Re = 0.530 × 106 at different slot sizes (g) with the maps
highlighting the separated zones at the different angles of attack for two slot cases (b) and (c).

Table 2.4 – Comparison of the lift coefficients and stall angles of attack for the three slot configurations at
δ = 15°.
g/c1
2.4%
4.8%
plugged

CLmax
1.45
1.24
1.49

αCLmax
10.0°
13.0°
12.0°

αF st
17.0°
18.0°
15.5°

αN st
10.0°
13.0°
12.0°

αIst
7.5°
-

The slot size slightly modifies the lift capabilities of the wing in the linear path affecting instead
its maximum lift capabilities and the onset of the stall.
The plugged case presents an improvement of 4% in the maximum lift coefficient (CLmax ) with
respect to the narrow slot configuration (g/c1 = 2.4%). The nominal stall (N st) is delayed of 2°,
moving from 10° to 12° in angle of attack (Table 2.4) while the final stall (F st) occurs 1.5° earlier,
moving from 17° to 15.5° in angle of attack. The slot plugging leads to a modification of the flow
separation process. The flow starts to separate on the T.E. of the flap extending then upstream
in the chordwise direction. It can be also noticed the quite uniform separation along the wingspan
while, in the narrow case, the separation evolved in the spanwise direction by spots. The separation
involves the main element only at higher angles of attack compared to the narrow slot case leading
then to the increase in the nominal stall angle of attack.
Otherwise, the widening of the slot size to g/c1 = 4.8% leads to a reduction of the wingsail lift
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capabilities with respect to both the narrow (g/c1 = 2.4%) and plugged slot configurations. A
quite flat zone takes place at an angle of attack of 7.5°, up to the onset of the final stall at 18°. The
flat zone observed at this setting is similar to the lift pattern described by Woodward (1993) [67]
on a slot-flapped wing. This phenomenon appeared when the overlap (the longitudinal distance
between the flap L.E. and the main T.E.) became too negative, or when the yF was too wide. A
massive flow separation takes then place on the flap surface, reducing the maximum lift capabilities
of the wing with respect to the optimal slot size. The CLmax results to be 14% lower with respect
to the narrow slot case (g/c1 = 2.4%). The lift slightly increases at α = 10° up to the achievement
of nominal stall point at α = 13° where the maximum lift is achieved.

Mid-cambered setting (δ = 25°)
The lift curves for the mid-cambered setting of the wingsail, at the three slot sizes already analyzed
in the low-cambered configuration, are represented in Figure 2.20 together with the separation
maps for the narrow and plugged slot settings.

(a)

(b) plugged

(c) g/c1 = 2.4%

Figure 2.20 – (a) CL curves for δ = 25° at Re = 0.530 × 106 at different slot sizes (g) with the separation
maps for two slot cases (b) and (c).

The plug of the slot makes disappear the intermediate stalls characteristics of the narrow slot
configuration (g/c1 = 2.4%). The linear path of the lift curve keeps increasing up to an angle of
attack of 9° when the nominal stall (N st) occurs. The lift decreases softly up to the onset of the
final stall (F st) at α = 14.5°. The flow separation takes place uniformly along the wingspan with
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Table 2.5 – Comparison of the lift coefficients and stall angles of attack for the three slot configurations at
δ = 25°.
g/c1
2.4%
4.8%
plugged

CLmax
1.40
1.19
1.59

αCLmax
9.0°
15.0°
9.0°

αF st
16.0°
16.0°
14.5°

αN st
13.0°
15.0°
9.0°

αIst
1°/9°
-1.5°/3.5°
-

the separated zones that extends from the flap T.E. to the main L.E. The nominal stall is then
achieved, at α = 9°, when the separated zones start to interest the main element. In particular, on
the high flap sections, the flow manages to remain attached for larger angles of attack with respect
to the g/c1 = 2.4% slot case. This delay in the flow separation prevents the reduction of the flap
effectiveness, leading to more elevated lift coefficients, without the occurring of intermediate stalls.
The CLmax is 13.6% more elevated with respect to the narrow slot configuration (Table 2.5) and it
is achieved at the same angle of attack of 9°.
If the slot plugging slightly modified the lift performance at very low angles of attack (α < 1°),
the widening of the slot drastically reduces the lift performance for the entire range of angle of
attack. At α = 1°, the lift decreases of 38% with respect to the narrow slot setting. The multi-step
stall behavior still exists but the drops in lift appear attenuated. The first intermediate stall (Ist1)
takes place at 2.5° earlier than the g/c1 = 2.4% slot case. For the second intermediate stall (Ist2)
this gap increases at 5.5°. The final stall (F st), the one caused by the flow separation on the L.E.
region of the main element, is not affected by the slot modification. It takes place at 16° in both
the narrow and wide slot cases.

High-cambered setting (δ = 35°)
In the high-cambered settings the lift curves at the different slot size have been represented in
Figure 2.21 with the separation map only for the narrow slot case. The main characteristics of the
lift curves are also reported in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6 – Comparison of the lift coefficients and stall angles of attack for the three slot configurations at
δ = 35°.
g/c1
2.4%
4.8%
plugged

CLmax
1.38
1.19
1.59

αCLmax
11.5°
11.5°
8.5°

αF st
14.5°
14.5°
-

αN st
11.5°
12.5°
8.5°

αIst
-5°/0°

The plug of the slot strongly enhances the lift capabilities of the δ = 35° setting. The lift curve is
shifted towards higher lift coefficients with a gain up to 95% with respect to the narrow slot case
(g/c1 = 2.4%). This improvement is due to an increase of the flap effectiveness thanks to the delay
of the flow separation on the flap surface when the slot is plugged. Two intermediate stalls take
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place at α = −5° and α = 0°. The nominal stall angle is 3° less elevated than the narrow slot
configuration. The drop in lift after the stall is abrupt.

(a)

(b) g/c1 = 2.4%

Figure 2.21 – (a) CL curves for δ = 35° at Re = 0.530 × 106 at different slot sizes (g) with the separation
maps for the narrow slot case (b).

The increase of the slot size, instead, does not deteriorate the lift performance as it was the case
on the low and mid-cambered settings. The flow on the flap indeed is already completely separated
in the narrow slot configuration so that the slot widening cannot further worsen the flowfield
characteristics. The linear pattern of the wide slot configuration is whatever shifted towards lower
CL due to the lowest flow interaction between the flap L.E. and the main T.E., reducing the
circulation of the main element [49]. The maximum lift coefficient, which is 13.5% lower than in
the narrow slot case, is achieved at the angle of attack of 12.5°
As it was already observed in the previous section, a widening of the slot size due to an increase
in flap deflection angle or to the increase of the dimensionless slot parameters on the high sections
of the wing, leads to a earlier flow separation on the flap surface. This tendency was confirmed by
the analysis at different slot sizes. The widening of the slot reduces the flow capabilities to remain
attached on the flap surface. On the low-cambered configuration this leads to a worsening of the lift
performance only at high angles of attack . On the contrary, on the mid-cambered configuration, the
slot widening makes the flow more prone to separate in the entire flap surface reducing dramatically
the lift performance for all the angles of attack. The more elevated sensitivity of the mid-cambered
configuration to the slot size is highlighted also from the plugging of the slot. In this case, the early
flow separation on the high sections of the flap disappears preventing the onset of the intermediate
stalls. The maximum lift increase is thus very elevated. In the high-cambered setting the slot
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plugging prevents the flow separation on the flap increasing the lift performance.
However, the slot plugging makes disappear the benefic effects brought by the slot [49], like the
increase of the circulation on the main. The best choice should be then in further narrowing the
slot size with respect to the g/c1 = 2.4% setting to correctly exploits of the slot benefic effects and
preventing the flow separation from the flap. This solution could represent the optimal slot size for
the wingsail.
The slot analyses examined here have not a general statement since the correct slot configuration
depends also on the Reynolds number [53]. By a modification of Re, the thickness of the boundary
layers on the flap and on the main varies leading to a change of the actual slot section which is
bounded by these two viscous layers. The effect of the Reynolds number was then investigated by
comparison of the lift performance carried out at different flow velocities.

2.2.3.3

Reynolds effect

The scale effects on a multi-element wing are numerous and can affect "directly" or "inversely"
the wingsail performance [53]. The CL curves carried out at different flow velocities have been
compared in the three cambered wing configurations for determining the quantitative and the
qualitative effects on the wing performance. The correspondent Reynolds numbers are 0.265 × 106 ,
0.398 × 106 , 0.530 × 106 .

Low-cambered setting (δ = 15°)
The CL curves for the low-cambered setting at different Reynolds numbers have been plotted in
Figure 2.22 together with the separation maps for two of the three cases. The maximum lift
conditions and the stall incidences for the different cases analyzed are reported in Table 2.7.

Table 2.7 – Comparison of the lift coefficients and stall angles of attack for three Reynolds numbers at
δ = 15°.
Re
0.265×106
0.398×106
0.530×106

CLmax
1.53
1.51
1.45

αCLmax
11.0°
11.0°
10.0°

αF st
14.0°
14.0°/16.0°
17°

αN st
11.0°
11.0°
10.0°

αIst
-

The linear pattern of the lift curves shift towards higher CL with the reduction of the Reynolds
number. This phenomenon can be attributed to the smaller deformation of the scale model during
the low velocity experimental tests. In particular, under the influence of the dynamic pressure of
the flow, the flap sections tended to align with the flow direction reducing their actual deflection
angle. This leads to a de-cambering of the wing which is more elevated at higher flow velocities.
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(a)

(b) Re=0.265×106 (c) Re=0.530×106

Figure 2.22 – (a) CL curves for δ = 15° at g/c1 = 2.4% at different Reynolds numbers with separation
maps at two Reynolds numbers (b) and (c).

The Reynolds number affects, in particular, the stall behavior of the wing. At Re = 0.530 × 106 ,
a soft nominal stall (N st) takes place on the wing before the onset of the abrupt final stall (F st).
Decreasing the Reynolds number at Re = 0.398 × 106 , a sharp nominal stall takes place with the
drop in lift occurring in two times, at 14° and 16° (Table 2.7). Reducing further the Reynolds
number at Re = 0.265 × 106 , after the sharp nominal stall (N st), the CL have a large drop of 0.75
up to the angle of attack of 14° for then achieving the final stall (F st).

The reduction in Reynolds number accelerates the flow separation on the flap surface, starting
from the middle sections on the wingspan and propagating then on the low and high sections. The
main element is also affected by the flow separation on the middle and high sections. Here the
flow separates directly on the entire chord length. This separation is characteristic of a combined
stall [53] in which the flow separation, starting at first from the T.E. is caused by the burst of the
laminar separation bubble. This kind of separation is responsible for the onset of the sharp stall
which substitutes the soft stall characteristic of higher Reynolds number. A T.E. stall, however,
still concerns the low sections of the main.
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Mid-cambered setting (δ = 25°)
The lift curves at different Reynolds numbers as well as the separation maps for the mid-cambered
setting are represented in Figure 2.22.

(b) Re=0.265×106 (c) Re=0.530×106

(a)

Figure 2.23 – (a) CL curves for δ = 25◦ at g/c1 = 2.4% at different Reynolds numbers with separation
maps at two Reynolds numbers (b) and (c).

Table 2.8 – Comparison of the lift coefficients and stall angles of attack for three Reynolds numbers at
δ = 25°.
Re
0.265×106
0.398×106
0.530×106

CLmax
1.53
1.51
1.45

αCLmax
3.0°
9.0°
9.0°

αF st
12.0°
13.5°
16.5°

αN st
12.0°
12.0°
13.0°

αIst
1.0°/9.0°
2.0°/9.0°
3.0°/9.0°

The linear paths of the lift curves result shifted toward higher CL when the Reynolds number is
reduced as it was the case on the low-cambered setting. Two major effects can be observed that
are directly linked to the Reynolds decrease: the delay of the onset of the first intermediate stall
and the moving up of the nominal and final stalls.
The first phenomenon is due to the improved capabilities of the flow to remain attached on the
high flap sections. This inverse scale effect (i.e. the increase in the lift performance with the
Reynolds number decrease), depends on the modification of the actual size of the slot when Re is
modified [53]. By reducing the Reynolds number indeed, the boundary layers of the flap and the
main element tend to thicken. Thus the actual slot section, bounded by the two boundary layers,
narrows with respect to higher Reynolds numbers where the boundary layers are thinner. This
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reduction of the slot section provokes a delay of the flow separation and hence the onsets of the
first intermediate stall (Ist1). The second intermediate stall (Ist2) is less affected by the Reynolds
number since, at this point, the flap surface is already almost completely separated (Table 2.8).
The moving up of the nominal and final stall (F st) is caused by modification of the flow physics
of the flow separation. As it was already noticed on the low-cambered configuration, the reduction
in Reynolds number leads to a flow separation by bubble bursting leading to a sharp decrease in
lift. While in the Re = 0.530 × 106 the nominal stall (N st) takes place at 13° and the final stall
(F st) at 16.5°, in the low Reynolds cases the two stalls tend to get closer for eventually merging at
Re = 0.265 × 106 . Here, the nominal stall (N st), coincident with the final stall (F st), is achieved
at the angle of attack of 12° after the flow separation on the high sections of the main.

High-cambered setting (δ = 35°)
The lift curves for the high-cambered configuration at different Reynolds numbers are represented
in Figure 2.24 together with the separation maps for Re = 0.265 × 106 and Re = 0.530 × 106 . The
values of the stall angle of attack and the maximum lift coefficients are reported in Table 2.9.

(a)

(b) Re=0.265×106 (c) Re=0.530×106

Figure 2.24 – (a) CL curves for δ = 35◦ at g/c1 = 2.4% at different Reynolds numbers with separation
maps at two Reynolds numbers (b) and (c).
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Table 2.9 – Comparison of the lift coefficients and stall angles of attack for three Reynolds numbers at
δ = 35°.
Re
0.265×106
0.398×106
0.530×106

CLmax
1.40
1.43
1.38

αCLmax
11.0°
12.0°
11.5°

αF st
11.0°
13.5°
14.5°

αN st
11.0°
12.0°
14.5°

αIst
-

The Reynolds number reduction leads to an increase of the lift performance at low angles of attack.
This improvement whatever disappears at higher angles of attack where the curves to the three
Reynolds number are almost superimposed. Similarly to the previous cambered cases, the nominal
stall of the wingsail becomes more abrupt when Re is reduced. As it can be observed in the flow
separation maps, this is due to a different flow mechanism in the flow separation process.
To summarize, the Reynolds number variation has an inverse scale effect on the onset of the
intermediate stalls (if they exist) and a direct effect on the flow separation of the main element
and hence on the nominal and final stalls. The flow separation on the flap is indeed delayed with
the Reynolds reduction, retarding the onset of the intermediate stalls. This is indirectly linked
to the modification of the actual section of the slot due to the variation of the boundary layer
thickness. The direct scale effect on the main element is instead due to the modification of the
stall flow physics. At higher Reynolds number, the nominal stall has a soft pattern due to the
slow T.E. separation occurring on the main element. The Reynolds reduction lowers the stability
of the laminar separation bubble which tends to burst causing a sudden loss in lift and hence an
abrupt stall. Furthermore the final stall occurs at higher angle of attack for more elevated Reynolds
numbers.

2.2.3.4

Hysteresis

The process of the flow reattachment over the wingsail surface is characterized by a hysteresis
phenomenon. When the αstall is exceeded leading to the onset of the stall and to a decrease of the
lift, a following decrease of the angle of attack back to the αstall does not provide the complete flow
attachment to recover the aerodynamic force existing before the occurring of the stall. To obtain
a complete lift recovering indeed, the angle of attack has to be decreased at a certain recover angle
of attack (αrecover ) which is smaller than the αstall . Thus, for incidences higher than αrecover , two
physical flow conditions may exist giving origin to the hysteresis loop. This condition may lead to
the uncertainty, at a given angles of attack, of the actual flow condition over the wingsail.
The hysteresis was observed in the scale model tests in wind tunnel at the three cambered configurations by increasing and decreasing the angle of attack of the wingsail. The phenomenon is then
analyzed using the lift coefficients data and the separation and reattachment flow maps carried out
from the tuft tests.
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Low-cambered setting (δ = 15°)
In Figure 2.25 are represented the lift curves obtained by increasing an decreasing the angle of
attack, together with the maps of separation and reattachment of the flow for the low-cambered
setting.

(a)

(b) Separation

(c) Reattachment

Figure 2.25 – (a) Hysteresis curves for the CL for Re = 0.530 × 106 , g/c1 = 2.4% at δ = 15◦ together with
the (b) flow separation and (c) flow re-attachment maps.

The hysteresis loop on the low-cambered configuration takes place in a range of angles of attack
included between 18° and 9°. The flow re-attachment starts on the forward part of the main element
and on the mid-low region of the flap surface. At the angle of attack of 13°, a first recovering in
lift is observed (F str) when the flow reattaches on most part of the main element and the lower
surface of the flap. The flow reattachment continues on the high sections of the flap and toward
the T.E. of the main element. At α = 10° the flow is almost completely re-attached on the entire
wingsail surface except in the zones close to the main T.E. and the flap L.E., indicating that the jet
of the slot has still not assumed its original position on the flap surface pushed by the main wake.
This phenomenon reduces the effectiveness of the flap and the circulation effect of the jet on the
main element [49], reducing its lift. The final recovering (N str) takes place at the angle of attack
of 9° when the flow finally reattaches on the T.E. region of the main element making possible the
recovering of the jet position.
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Mid-cambered setting (δ = 25°)
The hyteresis curves or the mid-camber configuration are reported in Figure 2.26 with the attachment and separation maps on the wingsail.

(a)

(b) Separation

(c) Reattachment

Figure 2.26 – (a) Hysteresis curve for the CL for Re = 0.530 × 106 , g/c1 = 2.4% at δ = 25° together with
the (b) flow separation and (c) flow re-attachment maps.

At δ = 25°, two distinguished loops can be observed. The first loop, extending between 17° and
4° in angle of attack, involves the flow reattachment of the main element and the lower sections of
the flap surface. Inside this loop, a first growth in lift occurs at α = 11.5° (F str) due to the flow
recovering on the forward region of the main element. The second lift increase, at α = 8°, (N str)
takes origin from the flow reattachment on the rear regions of the main element. The hysteresis
linear path included in between the incidences of 4.5° and 8°, is the prolongation of the third linear
path on the lift curve for increasing angles of attack. The loop closes when the flow recovers the
T.E. region of the main element and the low flap surfaces (Istr2). In the high sections of the wing
the flow on the flap is still separated while on the main element the separation interests only the
regions close to the T.E. At the end of the second loop, at α = 4.5°, the jet of the slot has recovered
its original direction only on the low sections of the wing. The first loop concerns then the flow
reattachment on the high flap sections and on the main T.E. The decreasing curve of the first
loop is the natural prolongation of the CL second linear increasing path. The final flow recovering
(Istr1) occurs at -4.5° when the flow reattaches on the high sections of the flap.
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High-cambered setting (δ = 35°)
The plot of the hysteresis lift curves on the high-cambered setting are reported in Figure 2.27 with
the separation and attachment maps over the wingsail surface.

(a)

(b) Separation

(c) Reattchment

Figure 2.27 – (a) Hysteresis curves for the CL for Re = 0.530 × 106 , g/c1 = 2.4% at δ = 35° together with
the (b) flow separation and (c) flow re-attachment maps.

The δ = 35° hysteresis is the most simple among the three cambered settings since the flow reattachment involves the main element only (the flap element is in any case separated). The loop is
included between 7°<α<20° with the lift recovering taking place in three different steps. This particular characteristic is due to the flow re-attachment process concerning three distinguished zones
on the main element. At first, the flow reattaches locally on the L.E. region on three distinguished
zones on the main span for then enlarging towards the main T.E. The first increase in lift occurs
at α=14.5° (F st2r). The almost complete recovering in lift occurs when the flow is completely
attached on the low sections of the wing and in most part of the high sections except the T.E.
zone (F str2). This final re-attachment on the T.E. zone provides a larger recover in CL than in
the previous steps because of the same mechanism observed on the δ = 15° flap angle. Once the
flow manages to stay attached again on the main T.E., the jet of the slot can finally achieve the
conditions it had before the onset of the stall leading the same circulation on the main and hence
the same lift.
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To summarize, in the low-cambered configuration the flow reattachment concerns contemporary
the main element and the flap surface. The flow reattachment on the main T.E. introduces a large
increase in lift thanks to the jet of the slot that, recovering its position, increases the circulation of
the main. On the mid-cambered configuration, two hysteresis loops exist. The first one concerns
simultaneously the main element and lower flap sections with a flow reattachment similar to the
on observed on the low-cambered setting. The second loop concerns instead exclusively the flow
reattachment of the high flap sections. The high-cambered setting has a flow reattachment involving
the main element exclusively starting from the main L.E. and propagating up to the T.E. The
complete recovery in lift occurs only when the flow reattaches on the main T.E., affecting the jet
of the slot trajectory and then increasing the circulation over the main.

2.2.4

Jet of the slot physics

From the analyses performed, the wingsail aerodynamics appeared strongly affected by the slot
characteristics which have an influence on the both the high-lift performance and on the stall
behavior. The slot has a major effect on the flow physics of the jet and on its interaction with the
flap boundary layer and the main wake. The particular structure of the confluent boundary layer,
formed by these three flow layers above the flap surface, makes possible the delay of the separation
on the flap surface and the increase of the lift of the main element [49]. The jet physics and the
confluent boundary layers have then been investigated more in details exploiting the PIV data on
the three sections on the span of the wingsail. The velocity scalar maps and the velocity profiles
on the main T.E. and on the flap surface were carried out at different angles of attack to analyze
also the flow separation evolution on the two wing elements.

2.2.4.1

Velocity scalar maps

The scalar maps of the dimensionless x-velocity component (U/V∞ ) were carried out on three
sections on the wingspan located at z ∗ = 0.25, z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75 for both the low and
mid-cambered settings of the wingsail. These maps detail the flowfield on the upper surface of
the wingsail showing the evolution of the jet of the slot and its effect on the flow separation. The
analysis was performed on both the low and mid-cambered settings of the wingsail.

Low-cambered setting (δ = 15°)
In Figure 2.28 the velocity scalar maps of the low-cambered configuration are represented on the
three sections at three different angles of attack, i.e. 0°, 10° and 15°. The wingsail analyzed is the
one at narrow slot size (g/c1 = 2.4%) at Re = 0.530 × 106 .
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z ∗ = 0.50

z ∗ = 0.75

α = 15◦

α = 10◦

α = 0◦

z ∗ = 0.25

Figure 2.28 – PIV scalar maps of the dimensionless x-component velocity (U/V∞ ) on the δ = 15° wingsail
configuration, g/c1 = 2.4% and Re = 0.530×106 , on the three reference sections at different angles of attack.

At α=0°, the flow is attached on both the wing elements on all the three reference sections on the
wingspan. The jet of the slot lies directly on the flap surface interacting with the wake convected
by the main element.
Increasing the angle of attack, at α = 10°, the main wake starts to spread reducing the strength
of its interaction with the jet layer. The jet, however, still remains attached on the flap surface
while the adverse pressure gradients downstream on the flap increase with the angle of attack. The
flow separation on the flap is hence caused by an excessive spread of the main wake, reducing the
strength of the interaction between the jet and the wake layers and hence the pushing effect of
the normal-to-flow pressure gradient, combined with the chordwise adverse pressure gradient that
contributes for the onset of a flow reversal. On the z ∗ = 0.25 section, at α = 15°, the interaction
between the jet and the main wake layers has achieved its minimum strength. Thus, a further
increase in α should cause the onset of the flow separation. On both the z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75
the flow is completely separated on both the wing elements.

Mid-cambered setting (δ = 25°)
The velocity scalar maps of the mid-cambered configuration are represented in Figure 2.29 at four
different angles of attack, respectively 0°, 2°, 8°, 10°. The wingsail setting considered, as in the
previous case, is the one with the narrow slot (g/c1 = 2.4%) and at Re = 0.530 × 106 .
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z ∗ = 0.50

z ∗ = 0.75

α = 10◦

α = 8◦

α = 2◦

α = 0◦

z ∗ = 0.25

Figure 2.29 – PIV scalar maps of the dimensionless x-component velocity (U/V∞ ) on the δ = 25° wingsail
configuration, g/c1 = 2.4% and Re = 0.530×106 , on the three reference sections at different angles of attack.

The first difference that can be observed in this case compared to the low-cambered setting is the
flow separation that involves at first the flap surface and in a second time the main element. Since
yF is larger with respect to the δ = 15° setting, the flow interaction between the main wake and
the jet of the slot is weaker [49] than on the low-cambered configuration. At α = 0°, the flow is
already separated from the flap in correspondence of the middle and high span sections. Here,
the main wake spreads faster contributing to weaken more the interaction between the jet and the
main wake. The jet is less and less influenced by the pushing effect of the normal-to-flow pressure
gradient starting to separate from the flap surface also under the effect of the chordwise adverse
pressure gradient. Thus, the jet assumes a transverse direction with respect to the main chord losing
its benefic influence in delaying the flow separation on the flap surface. However, it continues to
have an effect on the main element improving its circulation thanks to its larger crossflow velocity
component on the main T.E. [49]. The entire evolution process of the flow separation can be
observed on the z ∗ = 0.25 section where the flow is attached on both the element at α = 0° and
tends then to separate at on the flap at α = 8°. The main element separation can be observed
instead on the z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75 sections.
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It can be argued, at this point, how the yF distance manages the differential flow separation on
the two wing elements. On the low-cambered configuration, where the yF is less elevated than on
the mid-cambered setting, the main wake can spread more before that the interaction with the jet
becomes too weak to cause its detachment from the flap surface. This condition is achieved when
the main boundary layer is eventually thick enough to cause a flow separation even on the main
element. The flow separates then contemporary on the main and on the flap leading to an abrupt
stall. On the contrary, on the δ = 25° configuration a small spread of the main wake can weaken
the interaction with the jet at the point that the jet separates from the flap surface. However,
the boundary layer on the main element is still thin to provoke the flow separation on the main.
The jet, furthermore, assuming a transverse direction with respect to the main chord direction,
creates a favorable chordwise pressure gradient at the main T.E. that reduces the possibility of a
flow separation. This effect is the dumping effect described by Smith (1975) [49].

2.2.4.2

Confluent boundary layer profiles

The evolution on the confluent boundary layer on the wing surface is investigated more in detail
by the analysis of the velocity profiles carried out from the PIV tests. The particular flow pattern
over the flap, made by different layers, represents an important characteristic of a multi-element
configuration since it is responsible for the enhancement of the lift capabilities of the wing. However,
the benefic effects brought by the confluent boundary layer exist only if its layers are not merged.
The flow tends whatever to merge under the effect of the viscous interaction of the layers whose
strength depends on the yF distance of the slot [49] and on the turbulence level in the main wake
[60].
In order to better compare the merging level of different velocity profiles, the ηCBL (Equation (2.2))
parameter is defined basing on the merging confluent boundary layer model proposed by Johnston et al. (1986).

ηCBL =

V∞ (yd − ywi )
yF (Ud − Uwi )

(2.2)

The parameter ηCBL is the ratio between the difference of the yD , the wall distance of the maximum
velocity point of the jet layer, with ywi , the distance of the minimum velocity point of the inner
half wake, and the difference of the flow velocities measured at the same wall distances. The larger
the ηCBL the more the confluent boundary layer is merged. The values of the ηCBL are reported in
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Table 2.10 for confluent boundary layers carried out on the flap surface at 0.1c2 and 0.3c2 on both
δ = 15° and δ = 25° settings on the z ∗ = 0.25 section.
Table 2.10 – Parameter ηCBL on the wing flap surface at z ∗ = 0.25 for both δ = 15◦ and δ = 25◦ at α = 0◦
and α = 10◦ .

α
ηCBL

δ = 15◦
0.1c2
0.3c2
0◦
10◦
0◦
10◦
8.20 6.85 29.41 12.34

δ = 25◦
0.1c2
0.3c2
0◦
10◦
0◦
10◦
7.81 6.94 12.5
-

The profiles of the x-component velocity are represented in Figure 2.30 at different stations over the
flap surface in both the low and mid-cambered settings. The velocity was normalized with respect
to the freestream velocity (V∞ ) while the normal distance from the wall (l) was made dimensionless
with respect to the local yF .
F lap 10%c2

F lap 30%c2

α = 10◦

α = 0◦

M ain 90%c1

Figure 2.30 – Comparison of the velocity profiles on three stations on the wing upper surface on the
z ∗ = 0.25 section for the δ = 15° and δ = 25° settings, g/c1 = 2.4%, Re = 0.530 × 106 .
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At α = 0° the confluent boundary layer of the low-cambered (δ = 15°) configuration is already
merged at 0.1c2 . However, the flow manages to withstand the adverse pressure gradients on the
flap surface even if the flow layers are completely merged, since the pressure gradients are not
elevated due to the low angle of attack and flap deflection angle. Increasing α, ηCBL reduces of
16% at 0.1c2 and 58% at 0.3c2 (Table 2.10) meaning that the merging of the confluent boundary
layer is less developed. The main boundary layer tends indeed to thicken leading to a spreading
of the main wake convected above the flap. The distance between the maximum peak velocity
of the jet (yd ) and the lowest velocity point of the wake (ywi ) increases then of 33%. The larger
distance between the layers affects then the merging capabilities of the confluent boundary layer and
enhances the normal-to-flow pressure gradient. The advantage, in this case, is that the confluent
boundary layer can withstand higher longitudinal adverse pressure gradients at higher angles of
attack, i.e. when it is more necessary.
F lap 10%c2

F lap 30%c2

α = 0◦

M ain 90%c1

5

4

δ = 15◦
δ = 25◦

l/yF

α = 10◦

3

2

1

0
0.0000

0.0125

2k/V∞2

0.0250

Figure 2.31 – Comparison of the turbulent kinetic energy profiles on three stations on the wing upper
surface on the z ∗ = 0.25 section for the δ = 15° and δ = 25° settings, g/c1 = 2.4%, Re = 0.530 × 106 .
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The mid-cambered setting (δ = 25°), at α = 0°, has a slower merging process with the jet and the
wake layers that are still distinguished on the station at 0.1c2 . Indeed, the ηCBL is 5% lower on the
δ = 25°, at 0.1c2 , than on the δ = 15° setting. This slower merging evolution is due to the weaker
layer interaction since the yF is larger than on the low-cambered setting. Increasing the angle of
attack, the flow separates from the flap surface due to the thickening of the main boundary layer
that reduces the interaction with the jet layer. A reversed flow takes place in the wall layer while
it is possible to distinguish the jet and the wake on the flap station located at 0.1c2 .
The turbulent kinetic energy (k) profiles have been carried out in the same stations were the velocity
profiles were extracted. They are represented in Figure 2.31 on z ∗ = 0.25 .
At α = 0°, the turbulent kinetic energy has the same strength on the main element in the two
flap deflection angle cases. On the flap surface instead the low-cambered setting has larger k in
correspondence of the jet/wake interaction zone with respect to the mid cambered case since the
shear layers are more elevated due to the smaller yF distance.
The increase of the angle of attack at α = 10° leads to an increase of the turbulent kinetic energy
in the main boundary layer which can be consequently observed also on the main wake on both the
low and mid-cambered configurations. Since on the δ = 15° setting the increase in angle of attack
reduces the merging of the confluent boundary layer, the shear stresses increases with respect to a
full merged configuration leading to an increase of 25% in k with respect to the α = 0° case.

2.3

Conclusions

The scale wingsail tested in a wind tunnel presents a different stall behavior depending on the flap
deflection angle. At δ = 15° the lift curve consists in a linear dependence to the angle of attack up
to stall. At δ = 25° the wing has a multistall behavior due to the not uniform flow separation on
the flap wingspan. The intermediate stalls represent hence the loss of the flap effectiveness with
the increase of the angle of attack. The δ = 35° configuration does not increase the lift capabilities
with respect to the δ = 25° configuration since the flow cannot remain attached on the entire flap
surface reducing then the flap effectiveness.
These different behaviors are linked to the size of the slot of the wing which depends on the flap
deflection angle (δ). A widening in the slot size worsens the performance of the δ = 25° and δ = 35°
settings, while the low-cambered configuration is less affected by the slot dimension. A narrowing
of the slot size could improve the performance of the mid-camber configuration delaying the flow
separation over the flap surface.
The modification of the Reynolds number also plays a role in the wingsail performance. An increase
in the Reynolds number delays the onset of the flow separation on the main element and then the
onset of the wingsail stall. However, the thinning of the boundary layers on the flap and the main
elements with the Reynolds number decrease leads to a widening of the actual slot section, which
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is bounded by these two viscous layers. This phenomenon accelerates the flow separation from the
flap anticipating the onset of the intermediate stalls.
At δ = 15° the flow separation occurs almost at the same time on both the wing elements. On the
contrary, on the δ = 25° setting, the separation takes place at first on the flap and in a second time
on the main element. This is due to the larger transverse distance of the slot (yF ) which modifies
the strength of the flow interaction between the wake and the jet layers.
Due to the larger flow interaction, the confluent boundary layer on the low-cambered configuration
is already merged at α = 0°, contrarily to the mid-cambered setting. The increase in α reduces the
layer interaction in the confluent boundary layer slowing down the merging process. The δ = 25°
presents a not merged confluent boundary layer on the low wing section at α = 0°. An increase in
angle of attack can excessively weaken the interaction with the wake layer, reducing the normalto-flow pressure gradients that push the jet on the flap surface. The jet separates then from the
flap bringing to a massive separation on the entire flap surface. The flow separation on the main
element occurs only for larger angles of attack.
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3

| Numerical Simulation of the
Scale Wingsail

Résumé
L’aile à l’échelle analysée pendant la campagne expérimentale a été aussi étudiée numériquement. Dans un premier temps, les mêmes configurations analysées en soufflerie ont été simulées
pour investiguer la capacité et les limites des méthodes URANS dans la prédiction de l’écoulement autour de l’aile. Ensuite, les simulations numériques ont été exploitées pour l’étude des
configurations de l’aile qui ne pouvaient pas être analysées en soufflerie.
Pour reproduire correctement l’écoulement sur l’aile dans les conditions expérimentales, le
domaine de soufflerie a dû aussi être modélisé pour tenir compte des effets d’interférence avec
la maquette. Les simulations ont été effectuées en URANS avec STAR-CCM+ sur maillage nonstructuré polyédrique en utilisant le modèle de turbulence k − ω SST et modèle de transition
γ − Reϑ .
Dans la configuration de l’aile à δ = 15°, à α = 0° la solution numérique est en bon accord
avec les données expérimentales pour les coefficients aérodynamiques et pour la distribution de
pression sur l’aile. Dans le cas à δ = 25° la solution converge sur le point obtenu en réduisant
l’incidence pendant les essais. La correspondance entre valeurs numériques et expérimentales
est aussi bonne particulièrement sur les sections basses de l’aile. Sur la section plus haute,
des différences existent à cause de l’effet de déformation de la maquette pendant les essais en
soufflerie. Pour converger sur la première solution, il a été nécessaire de reproduire la rotation
de l’aile à partir d’une incidence initiale à laquelle l’écoulement n’était pas encore décollé de
la surface du flap. Cette modélisation a été effectuée à l’aide d’un maillage Chimère.
Les profils de vitesse des couches de l’écoulement sur la surface du flap sont aussi bien reproduits
par les méthodes numériques mais avec une dissipation élevée du niveau de turbulence ce qui
entraine une fusion plus rapide des différentes couches d’écoulement.
Les méthodes numériques arrivent aussi à bien capter le phénomène de décrochage multi-étagé
de l’aile à δ = 25°. La réduction de la taille de fente à g/c1 = 1.6% et g/c1 = 0.8% entraine
la disparition progressive de ce type de décrochage avec une augmentation importante de la
portance de l’aile et du CLmax . Le décollement non uniforme sur l’envergure a tendance à
disparaître et de même l’écoulement décolle du flap et de l’élément principal en même temps.
La plus petite taille de fente permet en effet d’éviter la fusion des couches aux incidences plus
élevées, quand le décollement est plus probable, en le favorisant au contraire aux faibles angles
d’attaque. A δ = 15° au contraire la portance est très faiblement sensible aux variations de la
taille de fente.
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The scale wingsail tested in the wind tunnel campaign has been further analyzed by mean of the
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The numerical approach allows indeed extracting more information about the flowfield that are instead difficult to carry out from an experimental campaign.
At first, numerical simulations were set up to validate the numerical methods and to verify the
accuracy of their solution. The wind tunnel test conditions were then recreated to make possible
the comparison between the experimental data and the numerical results. The environment effect
of the wind tunnel on the flowfield around the wingsail, as well as the effect of the deformation, was
also investigated during the validation. The numerical approach was also extended to the analysis
of geometric configurations of the wingsail that were not possible to investigate in the wind tunnel.
This last investigation focused on the influence of a slot narrowing on the wingsail performance.

3.1

Set up of the numerical problem

The numerical problem of wind tunnel tests is not a trivial problem to solve particularly for the
case of high-lift wing configurations. During experimental tests a high-lift configuration may be
subjected to strong environment effects like the interaction with the wind tunnel domain (Rogers
et al. (2001) [102] and Nayani et al. (2015) [186]). These interactions may affect the flow physics
around the wing modifying its characteristics and they have to be taken into account. Recent studies
have reported investigations done to correct wind tunnel measurements and improved extrapolation
techniques to flight conditions (Melber-Wilkending et Wichmann (2007) [137], Melber-Wilkending et
Wichmann (2009) [138], Ciobaca et al. (2013) [187]). These works showed the wind tunnel influence
on the wing, by increasing the effective angle of attack compared to freestream conditions. In the
case of soft sail configurations, Viola et al. (2013) [29] also suggested a method to take into account
for wind tunnel effects. Thus, the S4 wind tunnel domain had to be numerically modeled to take
into account the boundary effects of the facility on the wing and to allow the correct computation
of the flow around the wing. Furthermore, because of the low Reynolds number, based on the mean
chord of the wingsail (Re = 0.530×106 ), as observed on the experimental tests, the transition effects
on the wing are important and they have to be taken into account. To do that, the transition model
γ-Reϑ proposed by Menter et al. (2004 a, b) [76] [77] has been adopted. However the accuracy of
such model, especially on multi-element wings in high-lift conditions was not deeply tested.

3.1.1

Mock-up geometry

The scale wingsail was numerically reproduced keeping the same geometric characteristics of the
non-deformed, ideal mock-up. The main element and the flap are not linked between them since
the flap hinges were not taken into account (Figure 3.1). The low-cambered (δ = 15°) and the
mid-cambered (δ = 25°) settings were modeled in the narrow slot configuration (g/c1 = 2.4%)
to compare the numerical results with the experimental data. The high-cambered trim (δ = 35°)
was not analyzed because of the low performance of this setting and the impossibility to have an
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attached flow over the flap surface even at low angles of attack. In a second time, the slot size
has been modified narrowing it at g/c1 = 0.8% and g/c1 = 1.6% to investigate the role of the slot
dimensions.

Figure 3.1 – Wingsail numerical geometry in the δ = 15◦ (top) and the δ = 25◦ (bottom) trims.

3.1.2

Computation domain

For the numerical computations two distinguished approaches were initially tested:
1. a classical approach with freestream conditions (the perturbations induced by the wind tunnel
walls are neglected)
2. an integrated approach where the full wind tunnel domain is taken into account.
Wing simulations were carried out using both the domain approaches.

3.1.2.1

Free stream domain

The freestream domain considered is a box: length L = 31(c1 + c2 ) (12c upstream the wing and
28c downstream), width l = 40c and height h = 2H (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2 – Free-stream box domain with the scale wingsail.
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The wingsail is assumed to be in contact with the bottom surface of the box (no root leakage flow).
The reference system has the same characteristics as the one described for the wind tunnel tests,
i.e. the origin lies on the leading edge of the main root section, the x-axis has the leading-to-trailing
edge direction, the z-axis is directed upwards. The following conditions have been imposed on the
box surfaces:
• Velocity inlet: on the inlet, leeward and windward and top surfaces;
• Pressure outlet: on the outlet surface;
• Slip wall: on the bottom surface.
Simulations with the freestream domain were carried out with the wingsail trimmed at α = 0° at
δ = 15° and δ = 25° flap deflection angles.

3.1.2.2

Wind tunnel domain

The numerical modeling of the experimental facility was complicated not only by the blockage
of the wind tunnel but also by its elliptical shape and the open wind test section, introducing
significant modifications in the flowfield. For this reason, the entire wind tunnel geometry had to
be reproduced (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 – Scheme of the wind tunnel.

The wind tunnel domain was created modeling at first the convergent and diffuser geometries.
The difficulty is to properly close the duct zone to make the domain available for the numerical
simulation [188]. The entire test room was created (framed area in Figure 3.3) reproducing also
the gap existing in the diffuser (st. 4 in Figure 3.3) to take into account for the external recovery
flow.
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Validation of the wind tunnel domain
The empty domain was meshed with polyhedral cells with prism layers on the convergent walls
only (Figure 3.4). The mesh of the facility alone counts 1.3 million cells.

Figure 3.4 – Section at y = 0 of the polyhedral mesh for the empty wind tunnel domain.

A RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes) simulation was then run with STAR-CCM+ v9.02
using the turbulence model k-ω SST. A non-slip condition was used on the convergent surface only
to account for the effects of the boundary layer on the flow inside the duct. On the remaining
surfaces, a slip condition was imposed. To reproduce the aspiration of the fan drives, a pressure
outlet condition was chosen for both the intake of the convergent (st. 0 in Figure 3.3) and the
exit of the diffuser (st. 5). The difference of pressure between the inlet and the outlet were set
to modify the pressure value at the outlet in a way to obtain a flow velocity of 20 m/s in the two
points where the pressure probes of the real wind tunnel are located. The analysis was run on an
Intel I7 processor 2.70 GHz, 32 GB of RAM. The time of convergence was about 2 hours on 4 cores.
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The numerical velocity magnitude (V ) distribution of the duct was extracted and compared to
the experimental data (Figure 3.5). The velocity was normalized with respect to its value (V0 )
corresponding at station 2, at the center of the elliptical section (i.e. yv = 0, zv = 0.56H).
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Figure 3.5 – Velocity distribution V /V0 in the duct length (xv ) and in the vertical (zv ) direction on the
station 2.
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Along the x-axis, the CFD and the experimental data agree well. The difference between the two
curves is less than 3% at stations 0 and 3. Measurements show a flat profile in the first half of the
duct and then the velocity decreases in the last quarter of the duct. This loss in velocity is caused
by the blockage effect due to the presence of the diffuser intake. In the numerical results, this
effect is not well reproduced and the distribution is quite constant on the rear part on the duct.
In the forward part of the duct, the CFD underestimates the velocity distribution by 3%. In the
numerical simulation the flow has a favorable pressure gradient for the first part of the duct and
zero-pressure gradient in the rear part.
At st. 2 (where the model was placed), experimental and numerical data are in good agreement
along the z direction. Here, the numerical solution matches completely with the experimental results
up to zv /H = 0.9. Moving upwards, the CFD solution shows the contraction of the flow, reducing
the local velocities on the border of the duct. This loss is estimated to be 3% at zv /H = 1.04, a
zone near the wingsail tip, but not a zone that influences the wing directly.
Overall, the analysis of numerical results demonstrates that the numerical wind tunnel is able to
reproduce the flow at the mock-up location in the real duct. The wingsail was considered in the
two configurations already tested in the freestream case and placed at station 2 as in the real case.

3.1.3

Mesh

The mesh for the numerical computations were created using STAR-CCM+ with polyhedra for
both the freestream and the wind tunnel approaches.
The mesh was refined particularly for the gap between the two elements of the wingsail and the
wake region. Prism layers were added on the wingsail surface and set in a way to achieve a
normalized distance to the wall y + below 0.5. The choice of a low wall y + on the wingsail surface
was derived from the validation tests that had shown the sensitivity of the γ-Reϑ model to the near
wall discretization. In the validation tests for the transitional model developed by Suluksna et al.
(2009) [78] (implemented in STAR-CCM+), Malan et al. (2009) [114] refers, for the high lift case,
to a y + at wall ranging from 0.1 to 0.8.

Figure 3.6 – Volume mesh on the wingsail inside the wind tunnel domain and mesh section on the wing at
z ∗ = 0.25.
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On the wind tunnel case, the wingsail was located in correspondence of st. 2 reproducing also the
interface disk at the root of the wing. In this case prisms layers were applied on the interface disk
of the wing, keeping the y + < 0.5, and on the convergent surface of the wind tunnel where, instead,
the y + achieved was below 20. Refinement was imposed also on the shear layers of the border of
the duct.

3.1.3.1

Mesh sensitivity study

A mesh sensitivity study was performed for the δ = 25° case in the wind tunnel domain. The
coarsest mesh (Mesh0) counts 18 Millions cells. The mesh was then refined modifying the cell
size on the wingsail surface and the polyhedron size in the refined zones. The refinement ratio is
respectively 0.85, 0.71 and 0.59 for Mesh1, Mesh2 and Mesh3 with respect to Mesh0. Simulations
were performed to extract the lift and drag coefficients of the wingsail with the different grid
refinements (Figure 3.7). The lift and the drag coefficients start to converge with Mesh2 having a
difference of less than 3% on CL and 1% in CD compared to Mesh3.

Figure 3.7 – Lift and drag coefficients at different mesh sizes.

Table 3.1 – Aerodynamic coefficients for δ = 25° configuration in wind tunnel at four different mesh
refinements.
Cell count (Millions)
CPU time (×103 h)
CL
CD

MESH0
18
1.2
1.239
0.150

MESH1
24
1.7
1.176
0.146

MESH2
32
2.3
1.124
0.143

MESH3
45
3.7
1.090
0.142

The computational cost of Mesh3 is 1.6 times more elevated than Mesh2 (Table 3.1) constraining
at the same time to the use of at least 32 cores to fulfill the larger memory demand during the
simulation. The final mesh retained for the simulation was Mesh2 (32 millions cells).
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3.1.4

Computation

RANS simulations were run for both the cambered configurations with the freestream domain and
in the wind tunnel one.
In the former case a velocity of 20 m/s was imposed as velocity inlet condition. On the latter one
instead the boundary conditions imposed at the inlet and at the outlet of the wind tunnel are the
same used for the empty wind tunnel simulation in a way to keep a flow velocity of 20 m/s in the
duct. In both the computations the turbulence level (T u) was set at 1%.
Simulations were computed on bi-XeonbE5-2670 Octo processors, 2.60 GHz, 64 GB RAM. The
computation time was about 6 days on 16 cores. For MESH2, a first convergence was obtained on
the aerodynamic coefficient after 4000 iterations. At the same time, the pressure distribution over
the wingsail and particularly the transition and the laminar bubble zones still presented strong
oscillations caused by the unsteady characteristics of the transition phenomena. For this reason
RANS simulations were completed using an unsteady RANS approach, for a total time of 0.5 s
using a time step of 2 × 10−3 s, corresponding to 30 through flow times (the time needed for a
particle to move from the leading edge to the trailing edge).

3.2

Comparison with WT data

The aerodynamic coefficients and the pressure distributions were compared to the experimental
data for both the low and mid-cambered settings in the freestream (F SN S) and the wind tunnel
(W T N S) simulations. The flow features near the wall surface carried out from the W T N S were
also compared with the experimental viscous oil maps. The effect of the wingsail deformation and
the hysteresis was also investigated.

3.2.1

Aerodynamic coefficients and pressure distributions

The aerodynamic coefficients in the low-cambered setting of the wingsail (δ = 15°) were reported
in Table 3.2, for both the freestream and wind tunnel modeling. The experimental data, carried
out during both the increase and decrease of the angle of attack (corresponding to the values on
the hysteresis loop), were also reported.
Table 3.2 – Aerodynamic coefficients comparison between experimental data and numerical solutions in
both freestream and WT domains for the δ = 15° setting.
CL
CD
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WTT (αincr )
0.773
0.089

WTT (αdecr )
0.763
0.085

FSNS
1.032
0.049

WTNS
0.845
0.065

The comparison on the aerodynamic coefficients for the δ = 15° configuration shows a discrepancy of
33.5% on CL between the experimental value and the F SN S. The difference is even more elevated
with a discrepancy of 44.9% on the drag coefficient. The wind tunnel numerical reproduction
enhanced the CFD predictions on the wingsail: the errors drop down from 33.5% to 9.3% on the
lift and from 44.9 to 26.9% on the drag. The improvement in the prediction of the aerodynamic
coefficients with the W T N S modeling can also be observed on the δ = 25° setting (Table 3.3).
Table 3.3 – Aerodynamic coefficients comparison between experimental data and numerical solutions in
both freestream and WT domains for δ = 25◦ configuration.
CL
CD

WTT (αincr )
1.254
0.171

WTT (αdecr )
1.072
0.180

FSNS
1.365
0.119

WTNS
1.124
0.143

In the mid-cambered case, the lift is underestimated by 10.4% in W T N S while is overestimated
by 8.8% in F SN S when compared to the "α increasing" experimental solution. The difference in
estimation lowers at 4.8% when the W T N S solution is compared with the second experimental
solution. The F SN S difference in this case remains quite elevated, i.e. 27.3%. The discrepancy
on the drag coefficient is reduced from 30.4% to 16.4% using the wind tunnel modeling when the
first experimental solution is compared. With respect to the second solution, the discrepancy is
respectively 33.8% and 20.5% for the F SN S and the W T N S. The quite large discrepancy between
the experimental and the numerical results in the drag estimation is due to the low accuracy of the
balance used for measurements in case of low loads, as it is the case for the drag force, leading an
error of the order of 10% in CD for the flow conditions here analyzed.
The F SN S cannot correctly reproduce the experimental conditions because of the confinement
effects introduced by the wind tunnel walls. In Table 3.4 the flow deviation angle on the local
xy plane is reported for both the numerical cases W T N S and F SN S and compared to the three
reference sections, at y = 0 (the symmetry plane of the main element) and at the upstream distance
(−x direction) of 20% of the local chord from the local main L.E.
Table 3.4 – Flow deflection angles in the local xy plane at y = 0 and at the upstream distance of 20% of the
local chord from the local main L.E. on the x-direction for the wing in W T N S and F SN S for the δ = 15°
(left) and δ = 25° (right) configuration.
δ = 15°
z ∗ = 0.25
z ∗ = 0.50
z ∗ = 0.75

WTNS
7°
15°
13°

FSNS
13°
22°
18°

δ = 25°
z ∗ = 0.25
z ∗ = 0.50
z ∗ = 0.75

WTNS
15.8°
15.0°
14.5°

FSNS
28.4°
22.0°
22.2°

The flow deviation for the freestream simulation is 5°–7° more elevated than in the wind tunnel
case. The effect of the wind tunnel domain reduces the actual angle of attack felt by the airfoils.
The suction pressure capabilities are then worsened by this incidence reduction affecting the lift
capabilities of the entire wing.
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The enhancement in the numerical modeling using the W T N S approach can be further observed
comparing the Cp distribution over the three wingsail sections (Figure 3.8).

δ = 15°

δ = 25°

Figure 3.8 – Cp profiles of the main element on the three reference sections on the wingspan for the δ = 15°
and δ = 25° configurations.
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For the δ = 15° setting, the F SN S overestimates the suction peak on the upper surface of the
airfoil from a minimum of 0.3 to a maximum of 0.5 in Cp with respect to the experimental data
(A1 , B1 and C1 ). Furthermore the transition takes place quicker than in the experimental case (A2 ,
B2 , and C2 ). These problems are completely solved in the W T N S. Here the agreement with the
wind tunnel data is good. The Cp distribution on the pressure side is correctly reproduced as well
as in the suction side. The suction peak has a maximum discrepancy of 5% (A1 , B1 , C1 ) while the
transition zone is delayed by 1% to 2% of the chord. On the trailing edge zone (A3 , B3 , C3 ), both
the numerical solutions keep a lower pressure value than the experimental case, where the pressure
increases in the last 10% of the local chord.
On the δ = 25° configuration, the Cp distribution analysis on the three wing sections (Figure 3.8)
is more complex. On the lowest section (z ∗ = 0.25), a correct match is found between W T T data
and W T N S data, while the freestream case overestimates the Cp (A01 ). Since the flow on the
flap surface is not separated on this section, the Cp profiles on the first and second solutions are
superimposed. On this same section the transition point is correctly estimated with an error of
only a few percent on the chord compared to the experimental case (A02 ).
For z ∗ = 0.5, the pressure side distribution is correctly reproduced by the W T N S; on the suction
side on the contrary the F SN S properly estimates the Cp of the second flow solution matching
very well the experimental data. The F SN S instead overestimates the peak suction with respect
to both the flow solutions but, on the turbulent zone (B20 ), it matches the Cp experimental points
obtained during the increase in angle of attack. On the highest section (z ∗ = 0.75), the W T N S is
closer to the second experimental solution with an overestimation of 10% on the suction side. The
F SN S has a more elevated suction (C10 , C20 , C30 ) as it was the case on the other sections.
The W T N S performs better than the F SN S converging on the second flow solution obtained by
reducing α during the wind tunnel tests. The agreement in Cp is good on the low and mid sections
while, moving on the high section, the numerical solution overestimates the pressure distribution
(C10 ). This difference may derive from the slot deformation during the experimental tests that are
particular intense in the neighbors of z ∗ = 0.75. Furthermore, on this section, the flow on the flap
surface is massively separated with the jet of the slot assuming direction dependent on the size of
the flap recirculation zone. The modification of the actual slot size affects the trajectory of the jet
that has a direct influence on the circulation on the main element [49] and hence on the pressure
load. The effect of the wing deformation will be deeply analyzed further on (Section 3.2.5).
The same argumentation can be exploited to explain the larger load at z ∗ = 0.75 of the main in
the F SN S with respect to the W T N S computation. In this case, the different jet direction is due
to the flow deviation introduced by the boundary effect of the wind tunnel walls. The flow in the
W T N S is less deviated in the slot, giving a jet that has a low tangential momentum component.
On the contrary the F SN S, that has no straightening effects, predicts a jet with a higher tangential
momentum component. The difference in jet deflection between the two cases was estimated to
be 2° [48]. A jet deflection enhances the main circulation and hence its lift. In actuality, the flow
jet is less deviated in the F SN S and in the "α increasing" solution of W T T , improving the main
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circulation and therefore enhancing the pressure suction on the high wing sections.
The W T N S is then the most appropriate approach to reproduce the experimental flow conditions
taking into account for the flow modifications due to the wind tunnel walls. Both the low and midcambered settings are in good agreement with the experimental data. However, the mid-cambered
configuration converges to the solution obtained in the wind tunnel by decreasing the angle of
attack. Further analyses are necessary to find a method to converge on the first experimental
solution (Section 3.2.4) and to evaluate the influence of the wingsail deformation during the wind
tunnel tests (Section 3.2.5).

3.2.2

Skin friction characteristics

The skin friction features of the wing flowfield have been compared between the W T N S and the
viscous oil visualizations. The wingsail map comparison shows a qualitative view of the flow pattern
on the suction side, especially regarding laminar to turbulent transition zones and boundary layer
separations. In the numerical solution the laminar bubble and the separated zones have been
detected by means of the skin friction coefficient. The laminar and turbulent zones were then
detected with the intermittency factor (Suluksna et al. (2009) [78]; Malan et al. (2009) [114]).
δ = 15◦
WTT

δ = 25◦
WTNS

Laminar flow
Turbulent flow

WTT

WTNS

LSB
Separated flow

Figure 3.9 – Scheme of the different flow zones on the suction side of the wingsail in WTT and in WTNS
for δ = 15° (left) and δ = 25° (right) configurations.
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For the δ = 15° configuration the flow map (Figure 3.9) shows a good agreement on the main
element between experimental and numerical fields. The laminar bubble position is well detected
on the entire wingspan with a discrepancy by 2% to 11% of the chord c1 (Table 3.5). However, the
3D flow phenomena at the wing root, due to the flow interaction between the wing and the disk
interface, make numerical predictions more difficult.

Table 3.5 – Numerical/experimental comparison for the position and the length of laminar separation
bubble on the main element for δ = 15◦ and δ = 25◦ .

z ∗ = 0.25
z ∗ = 0.50
z ∗ = 0.75

δ = 15◦
XLSB %c1
LLSB %c1
WTNS WTT WTNS WTT
33
41
21
8
30
32
21
16
31
36
22
15

z ∗ = 0.25
z ∗ = 0.50
z ∗ = 0.75

δ = 25◦
XLSB %c1
LLSB %c1
WTNS WTT WTNS WTT
33
35
23
11
28
28
19
17
28
28
21
16

The laminar bubble length is overestimated by 5%–13% by the simulation. Previous studies already
reported this behavior with the transitional model used (Malan et al. (2009) [114]; Chapin et al.
(2015) [47]). After the transition in turbulent regime, the flow is attached all over the main surface
except on the trailing edge region. The transition model predicts a transition on the flap that is
induced by a laminar separation at half of the chord. However, in the oil flow visualizations, the
transition is detected near the flap L.E. with a thin laminar bubble. The transition model considers
the value of the local turbulent kinetic energy (predicted by the turbulence model) to estimate the
value of the critic Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness and then the intermittency
factor. However, the estimation of the transition parameters are based on the freestream value of
the turbulence level which is lower with respect to the actual level of the confluent boundary layer
flowing on the flap. For the transitional model then the flap is considered as a single element in
a freestream flow. Nevertheless, on the high sections of the wing the transition is detected closer
to the flap L.E. Here, because of the larger yF /c1 , the interaction between the flap and the main
is less elevated leading to a larger pressure peak on the flap L.E. with respect to the low sections,
as will be described further on. This leads to an increase of the adverse pressure gradients that
accelerate the onset of the transition.
For the δ = 25° configuration (Figure 3.9), the numerical and the experimental data are in good
agreement. The flow on the main has the same characteristics as in the δ = 15°. The laminar
bubble position is well detected on the entire wingspan with a difference of less than 4% of chord
as reported in Table 3.5. Its length is overestimated with a difference from 2% to 12%. The flow
separates from the main at 90% of the chord. The transition model well detects the flap laminar
zone that lies between the 5% and 10% of the flap chord. The numerical simulation captures the
different flow features along the wingspan. From root to half span, the flow is attached on most
parts of the surface, with a separation that occurs at 95% of the flap chord. On the upper part of
the flap, the flow is completely separated.
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3.2.3

Slot region comparison

To investigate the flow in the slot gap region, the numerical simulation is compared with 2D PIVbased measurements. Both the δ = 15° and the δ = 25° configurations are investigated. The
velocity profiles, U = f (l) (with l the distance to the wall) and the turbulent kinetic energy, k =
f (l) are plotted at 90% of the main chord and at 10% of the flap chord, at z ∗ = 0.25 and z ∗ = 0.75
for the δ = 15° (Figure 3.10) and for the δ = 25° (Figure 3.11) configurations.
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Figure 3.10 – Comparison between CFD and PIV data at two stations on the main and on the flap for the
δ = 15° configuration on two sections: velocity (left) and turbulent kinetic energy (right).

The velocity is normalized with freestream velocity and the turbulent kinetic energy is normalized
with the freestream kinetic energy. The distance from the wall surface (l) is normalized with the
local transverse distance of the slot (yF ). The turbulent kinetic energy measured with 2D PIV
only takes into account for axial and tangential fluctuating velocity components (so the spanwise
component is not considered). To compare numerical predictions with measurements, turbulence
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kinetic energy must be scaled down by a factor of 2/3 (the turbulence model assumes turbulence
is isotropic).

On the low-cambered setting (Figure 3.10), the velocity profiles are in good agreement in both the
main element and the flap stations on both the wing sections. The numerical simulation tends to
overpredict the jet velocity resulting in a confluent boundary layer that is less merged with respect
to the experimental case. The accuracy in estimate the turbulent kinetic energy (k) profiles is
lower than the velocity field. The k profiles present the same shapes in the numerical and in the
experimental data. Nevertheless the CFD solution overestimates the amount of turbulent kinetic
energy in the wake layer of even 80%.
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Figure 3.11 – Comparison between CFD and PIV data at two stations on the main and on the flap for
the δ = 25° configuration, at z ∗ = 0.25 (top) and z ∗ = 0.75 (bottom): velocity (left) and turbulent kinetic
energy (right).
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For the δ = 25° at z ∗ = 0.25 the same observations carried out for the δ = 15° setting can be
done. Indeed, on this section, the flow is attached on the flap surface as it was the case on the
low cambered setting. The turbulent kinetic energy is correctly estimated on the flap boundary
layer but again k is overestimated in the main wake layer. At z ∗ = 0.75, closer to the tip, where
the boundary layer is separated from the flap surface, the experimental and numerical velocity
profiles are also in good agreement. The most important discrepancy is related to the prediction
of the slot jet trajectory, which has a higher normal-to-flow deviation in PIV than in URANS.
This discrepancy about the jet deviation can depend on a modification of the geometry caused
by the mock-up deformation during the experimental campaign. The turbulent kinetic energy
is overestimated by the numerical means on the main element however, on the flap station, the
situation is different. A peak in k is observed for both the CFD and PIV cases in correspondence
of the shear layer between the jet of the slot and the recirculation zone border. However, in this
case, the numerical scheme underestimates the turbulent kinetic energy in this region.

3.2.4

Hysteresis and multiplicity of solutions

The W T N S analysis on the δ = 25◦ wingsail setting allows converging on the second physical
solution obtained in W T T by reducing the angle of attack. As stated by Kamenetskiy et al. (2014)
[139], in case of multiplicity of solutions, the convergence toward a flow solution may depend on
the initial conditions imposed in the solver.
The W T N S analysis was then modified in order to reproduce the entire process of increasing α,
starting the flow simulation at an angle of attack, i.e. α = −7°, where the flow is not separated
from the wing surface and then rotating the wingsail. An overset approach was then set up to
make possible the wing rotation during the computation. The overset mesh was created starting
from the wind tunnel and wingsail geometries used in the W T N S simulation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12 – (a) Lateral view (pressure wingsail side) of surface mesh in the overset simulation with the
cylindrical wingsail domain. (b) Section of the volume mesh in the wind tunnel duct with the wind tunnel
mesh and the wingsail one.
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A cylindrical domain was created including the entire wingsail geometry with the interface disk
and with the axis collinear with the wing rotation axis. The wind tunnel domain and the wingsailcylinder domains were meshed separately refining the contour zones where the two meshes have to
overlap (Figure 3.12). The wind tunnel domain counts 1.3 Million cells and the wingsail domain
29.6 Millions.
The initial angle of attack of the wing was imposed at −7° as for the wind tunnel test. The
simulation was run at first at fixed α to obtain a converged initial solution. The simulation was
then carried on activating the wing rotation with a rotation speed of 2°/s. After the achievement
of the target α, i.e. α = 0°, the rotation was fixed again and the simulation carried on for further
1 s of simulated time.

Table 3.6 – Aerodynamic coefficients comparison between experimental, W T N S and Overset data on the
δ = 25° configuration.
CL
CD

WTT (α incr.)
1.254
0.171

WTT (α decr.)
1.072
0.180

Overset
1.307
0.142

WTNS
1.124
0.143

In Table 3.6 the aerodynamic coefficients of the Overset computation have been compared to the
ones of the W T N S and the W T T . The lift achieved by the overset approach is more elevated than
the one of the W T N S computation having a discrepancy of less than 5% with the first experimental
solution. The drag estimation does not present difference in the two numerical simulations.

The Cp distributions on the three wing sections underline a global good agreement on the three
wing sections. On z ∗ = 0.25, where the hysteresis does not appear since the flow is not separated on
this section, the W T N S and the Overset solutions are superimposed. Moving on the mid section,
the overset predicts a larger pressure load with respect to the W T N S matching the experimental
points of the first solution. The agreement is very good on the peak region (E1 ) while, downstream
on the chord, the Cp is overestimated by 10% (E2 ). At z ∗ = 0.75 the overset Cp distribution is also
more elevated compared to the W T N S simulation moving closer to the first solution points. The
pressure side agrees well while on the suction side the overset approach overestimates the W T T
data (F1 ). The difference is 6% growing at 25% near the T.E. As in the W T N S case, where an
overestimation exists with respect to the second experimental solution, the error in the computation
of the pressure distribution may depend on the deformation of the wing, and in particular of the
slot size, during the wind tunnel tests. Indeed, the jet of the slot, which is sensitive on the slot
geometry, perturbs the flow on the main T.E. modifying its circulation and hence its lift capabilities.
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Figure 3.13 – Cp profiles of the main element on the three reference sections on the wingspan for the
δ = 25° configuration using the overset approach.

The overset modeling confirms the possibility for a numerical code to converge on two distinguished
flow solutions for the same wing configuration. Particularly in the wingsail case where the hysteresis
loop appears, the simulation of the entire process of increasing α allows to correctly estimating the
α increasing physical flow solution.
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3.2.5

Effect of the wing deformation

The effect of the wing deformation leads to important flow modifications on the δ = 25° configuration and especially on the high sections where the flap stiffness is weaker. The deformation
modifies the characteristics of the slot geometry affecting the physics of the jet and hence the lift
capabilities of the high wing sections.
A numerical simulation was then set up on the deformed numerical wingsail carried out from the
photogrammetric data. A comparison of the deformed wingsail with the ideal one is represented in
Figure 3.14. The wingsail model was then imported in STAR-CCM+ for the numerical simulation
inside the wind tunnel domain. The final polyhedral mesh with prism layers on the wing surface,
as in the undeformed W T N S analysis, counts 42 millions cells. A first steady simulation was run
for 6000 iterations. The computation was then carried on in unsteady RANS for a total simulated
time of 1 s.

Figure 3.14 – Views of the deformed wingsail in the δ = 25◦ , α = 0◦ setting: (a) top view compared
with the ideal undeformed wing in grey, (b) perspective view from the top of the wing highlighting the slot
widening on the high sections and the flap twist.

The CL of the deformed wing is 8.1% lower than the ideal wing solution (W T N S) since the
slot widening on the high wing section reduces the lift capabilities of the wingsail (Table 3.7).
Compared to the experimental data the deformed simulation underestimates the CL by 6.5%. The
drag estimation does not highlight modifications between the two numerical analyses.

Table 3.7 – Aerodynamic coefficients comparison among the Def ormed and W T N S analyses and the W T T
data.
CL
CD

WTT (α decr.)
1.072
0.180

Deformed
1.002
0.142

WTNS
1.124
0.143

∆Def /W T T (%)
-6.52
-19.44

∆W T N S/W T T (%)
+4.85
-20.55

However the Cp distribution on the three wing reference sections (Figure 3.15) shows an enhancement of the estimation with the experimental points on the z ∗ = 0.75 section (F10 ). Here the match
of the deformed wing is very elevated while the W T N S analysis overestimated both the suction
and the pressure sides.
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Figure 3.15 – Cp profiles of the main element on the three reference sections on the wingspan for the
δ = 25° configuration using the deformed wingsail.

Besides this improvement on the high section, at z ∗ = 0.5 the deformed modeling cannot predict
the pressure distribution as accurate as in the W T N S case (E10 , E20 ). In such wingsail trim the
line dividing the upper separated zone of the flap from the lower attached one is indeed located
in the neighbors of the mid-span, making this section highly sensitive to flow perturbations. A
deformation of the slot in the mid section may contribute to move this line upwards or downwards
modifying the flow characteristics on the flap. An excessive widening of the slot in the middle
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section due to a too elevated measure uncertainty of the control points may lead to an increase of
the extent of the separated zone on the flap surface. On z ∗ = 0.25, where the deformation effects
are weak the two numerical solutions are superimposed.
The deformation analysis highlighted the role of the slot deformation in the modification of the
flow characteristics on the wing especially on the higher sections. The same analysis pointed
out again the sensitivity of the flow with respect to the slot geometric parameters and especially
on the border zones dividing the separated and attached regions on the flap. The modeling of
the deformed wingsail has furthermore allowed explaining the differences in Cp observed on the
undeformed wingsail on the high wing section.

3.3

Slot size analysis

After the numerical validation, the numerical means have been exploited to analyze the performance
of the wing settings that were not possible to reproduce during experimental tests. Analyzing the
wind tunnel data, it emerged the strong dependence of the wing performance with the slot size
which is more and more sensitive increasing the flap deflection angle. Basing on the slot size,
furthermore, the stall behavior of the wing can easily be modified leading to multi-stall behavior.
Since on the experimental scale model the slot size can be set at only two different sizes, numerical
analyses were carried out narrowing further the slot with respect to the g/c1 = 2.4% configuration.
Thus, numerical simulations were carried out on the wing in the δ = 15° and δ = 25° configurations
at different angles of attack and at three different slot sizes, i.e. g/c1 = 2.4%, g/c1 = 1.6% and
g/c1 = 0.8% [189].
Unsteady RANS analyses were carried out using the same technique set up for the wingsail analysis
in the W T N S at α = 0°. The angle of attack was modified by rotation of the wingsail on its
main axis (corresponding with the axis balance in the wind tunnel). A different computation was
performed for each slot configuration and angle of attack of the wingsail generating a new mesh for
each case. As in the W T N S the mesh is composed by polyhedra with prisms layers on the wingsail
surface set to achieve a y + < 0.8. The RANS approach was used applying the k-ω SST turbulence
model together with the γ-Reϑ transitional model. At first, a steady simulation was performed for
6000 iterations carried on in unsteady for 1 s of physical time.
The lift curves were extracted for each slot configuration and compared in both the low and midcambered settings. The influence of the slot size on the separation evolution over the wingsail
surface was also investigated. A final analysis of the slot region was finally performed to describe
the direct influence of the slot geometry on the jet physics.
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3.3.1

Influence on the wingsail lift

The wingsail lift curves for the different slot sizes were extracted from the numerical points analyzed in both the low and mid-cambered configurations. The CL curves for the low-cambered
configuration are plotted in Figure 3.16.

(b)

(c)
(a)

Figure 3.16 – CL curves for the δ = 15° setting in at different slot size (g): (a) global CL , (b) CL of the
main, (c) CL of the flap.

As it was emerged from the experimental data, the lift performances of the wing are slightly
influenced by the slot size. The slope of the lift linear path reduces with the gap (g) increase while
the stall onset at lower α. The improvement in slope is entirely due to the flap element since the
main element presents parallel linear path curves, as it can be observed in Figure 3.16(b).
The flap contribution in lift is more effective widening the slot size. The CL flap grows with the
angle of attack up to the onset of the final stall. The lift reduction on the main element takes
place at the same angle of attack of the flap. The slot size affects the lift distribution on the two
elements increases the main load and reducing the flap load, with the g narrowing. At α = 0° the
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ratio of the flap contribution to the total lift (CLf lap /CL ) is respectively 37%, 34.9%, 31.6% for the
g/c1 = 2.4%, g/c1 = 1.6% and g/c1 = 0.8%.

(b)

(c)
(a)

Figure 3.17 – CL curves for the δ = 25◦ setting in at different slot size (g): (a) global CL , (b) CL of the
main, (c) CL of the flap.

Increasing the flap deflection angle at δ = 25°, the lift performance as well as the stall behavior
become more dependent on the slot size. As it was observed from the experimental data, at a given
α, the CL was worsened by a slot widening. At the same time the plug of the slot allowed to improve
the lift at high angles of attack. The numerical lift curves for the δ = 25° setting are plotted in
Figure 3.17. The CL curve is shifted upwards with the g narrowing. The enhancement of the lift
capabilities of the wing is also very elevated. Compared to the widest slot case, i.e. g/c1 = 2.4%,
at α = 0°, CL grows of 13% and 23% when the slot is tightened respectively at g/c1 = 1.6% and
g/c1 = 0.8%. The flap load distribution represents the 35.4%, 33.6%, 31.6% of the total lift for the
g/c1 = 2.4%, g/c1 = 1.6% and g/c1 = 0.8% at α = 0°.
The multi-stall behavior observed for the g/c1 = 2.4% case is alleviated with the slot narrowing for
completely disappearing at g/c1 = 0.8%. Keeping an elevated flap effectiveness for a wider range
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of α this setting allows achieving a CLmax 48% more elevated than the widest case.
At α = 10°, the flap load reduces at 23.2%, 22.3% and 21.8% of the total wing lift for the three slot
cases. However, this reduction of the flap load with the angle of attack becomes smaller and smaller
with the tightening of the slot size. In the g/c1 = 0.8% case, the flap load is almost constant up to
the onset of the stall.
To conclude, accordingly with the experimental tests, the slot size has a low influence on the lift
performance for the low-cambered wingsail configuration. The lift grows linearly with the angles of
attack up to the onset of the hard stall. On the mid-cambered setting, instead, the lift performance
increases considerably with the slot narrowing. The intermediate stalls disappear increasing the
maximum lift coefficient of the wing. Nevertheless, the stall of the wing becomes abrupt. The
middle slot size (g/c1 = 1.6%) can represent a good compromise between the research of the
performance and the handling of the wing. The lift is indeed more elevated of the original g/c1
setting without neither discontinuities in the lift pattern nor abrupt final stalls.

3.3.2

Evolution of the flow separation

The flow separation process on the wingsail surface with the angle of attack has been investigated
on the three slot settings of the wing in a way to better characterize the wing performance analyzed
in the previous section. In Figure 3.18 the maps of the separated zones at different α have been
represented for the δ = 15° at g/c1 = 2.4%, g/c1 = 1.6% and g/c1 = 0.8%.
g = 1.6%c1

g = 0.8%c1

δ = 15◦

g = 2.4%c1

α = 0°
α = 10°

α = 8°
α = 12°

Figure 3.18 – Separated zones at different α for the δ = 15° setting at three slot sizes (g).
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At δ = 15°, the flow separation involves at first the T.E. zone of the flap and contemporary the
T.E. zone on the main element. The separated region propagates then toward the L.E. of the two
elements. The extent of these separated zones is equal in the three slot configurations. However,
at α = 10°, the upper flap sections of the g/c1 = 2.4% setting massively separate. This early
flow separation appears on the flap region where the flow is fully turbulent (Figure 3.9). The slot
tightening prevents the occurring of this phenomenon improving the flap effectiveness for α > 10°.
Nevertheless, the separated zone on the main T.E. becomes larger with the slot narrowing leading
to the lift slope reduction observed in the lift curves. The final massively flow separation involves
the mid region of the flap surface (from z ∗ = 0.325 to z ∗ = 0.875) and the main element in the
sections included between z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75.
On the δ = 25° setting, the narrowing of the slot as a major role in the flow separation process.
As it was already observed in the experimental tests, the g/c1 = 2.4% configuration presents a
not-uniform spanwise separation on the flap surface giving origin to intermediate stalls of the wing.
This early separation was due to the larger o/c1 and yF /c1 parameters on the high wing sections
that did not allow keeping the flow attached on the flap surface.
g = 1.6%c1

g = 0.8%c1

δ = 25◦

g = 2.4%c1

α = 0°
α = 8°

α = 2°
α = 10°

α = 5°
α = 12°

Figure 3.19 – Separated zones at different α for the δ = 25° setting at three slot sizes (g).

As expected, the narrowing of the slot reduces the extent of the separated zone. On the g/c1 = 1.6%
setting, at α = 0° the separated region involves only a quarter of the flap span while in the
g/c1 = 2.4% setting the mid high flap sections were completely separated. At the same time the
main T.E. zone is also less involved in the flow separation with the narrow slot.
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With the further tightening of the slot size at g/c1 = 0.8%, the evolution of the flow separation
evolves uniformly on the wingspan starting on the T.E. and propagating toward the L.E. similarly
to the δ = 15° setting. However, the differential evolution on the flap and the main element is still
kept. The main T.E. starts to separate only at α = 5° while, at α = 0°, the flap surface is already
separated on the mid-chord. Up to α = 10°, the flow is attached on most part of the wing surface
allowing the elevated lift improvement observed on the lift curves. Eventually, the flow separation
involves at the same time the two elements giving origin to the final abrupt stall.
The choice for the slot size has to be based on the δ = 25° flap deflection angle. Even if one
setting is chosen and it is not the best one on the δ = 15° setting, it represents whatever a good
compromise for the two flap angles, due the low sensitivity with the slot size at this camber.

3.3.3

Pressure characteristics on the multi-element wingsail

The slot size plays a major role in the modification of the pressure distribution on the flap surface
acting on the pressure peak strength close to the L.E. [49]. The pressure distributions on both the
cambered configurations of the wingsail were carried out on two reference sections, i.e. z ∗ = 0.25
and z ∗ = 0.75, at two different angles of attack. The pressure iso-contour lines are also plotted in
the slot region on the z ∗ = 0.25 section for both δ = 15° and δ = 25° at α = 0° (Figure 3.21).
The Cp distributions for the δ = 15° over the two wing elements are represented in Figure 3.20. At
α = 0°, the slot narrowing from g/c1 = 2.4% to g/c1 = 1.6% allows the increasing of the main load
of 7% (Figure 3.16). The further slot narrowing at g/c1 = 0.8% does not allow the further increase
of the main load. This characteristic can be observed on the Cp profile on both the upper and lower
surfaces. At z ∗ = 0.25, a recirculation zone appears on the lower surface near the main T.E. (A1 ).
The extent of this region (0.05c1 for the g/c1 = 2.4% and g/c1 = 1.6%) is larger on the narrowest
slot setting achieving 10% of the main chord. On the z ∗ = 0.75 wing section a recirculation zone
on the lower surface appears only on the g/c1 = 0.8% configuration (A2 ) but its extension is this
time reduced at 3% of the main chord. This recirculation arises from the impossibility in correctly
dumping the mass flow through the slot due to the too tight throat section of the slot.
On the flap surface, the slot narrowing strongly affects the pressure distribution on the L.E. region.
At z ∗ = 0.50, the strength of pressure peak is dumped of 20% for the g/c1 = 1.6% and of 50%
for the g/c1 = 0.8% with respect to the widest slot setting (B1 ). The reduction in the pressure
peak slows down the pressure recovering on the flap surface and hence the strength of the adverse
pressure gradients [49]. In the g/c1 = 1.6% and g/c1 = 0.8% cases, the pressure distribution shows
even a favorable pressure gradient region included between 5% and 10% of the flap chord (B2 ).
This phenomenon can be also observed on the z ∗ = 0.75 section on the narrowest slot setting (C1 ).
The global reduction of the pressure gradient leads also to a delay of the onset of the transition. In
particular, on the z ∗ = 0.75 section, the transition triggers at 10% of the flap chord on the widest
slot case, where the pressure peak is more elevated, for moving at 60% and 65% of the flap chord
on the g/c1 = 1.6% and g/c1 = 0.8% respectively, where the pressure peak is highly dumped.
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α = 8◦
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Figure 3.20 – Cp distribution on the z ∗ = 0.25 and z ∗ = 0.75 sections on both main and flap elements at
δ = 15◦ for α = 0◦ and α = 8◦ .
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δ = 25°

g/c1 = 0.8%

g/c1 = 1.6%

g/c1 = 2.4%

δ = 15°

Figure 3.21 – Iso-contours of pressure on the slot region on the z ∗ = 0.25 section at δ = 15° and δ = 25°
for the three slot sizes at α = 0°.

The particular pressure evolution with favorable pressure gradients is due to the flow interaction
with the main and flap walls in the slot region. The air flowing in the slot undergoes to a first
expansion due to the section reduction in the slot throat for then carrying over contouring the flap
L.E. Observing the contour lines of the pressure scalar map in the slot region (Figure 3.21) the flow
leaves the throat pushed by the flow expansion with a direction normal to the minimal slot section.
The direction of this normal is proportional to the o/yF ratio. Narrowing the g size, the o/yF
ratio increases (Table 3.8) leading to a lower jet deviation with respect to the freestream direction.
On the g/c1 = 2.4% the normal to the throat section is about 45° with respect to the freestream
direction. The flow coming from the slot keeps expanding contouring the flap surface and hence
modifying its deviation. Narrowing the slot size at 1.6% and 0.8% the flow deviation is lesser and
lesser, reducing the expansion during the contouring of the flap surface. The L.E. flap contouring
is also affected by the normal-to-flow pressure gradient due to the interaction of the jet with the
wake layer. A reduction in yF makes the "bound effect" of the main wake more effective reducing
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the flow possibilities in contouring the flap L.E. Moving on the z ∗ = 0.75 section the o/yF reduces
resulting in a more deviated flow deviation and hence on a more effective flap expansion on the
L.E. The pressure peak on the high sections are then more elevated than on the z ∗ = 0.25 section.
The larger yF /c1 , furthermore, limits the "bound" effect and its influence on the flow contouring.
The increase in angle of attack has the same influence of the yF widening, i.e. a reduction of the
jet/wake interaction due to the spread of the main wake, as observed in the experimental tests.
The flap pressure can then increase, feeling less the influence of the wall of the wing elements. An
increase in the pressure peak can indeed be observed on the three slot configurations (D1 , D2 )
with a consequential increase of the adverse pressure gradient. Anyway, on the low wing section,
at g/c1 = 0.8%, a favorable pressure gradient still exist on the flap L.E. (D3 ). The pressure peak
on the main element increases largely loading the region on the L.E. The flap peak in Cp grows
from -1.5 to -2 (D1 ) at z ∗ = 0.25 for g/c1 = 2.4%. At z ∗ = 0.75, the adverse pressure gradient
becomes too elevated to allow the flow staying attached on the flap surface on the g/c1 = 2.4%
configuration. The peak reduction brought by the slot adjustment reduces the strength of the
pressure peak reducing then the pressure recovering on the flap and hence the strength of the
adverse pressure gradients.
Table 3.8 – Dimensions for the slot geometric parameters on the z ∗ = 0.25 and z ∗ = 0.75 sections for both
δ = 15° and δ = 25° configurations.

g/c1 (%)
−o/c1 (%)
yF /c1 (%)
−o/yF

z∗
0.80
0.70
1.53
0.46

δ = 15◦
= 0.25
z∗
1.60 2.40 0.80
1.57 2.44 0.99
1.76 1.99 1.61
0.89 1.23 0.61

= 0.75
1.60 2.40
2.15 3.31
1.92 2.23
1.12 1.48

z∗
0.80
0.35
2.49
0.14

δ = 25°
= 0.25
z∗
1.60 2.40 0.80
1.16 1.98 0.62
2.87 3.25 2.62
0.40 0.61 0.24

= 0.75
1.60 2.40
1.71 2.80
3.13 3.64
0.55 0.77

On the δ = 25° configuration (Figure 3.22), at α = 0°, the load of the main element keeps increasing
with the slot tightening contrarily to the low-cambered case. The larger slot section prevents,
indeed, the saturation of the air flowing through the slot leading to a continuous increase of the
circulation on the main element. On the flap, at z ∗ = 0.25, the pressure peak is dumped by 16%
and 30% for the g/c1 = 1.6% and g/c1 = 0.8% with respect to the widest setting (E1 ). The lower
pressure gradients due to the peak reduction delay the onset of the transition which triggers at 5%
of the flap chord on the g/c1 = 2.4% configuration and at 35%c2 and 38%c2 on the g/c1 = 1.6%
on g/c1 = 0.8% settings respectively. The o/yF at this flap deflection angle is larger than the one
of the δ = 15° (Table 3.8). The flow direction in the slot is hence less deviated with respect to the
freestream direction reducing the flap L.E. contouring. The pressure peak is whatever higher than
on the low-cambered case due to the larger deflection of the flap. The yF is also more elevated,
reducing the "bound" effect of the wake layer. The flow is hence more prone to separate since the
adverse pressure gradients on the flap L.E. are larger especially on the g/c1 = 2.4% slot size. On
the g/c1 = 0.8% setting, instead, due to the lower yF with respect to the g/c1 = 2.4% configuration,
a plateau takes place in the region included between 5% and 10% of the flap chord (E2 ) enhancing
the flow possibilities to stay attached on the flap surface.
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Figure 3.22 – Cp distribution on the z ∗ = 0.25 and z ∗ = 0.75 sections on both main and flap elements at
δ = 25◦ for α = 0◦ and α = 5◦ .
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On the z ∗ = 0.75 section, the lower o/yF together with a larger yF with respect to the lower
section cause the flow separation from the flap surface on the g/c1 = 2.4% and g/c1 = 1.6%
configurations. The g/c1 = 0.8% manages instead to prevent the flow separation thanks to the
closer distance with the main wake that reduces the strength of the pressure peak and hence of the
adverse pressure gradients. Increasing the angle of attack at α = 5°, the load on the main element
becomes more elevated with the flow that starts to separate in the T.E. region of the g/c1 = 2.4%
slot configuration (F1 ) at z ∗ = 0.25. On the z ∗ = 0.75, instead, the main flow separation interests
also the g/c1 = 1.6% setting (F2 ). On the flap, if the increase in α does not lead to a separation,
the Cp profiles remain almost unchanged with respect to the ones extracted at low angle of attack.

3.3.4

Influence on Confluent boundary layer

The slot geometrical parameters modify the flow physics of the jet and thus the wing performance.
The flow separation process is directly linked to the evolution of confluent boundary layer on the
flap surface. The velocity profiles on the wing surface have been then carried out on the z ∗ = 0.25
section comparing the different slot configurations. The angle of attack of 0° was chosen to make
the comparison since, in this case, the flow is still attached on both the main elements and in both
the flap deflection angles analyzed.
In Figure 3.23 the velocity profiles as well as the turbulent kinetic energy profiles on three stations
respectively at 90% of the main chord and 5% and 10% of the flap chord are plotted for the
low-cambered setting.
On the δ = 15° the velocity of the jet layer decreases with the narrowing of the slot size. The
g/c1 = 0.8% jet velocity is even 30% lower than in the g/c1 = 2.4% configuration. This is due to
more elevated viscous effects in the jet layer caused by the closeness of the flap and main element
walls. At 5% of the flap chord, the CBL is merged on the widest slot setting while for g/c1 = 0.8%
and g/c1 = 1.6% the different flow layers are still discernible. The normal-to-flow pressure gradients
are hence more effective narrowing the slot size. Nevertheless, the merging process of these last two
configurations evolves faster in a way that at 10% of the flap chord their layers are also merged.
The merging process does not involve equally the jet layer and the main wake. The jet velocity
slightly increases (by less than 2%) moving downstream on the flap surface. The main layer velocity,
instead, increases more and more with the g reduction. The recovery rate in velocity of the wake
layer is 9%, 24% and 37% from the widest to the narrowest slot settings. The turbulent kinetic
energy in this same layer decays of 50% moving from 5%c2 to 10%c2 stations since the shear stresses
are less elevated when the flow layers are more merged.
The reason of the flow evolution in the downstream movement on the flap surface depends on
the characteristic of the pressure distribution along the flap chord. As it was observed in the
previous section, the narrowing of the slot size leads to a reduction in the adverse pressure gradients
giving even origin to a favorable pressure gradient on the flap L.E. region in the g/c1 = 0.8% and
g/c1 = 1.6%. The flow tends then to accelerate especially on the narrowest slot setting where the
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Figure 3.23 – Dimensionless x-velocity and turbulent kinetic energy on the stations at 90% of the main
chord and 5% and 10% of the flap chord on the z ∗ = 0.25 section for δ = 15° and α = 0°.

strength of favorable gradients is more elevated. The wake layer is more involved in the acceleration
since the viscous effects are less elevated than in the jet layer since this last is closer to the flap
wall. The onset of the favorable pressure gradients leads to a less merged confluent boundary layer
since the interaction between the layers is less elevated [61].
On the δ = 25°, the jet velocity lowers with the g tightening and the same does the wake layer.
The boundary layer thickness of the main element is lower than on the low-cambered setting.
This characteristic leads to a less spread wake layer, giving then origin to a less merged confluent
boundary layer. Hence, at 5% of the flap chord, the velocity profiles of the three slot configurations
are not merged. During the merging phase occurring in the downstream flow movement, the loss
in velocity of the jet layer is recovered by the wake layer which spreads under the influence of the
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adverse pressure gradients. The merging evolution slows down with the slot narrowing since the
strength of the adverse pressure gradients on the flap surface is alleviated with the g tightening.
Since these gradients are less elevated, the interaction between the flow layers is also lower [61].
The normal-to-flow pressure gradients are also more effective. The turbulent kinetic energy in the
interaction zone between the wake and the jet increases with the narrowing of the slot size due to
the higher shear between the two layers when the CBL is unmerged. The more the merging of
the CBL, the less the shear between the layers and consequently the lower the turbulent kinetic
energy. On the g/c1 = 2.4% setting, k increases on the wall layer due to the triggering of the flow
transition to the turbulent regime.
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Figure 3.24 – Dimensionless x-velocity and turbulent kinetic energy on the stations at 90% of the main
chord and 5% and 10% of the flap chord on the z ∗ = 0.25 section for δ = 25° and α = 0°.
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3.4

Conclusions

The unsteady RANS simulation allows predicting the flow around the scale wingsail with a reasonable accuracy, once some cares are taken into account as the wind tunnel boundary conditions and
the use of a transitional model.
The numerical solution converges on the "decreasing α" physical solution when a hysteresis loop
exists. It is possible to converge on the "increasing α" solution of the hysteresis loop by reproduction
of the entire wingsail rotation to increase the angle of attack. The wingsail deformation and the
slot modification due to the flap bending influence the pressure load of the wing especially on the
high sections.
The slot size slightly affects the lift of the wing at δ = 15°. In this case, the lift curve has a
linear pattern up to the onset of the abrupt stall. Increasing the flap deflection angle, at δ = 25°,
the sensitivity with the slot size is in turn elevated with a considerable enhancement of the lift
performance with the slot narrowing. However this enhancement of the wingsail performance leads
to a final abrupt stall. Setting the slot size to an intermediate value, g/c1 = 1.6%, the lift curve does
not present discontinuities caused by intermediate stalls, nor hard stall characteristics. However
the performances are lower than in the narrowest slot case.
The slot geometric parameters directly influences the pressure distribution on the flap L.E. weakening the pressure peak and hence reducing the strength of the adverse pressure gradients. The
dumping of the peak is more effective by setting the slot geometry in a way to increase the o/yF
and to reduce yF distance. The weakening of the adverse pressure gradients reduces the possibility
of a flow separation on the flap surface. At the same time, the merging process of the confluent
boundary layer slows down because of the reduced adverse pressure gradient, making more effective the favorable normal-to-flow pressure gradient that acts pushing the jet layer towards the flap
surface.

Basing on the analysis of the experimental and numerical data it can be stated that the presence of
the slot brings to an improvement of the wingsail performance only for the mid-cambered configuration. In this case, a narrowing of the slot allows achieving higher aerodynamic forces but with a
loss in handling qualities due to a hard stall.
A good compromise can be represented by the intermediate slot size, g/c1 = 1.6%, which allows
increasing the lift of the wing keeping good handling qualities due to the smooth lift curve pattern.
However this cannot be considered as a general statement since the optimal slot size depends on
the flow characteristics and in particular on the Reynolds number. At the same time, the wingsail
must be designed to have a constant distribution of the dimensionless slot geometric parameters
along the entire wingspan. This means to design the chord distribution and the flap mechanism in
a way to respect this rule at the different flap deflection angles.
From the experimental tests, it emerged that the plugging of the gap leads to an increase of the
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wing performance with respect to the nominal slot size. The plug of the slot allowed at the same
time increasing the lift of the high-cambered configuration with respect to a slotted wingsail. The
plugged slot configuration presents also another advantage: it is not sensitive to the flow variation.
Particularly in the sea environment, it is hard to find the correct slot size due to the high flow
unsteadiness.
The use of a wingsail with a plugged slot can be then advantageous with respect to a slotted wing.
The main and flap can be part of the same element linked with a compliant surface deforming when
the flap is deflected.
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4

| Numerical Simulations of a
full-scale C-Class Wingsail

Résumé
Après l’analyse de l’aile à l’échelle 1/20, une campagne numérique a été effectuée sur un
catamaran de type classe-C à l’échelle 1 dans une condition de vent au portant. L’aile du
catamaran a la même géométrie que l’aile étudiée en soufflerie aux Chapitres 2 et 3, mise à
l’échelle.
Une simulation LES et une simulation URANS ont été mises en place pour étudier l’écoulement
de l’aile en tenant compte des effets de couche limite maritime et de rafale. La rafale a été
modélisée par une perturbation sinusoïdale agissant sur la composante longitudinale de vitesse.
Pour le braquage du flap considéré (δ = 35°), l’écoulement est massivement séparé sur toute la
surface du flap dans les deux simulations effectuées. Les deux solutions obtenues sont cohérentes
au niveau des coefficients aérodynamiques et des caractéristiques de l’écoulement. Cela montre
la bonne capacité de l’approche URANS dans la modélisation d’un écoulement fortement
instationnaire et largement séparé pour la géométrie et les conditions considérées.
Des structures turbulentes avec une évolution périodique apparaissent sur la surface du flap
dans les deux simulations numériques. Ces structures en forme de champignon ont les mêmes
caractéristiques que les cellules de décrochage qui apparaissent sur les ailes à haute incidence.
Elles causent un recollement local de l’écoulement sur le flap en augmentant instantanément les
conditions de portance de l’aile. Cet effet est lié à la taille des cellules qu’elles même dépendent
de la fréquence de la rafale. Le pic de portance maximale augmente avec la fréquence et le
pic de portance minimale au contraire diminue. En dessous d’un certain seuil de fréquence les
structures n’apparaissent pas.
Le trim de l’aile a aussi été analysé en effectuant des simulations URANS à différents angles
de braquage du flap et incidences. Les braquages à 15° et 25° donnent de meilleures performances en terme de poussée par rapport au cas à δ = 35°. Cependant à δ = 15° la courbe de
performance est plus régulière, n’ayant aucune discontinuité jusqu’au décrochage. A δ = 25°
une discontinuité existe à cause de la présence d’un décrochage intermédiaire qui a lieu à faible
incidence. Cependant un changement en angle d’attaque donne une variation plus rapide de
poussée et du moment de gîte sur la configuration à plus faible cambrure.
Contrairement à l’aile à l’échelle, l’écoulement à δ = 15° décolle, sur les sections hautes, sur la
surface de l’élément principal sans affecter le flap. Le décrochage est donc dû à un décollement
loin de la surface qui n’agit pas directement sur l’élément principal. A δ = 25° le décollement
commence sur le flap et se propage sur l’élément principal. Cependant, pendant la propagation
de la zone décollée sur l’élément principal, le jet de fente a tendance à recoller sur la surface
du flap avec une récupération de portance due à l’augmentation de l’efficacité du flap.
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In the previous chapters, the aerodynamic analysis was performed on a scale wingsail geometry.
To deepen the investigation in a more real context, a numerical campaign was carried out on a full
scale C-class catamaran having the same wingsail geometry of the one studied in the experimental
and numerical tests. The simulations were set up considering a downwind point of sail modeling
also the sea boundary layer. First analyses were carried out to investigate the influence of the trim
of the wing on its performance using the URANS approach. To be representative of an actual sea
wind condition, a gust was also modeled in the simulation of the catamaran at a fixed trim. LES
and URANS simulations were then performed to characterize the wingsail response to the gust.

4.1
4.1.1

Set up of the problem
Geometry

A C-class hull catamaran was designed basing on the length overall and beam dimensions imposed
by the class rule [190]. The trampoline was modeled as a solid platform. The rig is the two-element
wingsail analyzed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 and scaled in a way to achieve a surface close to the
maximal one imposed by the class rules, i.e. 27.868 m2 (Figure 4.1). The geometric parameters
of the wingsail were chosen basing on the design characteristics of the C-class and America’s Cup
catamarans [190] [17]. Hence the gap distance between the trampoline and the wingsail is 0.03H.
The gap between the two elements is 0.6%c1root when the flap is not deflected. The hinge line of
the flap is located at 90% of the main chord at the wing root and parallel to the main T.E.

Wingsail
Surface (S)
H
croot
Reroot
M
g/c1root
xrot

27.83 m2
11.58 m
3.218 m
1.1 × 106
0.016
0.6%
0.90%c1

Catamaran
Length
Beam
Height (Hc )
Sea distance (Hh )

Figure 4.1 – Geometry of the C-class catamaran with its main parameters.
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7.62
4.27
0.49
0.46

m
m
m
m

4.1.2

Wind conditions

The flow conditions imposed were estimated from the true wind speed (T W ) characteristics and
the boat speed (BS) of a C-class in downwind condition [10]. By triangulation of these two speeds
the apparent wind angle (AW A) felt by the wingsail was carried out. The apparent wind speed
(AW S) is 5.16 m/s with an AW A of 41.4° (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1 – Triangle of velocity for the catamaran in downwind conditions.

TWS
8 kts
4.11 m/s

TWA
124°

BS
12 kts
6.17 m/s

AWS
10 kts
5.16 m/s

AWA
41.4°

The velocity triangle is also reported in Figure 4.2 together with the scheme of the catamaran,
detailing also the wingsail and the wind reference frames.

Figure 4.2 – Representation of the velocity triangle and of the axis systems on the catamaran geometry.

The wingsail reference frame (x, y, z) has the origin located on the L.E. of the wing root section
with the x axis directed toward the T.E. and the z-axis directed upwards. The wind reference frame
(xw , yw , zw ) has the origin translated of −2.65Hc in the z direction (xw = x − 2.65Hc ). The xw
and yw axes are respectively parallel and orthogonal to the apparent wind (i.e. the wind system is
rotated of the value of α around the z axis with respect to the wing system).
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The atmospheric boundary layer is modeled by a logarithmic law valid below a given reference
height [11] (Equation 4.1).

T W S = T W Shref ·



zw
href

 16

with href = 15 m

(4.1)

The TWS reduction in the boundary layer zone affects both the magnitude and the direction of
the apparent wind that has a characteristics twisted shape. The values of the AWS and the AWA
at different height are reported in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 – AWA and AWS distributions above the sea surface.

Considering the wingsail region, the AWS does not have elevated variations with a speed ranging
from 5.12 m/s to 5.15 m/s. Contrarily the AWA has a difference of 13.2° for the root to the tip of
the wing. The angle of attack of the low sections is lower than the one felt by the higher sections.
The apparent wind was projected on the wind system (that refers to the wind direction outside of
the sea boundary layer).

4.1.3

Computation domain

A box domain with a squared section was used for the numerical analyses. The length side is 47croot
while the height is 2H (Figure 4.4).
The catamaran was located in the middle of the box domain with the hull rotated with respect to
the z-axis of −41.4°, i.e. the AWA above the href . The port side is then oriented toward the inlet
wall. Furthermore, the hull of the catamaran is not in contact with the box bottom surface but
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a distance of Hh = 0.94Hc was imposed to simulate the catamaran elevation from the sea surface
introduced by the hydrofoils. The wingsail was rotated in a way to have the desired angle of attack
with respect to the normal of the inlet wall. In this way the rig has the imposed angle of attack
with respect to the AW A above the atmospheric boundary layer.

Figure 4.4 – C-class catamaran inside the computation domain.

4.2

Analysis of the trim of the wingsail

The flowfield around the catamaran was examined at different trims of the wingsail by modifying
the angle of attack and the flap deflection angle. The scale model analyses showed that the highcambered configuration, which is used in the downwind navigation, does not lead to advantages in
term of performance since the flow appears completely separated on the flap surface. A lower flap
deflection angle can indeed allows to the flow to remain attached on the flap surface improving the
flap effectiveness and hence the lift capabilities of the wing. To enlarge the knowledge about the
wing trimming in the full-scale wingsail, unsteady RANS analyses were carried out on the C-class
geometry varying the two trim parameters, i.e. the angle of attack (α) and the flap deflection angle
(δ). The flap deflection angle was set at δ = 15°, δ = 25° and δ = 35°. The angle of attack of the
main element was ranged from 0° to 15° with respect to the flow direction above the atmospheric
boundary layer. The aerodynamic as well as the performance coefficients, i.e. thrust (CT ) and
heeling moment (CHm ), have been extracted and compared. The flow field characteristics were
also investigated to obtain further information for the full scale wing case.
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4.2.1

Numerical simulations

For each different setting of the wingsail, the computation domain was meshed with polyhedra
and prism layers. The size of the mesh is particularly fine close to the wing surface and on the
wake. A finer refinement was applied on the slot region (Figure 4.5). The prism layers were set on
the wingsail and trampoline surface to model the boundary layer. The size of the first layer was
imposed in a way to have y + < 1 on the entire surface. The final mesh counts 32 millions cells.

Figure 4.5 – Views of the polyhedral mesh used for the unsteady RANS simulations.

Simulations were run using STAR-CCM+ v10.02. Velocity inlet conditions were imposed on the
inlet, windward, leeward and on top surfaces of the domain. The velocity values were imposed by a
table specifying the three velocity components with respect to the zw distance. These values were
then interpolated by the solver and exploited as velocity conditions. A pressure outlet condition
was specified on the outlet surface while the sea surface was modeled with a slip wall condition.
The k − ω SST of Menter [75] was used for modeling the turbulence. A first steady simulation was
run for 6000 iterations to achieve a first convergence. Simulations were then carried on in URANS
for a total simulated time of 1 s. The time step was set at 2 × 10−3 s. The simulations were run
using 64 cores on bi-XeonE5-2670 Octo processors, 2.60 GHz, 64 GB RAM. The steady analysis
needed a computation time of 2 days. The final unsteady simulation then converged in 4 days.

4.2.2

Lift performance with the trim variation

The CL = f (α) and CL = f (CD ) curves have been carried out for the wingsail in the three cambered
cases (Figure 4.6). The CL curves present similar characteristics to those reported for the scale
wingsail in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
Analyzing the lift curve (Figure 4.6(a)), the δ = 15° has a straight linear path with the final stall
occurring for α > 12°. The increase in δ shifts the curves toward higher lift values but for δ = 25°
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and δ = 35° the curves are almost completely superimposed. In particular, the δ = 25° has higher
CL for α < 3° when an intermediate stall occurs.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6 – Lift coefficient and polar curves of the wingsail at different trims.

The lift path keeps increasing up to α = 10° for achieving a constant region. This same behavior
is observed also at δ = 35°. Whatever the highest cambered trim has a higher drag compared to
the iso-lift conditions of the δ = 25° trim.
As it is highlighted by the polar curves (Figure 4.6(b)), the drag in the δ = 35° is even 30% more
elevated compared to the δ = 25° configuration at a given lift coefficient. The δ = 25° has best
performance with respect to the highest flap deflection angle case and it has also, for same lift
conditions, drag values similar to the one of the δ = 15° trim. This is particularly true before the
onset of the intermediate stall while after the stall the drag value of the middle cambered setting
is 20% more elevated. Nevertheless, the δ = 25° case allows achieving elevated lift coefficients even
at low α which can be ranged from 4° to 15° to research the maximum driving force. The δ = 15°
trim has smooth aerodynamic coefficient pattern from 0° to 12°.
In both the δ = 15° and δ = 25° configurations, problems of stability during the navigation
may arise when the discontinuity in aerodynamic polar is achieved. However, for the δ = 15°, this
discontinuity can be considered the upper bound for the angle of attack setting while, in the δ = 25°,
it represents instead a lower bound condition for the angle of attack. The low-cambered setting is
then the most robust trim with respect to the angle of attack variations, which are inevitable in
sea wind conditions.

4.2.3

Trim influence on the flow separation

The flow separation maps were carried out for the three wingsail settings at different angles of
attack (Figure 4.7).
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δ = 15◦

δ = 25◦

δ = 35◦

α = 0◦

α = 4◦

α = 8◦

α = 10◦

α = 12◦

α = 15◦

α=15◦ reattachment
Figure 4.7 – Flow separation process on the wingsail, increasing the angle of attack, at the three flap
deflection angles.

The separation involves mainly the mid-high wing sections since, here, the angle of attack is more
elevated due to the wind twist. Contrarily to the scale model, the separation affects the main
element while the flow on the flap seems to be less sensitive to a detachment.
At δ = 15° the flow remains completely attached on the wing surface up to α = 12° when the
flow starts to separate close to the T.E. of the main mid-high sections. At α = 15°, this separated
zone propagates towards the L.E. of the main without affecting the flow on the flap element. This
phenomenon is the off-surface separation described by Petrov (1980) [62] where the spread of the
main wake causes the flow reversal in the wake layer without modifying the jet and the flap wall
layers. This separation was observed For Reynolds numbers of the order of 1.0 × 106 , the same
of the wingsail here analyzed. The flow on the main element of the full scale wingsail is more
sensitive to separate with respect to the scale wing since the increase in Reynolds number leads
to a reduction of the laminar zone with a turbulent boundary layer that results more developed
and hence thicker. At the same time, it gives origin to a more spread wake layer reducing then the
interaction with the jet layer. The further increase in Reynolds number makes the laminar zone
disappear with the boundary layer that tends then to thin again reducing the possibilities of a flow
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separation and hence to the onset of the "off surface separation".
At the intermediate cambered configuration, the high flap sections are more sensitive to a flow
separation leading to the intermediate stall at α = 3°. In this condition, the mid-high part of the
flap is separated. However the extent of the separated zone does not enlarges on the remaining part
of the flap surface when the angle of attack is further increased. The flow continues to separate
on the high sections of the main element starting from the T.E. and enlarging towards the L.E.
At α = 12°, the mid-high sections of the main are separated up to the mid-chord while, on the
same sections, the flow is completely separated on the flap. Increasing to α = 15°, the flow keeps
separating up to the main L.E. while it reattaches on the flap surface. Here, the extent of the
separated zone is similar to the one of the δ = 15° configuration. However, the more elevated flap
effectiveness due to the larger δ, allows achieving a higher lift coefficient.
The setting at δ = 35° has the flap completely separated already at α = 0°. The separation extends
then on the high sections of the main element propagating from the T.E. to the L.E. At α = 15°,
the separated zone involves almost completely the mid-high zone of the main. A flow reattachment
can also be noticed on the T.E. of the flap in correspondence of the section at z ∗ = 0.25.
The difference in the flow separation process with respect to the scale model analyzed in Chapters 2
and 3 is in part due to the wind twist, not modeled on the scale wing, which contributes to reduce
the angle of attack on the low sections of the wing. At the same time, the different geometric
characteristics of the slot have also an influence on the particular evolution of the flow separation
observed on the full scale wing as well as the higher Reynolds number which leads to a different
separation process. The slot influence was then deeply treated for better investigate its influence
on the flow separation.

4.2.4

Role of the slot on the full scale wingsail

As seen in Chapters 2 and Chapters 3, the flow on the flap was more sensitive to separation
compared to the main element. Increasing the flap deflection angle, the flow on the flap had more
and more the tendency to detach from the flap surface and in a second time on the main element.
However, a reduction in the slot size made the flow separated on the two elements at the same
time, leading to a hard stall.
In the C-class wingsail the flap and the main elements are differently sensitive on the flow separation
depending on the flap deflection angle and the angle of attack. At low flap deflection angle, the
main element is more prone to separate than on the flap. Increasing the wing camber, instead,
the flap starts to separate on the flap for then involving the main element only at higher angles of
attack. Furthermore, a further increase in angle of attack leads also to a flow reattachment over
the flap surface.
The major differences between the scale and the full scale wings are the slot characteristics and the
more elevated Reynolds number. Even if the g/c1 is narrower on the full scale wing, 0.6% instead
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of 2.4%, the position of the rotation axis at 90%c1 instead of 95%c1 leads to higher yF /c1 with
lower (in magnitude) o/c1 . The slot parameters for the C-class wingsail at the three flap deflection
angles were reported in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 – Slot characteristics for the full scale wingsail in the three cambered cases.

z ∗ = 0.25
z ∗ = 0.50
z ∗ = 0.75

δ = 15°
o/c1 (%) yF /c1 (%)
-0.31
2.85
-0.41
3.00
-0.57
3.22

δ = 25°
o/c1 (%) yF /c1 (%)
0.35
4.66
0.28
4.90
0.17
5.26

δ = 35°
o/c1 (%) yF /c1 (%)
1.31
6.32
1.29
6.65
1.26
7.14

The reduced gap leads to overlap values that are comparable to the ones of the scale wing in the
narrow (g/c1 = 0.8%) slot configuration (for δ = 15° and δ = 25°). The o/c1 is close to zero so
that the flap L.E. and the main T.E. are superimposed. This value is also in the range of values
preventing a massive flow separation after Woodward et al. (1993) [67]. In the δ = 35° case instead
the flap is highly overlapped to the main element.
The different position of the rotation axis affects the yF parameter. In particular, the dimensionless
yF /c1 parameter of the full scale wing is more elevated with respect to the ones of the scale model
in the nominal slot configuration, i.e. g/c1 = 2.4%. The widening of yF improves the flow dumping
through the slot preventing any mass flow saturation especially on the δ = 15° case. The more
elevated yF moves the main wake far from the flap surface thickening also the jet layer. As it was
observed during the experimental tests, the larger yF distance reduces the strength of the flow layer
interaction in the confluent boundary layer. The effect of the increase of the Reynolds number leads
to a secondary increase of the slot section caused by the thinning of the boundary layer on the
flap and main element walls. However, the increase in o/c1 enlarges the normal-to-flow pressure
gradient improving the pushing effect of the jet layer on the flap surface and reduces, at the same
time, the strength of the chordwise adverse pressure gradients. Thanks to this effect, the jet is less
prone to separate from the flap surface with respect to the scale wingsail. The δ = 35° presents
instead a too wide yF that, linked to a too elevated overlap, prevents any possibility to keep the
flow attached on the flap surface.
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4.2.4.1

Pressure coefficients

The pressure distributions on the δ = 15° and δ = 25° were carried out for α = 0° and then for
α = 12° and α = 15° to analyze the wing loads during the flow separation and reattachment at high
angles of attack. The pressure coefficient distribution for the low-cambered setting, on both the
main and flap elements, were reported in Figure 4.8. The graphics for the mid-cambered setting
are plotted in Figure 4.9.
Main

δ = 15°

Flap

Figure 4.8 – Averaged Cp profiles on the main element and on the flap for δ = 15°.
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Main

δ = 25°

Flap

Figure 4.9 – Averaged Cp profiles on the main element and on the flap for δ = 25°.

On the low-cambered setting, the interaction between the flap and the main element allows the
dumping of the suction peak on the flap L.E. At α = 0°, on z ∗ = 0.25 and z ∗ = 0.50, a favorable
pressure gradient region takes place at 10% of the flap chord similarly to the case of the scale wing
in the g/c1 = 1.6% and g/c1 = 0.8% configurations. The low o/c1 leads to a rapid flow expansion
in the slot with the flow that has to compress again for contouring the flap surface. The pressure
distribution on the flap slightly increases with the angle of attack. The pressure peak is still dumped
even for high angles of attack with the favorable pressure gradient that tends to disappear.
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Moving upwards on the wingspan the pressure peak of the flap becomes more elevated. On the
z ∗ = 0.75 section, in particular, the increasing of the angle of attack from α = 0° to α = 12° leads
to an augmentation of the pressure peak from -1 to -2 in Cp affecting less the remaining zone on the
flap surface. The further increase to α = 15° modifies the pressure distribution only on the second
half of the flap chord where a very slow pressure recovering takes place. On the main element, the
flow is completely separated on 90% of its chord.
The mid-cambered setting does not present the same peak dumping on the flap as in the previous
case (Figure 4.9). The close to zero o/c1 orientates the jet in a way to allow the flap L.E. contouring
leading to stronger pressure peaks. The peaks on the flap are of the same order of magnitude of
the ones on the main element. The larger adverse pressure gradients arising on the flap surface
make the flow on the flap more prone to separate.
On the z ∗ = 0.25 section the increasing in angle of attack modifies only the pressure distribution
on the main element while on the flap the Cp remains almost unchanged. On the z ∗ = 0.50 section,
at α = 12°, the flow is completely separated on the flap starting also to detach on the T.E. region
of the main element. The further increase of the angle of attack to α = 15° leads to a complete
flow reattachment on the flap surface. The pressure peak recovers the same value at α = 0° while
downstream on the flap chord the pressure gradients are extremely small. This condition prevents
the possibility of a further flow detachment. The separated region on the main enlarges up to 60%
of the main chord while the pressure peak does not increase. Similarly, on the z ∗ = 0.75 section,
the flap recovers completely its effectiveness when the angle of attack is increased at α = 15°. The
flow is instead completely separated on 90% of the chord of the main element.

4.2.4.2

Velocity profiles in the slot region

For further analyzing the flow physics in the slot region, and hence the characteristics of the offsurface separation and flow reattachment, the velocity profiles in the slot region have been carried
out from the simulations. In Figure 4.10 the velocity profiles of the δ = 15° setting are represented.
The profiles were extracted on three sections on the wingspan at 90% of the main chord and at
10% and 20% of the flap chord. The velocity profiles for the δ = 25° setting are instead represented
in Figure 4.11.
On the δ = 15° setting, the confluent boundary layer is less and less merged with the increase of
the angle of attack. The main wake indeed spreads with the increase of the angle of attack moving
away from the flap surface and reducing the interaction with the jet layer.
On the high sections the higher spread of the wake, due to the larger angles of attack and hence
larger adverse pressure gradients, leads to a slower merging process than on the low wing sections.
On z ∗ = 0.25, at α = 0°, the CBL is already completely merged on the station located at 10%c2 .
The increase in α reduces the merging process with an increase of the jet slot velocity and a spread
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δ = 15°
f lap 10%c2

f lap 20%c2

z ∗ = 0.25

z ∗ = 0.50

z ∗ = 0.75

main 90%c1

Figure 4.10 – Velocity profiles in the slot region for the δ = 15° at different angles of attack.
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of wake layer. However, a further increase from 12° to 15° does not introduce modifications in the
velocity profiles.
On the z ∗ = 0.50 section, the main boundary layer thickens with the angle of attack affecting the
wake layer that will flow on the flap surface. The CBL is less merged at high angles of attack
with the velocity of the jet layer that increases of 30% when the α = 0° and the α = 12° cases are
compared. Moving downstream on the flap, the merging process involves especially the wake layer
where the flow velocity increases. The jet layer is thinner with respect to the station located at
10% of the flap chord, but keeping the same maximum velocity. The velocity profiles are also on
this section almost unchanged when the angle of attack is increased from 12° to 15°.
On the highest section, z ∗ = 0.75, the jet layer is thicker than on the other sections having a similar
maximum velocity. The wake layer spreads with the increase in angle of attack, accelerating the
merging process. At α = 12° at 20% of the flap chord, the velocity profile appears less merged
than at α = 0°. If the external layers of the CBL feel the adverse pressure gradients coming from
the downstream region, the jet layer feels instead the favorable constant pressure gradient existing
on the flap surface and normal-to-flow pressure gradient pushing the jet on the flap surface. The
increase in angle of attack further affects the wake layer that keeps spreading creating a reversal
flow zone, while the jet of the slot remains attached on the flap surface. The main element feels
directly the pressure gradients coming downstream from the flap and abruptly separates.

At δ = 25°, the confluent boundary layer presents a thicker jet layer and a thinner wake layer with
respect to the δ = 15° configuration at α = 0°. This is due to the larger yF .
On the z ∗ = 0.25 section, the flow remains attached on both the elements. The CBL tends rapidly
to merge moving downstream on the flap surface. In the merging process the wake layer spreads
increasing its interaction with the jet layer whose maximum velocity remains unchanged. However
the flap BL tends also to thicken under the effect of the adverse pressure gradients on the flap
surface. At α = 12° and α = 15° the velocity profiles are superimposed.
On the z ∗ = 0.50 section, the jet layer is thicker than on the low section. The merging process is due
to the wake spreading with a small reduction in the velocity in the jet layer. At α = 0°, the layers
merge rapidly moving downstream on the flap. The increase in angle of attack leads to the onset
of the flow separation on both the main element and the flap. On the flap, the wall layer separates
from the surface due to the increased pressure gradients caused by the augmentation in angle of
attack. Under the same condition, the wake layer spreads more reducing the velocity in the inner
half of the wake. Nevertheless the jet and the wake layers are still unmerged, at 10%c2 , creating
the normal-to-flow pressure gradients that acts pushing the jet layer again toward the flap surface.
The further increase in angle of attack produces a flow reattachment of the jet layer leading to a
complete flow recovering on the flap surface. The wake layer, instead, keeps spreading bringing to
an off-surface flow separation and a complete separation of the main element. The same situation
can be observed also on the z ∗ = 0.75 section.
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δ = 25°
f lap 10%c2

f lap 20%c2

z ∗ = 0.25

z ∗ = 0.50

z ∗ = 0.75

main 90%c1

Figure 4.11 – Velocity profiles in the slot region for the δ = 25° at different angles of attack.
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To conclude, in the two cambered cases the off-surface separation and reattachment are caused
by the particular geometric parameters of the slot. The higher yF makes thicker the jet of the
slot which is then less affected by the interaction with the wake layer. The higher (more positive)
o/c1 with respect to the scale model enhances the normal-to-flow pressure gradients increasing the
pushing effect of the jet on the flap surface. At δ = 15°, the pressure peak on the flap are dumped by
the interaction with the main element with a reduction of the chordwise adverse pressure gradients.
The increase in angle of attack does not lead to a flow separation thanks to the effect of the pressure
gradients. The main wake spreads, instead, causing a flow separation on the main element. On
the δ = 25°, instead, the elevated chordwise adverse pressure gradients on the flap lead to a flow
separation. However, the elevated normal-to-flow pressure gradients lead to a reattachment of the
jet on the flap while the main element is separated.

4.2.5

Wingsail performance

The aim of a wingsail is to generate a thrust force to propel the yacht. However, the heeling moment
due to the lateral component of the lateral force must not exceed the righting moment of the hull.
It is then important, once analyzed the aerodynamic characteristics of the wingsail, to carry out
the thrust and heeling moment coefficients to have a description of the actual performance of the
wing during the navigation.
In the downwind point of sail, the maximization of catamaran performance is obtained by researching the maximum driving force point. The heeling moment constraint is in this case less
problematic, especially in the low-to-moderate wind conditions, since AW S in the downwind is
smaller than in the upwind condition.

Figure 4.12 – Forces on the C-class catamaran influencing the righting moment.
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The maximum righting moment of the catamaran was estimated considering a catamaran mass of
190 kg, hence a catamaran weight (Wc ) of 1864 N, and the total mass of the two crew members equal
to 170 kg corresponding to a crew weight (Wcr ) of 1668 N. The center of gravity of the catamaran
was positioned at half of the catamaran beam while the crew members’ center of gravity was
instead considered outside of the hull of the catamaran for simulating their position on the trapeze
(Figure 4.12).
The lever arm for the weight force of the catamaran is then the half of the beam value (b/2) while,
for the crew weight, the lever arm is the beam of the catamaran more the 0.8 m, corresponding
to the position of the center of gravity of a sailor using the trapeze. The righting moment is then
12.4 kNm. The righting moment coefficient was obtained normalizing the moment with respect to
dynamic pressure, the wingsail surface and the wingsail height (CHm = Hm /(0.5ρV 2 SH)). The
maximum righting moment coefficient is then 2.45.
The thrust (CT ) and heeling moment(CHm ) coefficients of the wing were carried out at the different
flap deflection angles and incidences of the wingsail. These coefficients have been then plotted in
Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13 – Thrust coefficient (CT ) with respect to the heeling moment coefficient (CHm ).

The thrust was obtained by projection of the lift and drag forces on the boat reference system, i.e.
with respect to the AW A. The position of the center of pressure of the wing was also extracted.
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The heeling moment was then calculated from the lateral component of the aerodynamic force and
the z position of the center of pressure. The CHm , in the three cambered settings, ranges between
0.2 and 0.8 and it is then lower than the capsize limit.
The low-cambered setting curve develops on a large range of thrust, i.e. between 0.2 and 0.67. The
curve reduces its slope at first when the flow separation starts to take place on the high wing sections
leading to a decrease of both thrust and heeling moment. Finally the thrust abruptly reduces when
the final stall occurs. Since the stall is caused by the loss of the flow on the high main sections,
the center of pressure moves down leading to a larger reduction of the heeling moment. The thrust
provided by the low-cambered setting is linear up to an angle of attack of 12°. However, the higher
thrust level are obtained only between α = 8° and α = 12° so that the possibility to have high
performance is possible only for a smaller range of angle of attack.
On the mid-cambered setting, the CT ranges between 0.5 and 0.65. The onset of the intermediate
stall, due to the flow separation on the high flap sections leads to a first loss in CT and in CHm
since the position of the wing center of pressure moves down. This creates a discontinuity in the
performance curve that can lead to stability problems during the navigation when the intermediate
stall angle of attack is exceeded. When the final stall occurs, the thrust reduces while the heeling
moment keeps instead increasing. This is caused by the flow reattachment on the high sections
on the flap leading to a lift recovering. The possibilities of maneuvers are then smaller than the
previous setting and limited to the 4◦ < α < 10◦ interval, i.e. after the intermediate stall and before
the final one, to avoid any risk of instability linked to a sudden modification of the longitudinal or
lateral force.
For a same heeling moment, the δ = 35° setting is the one bringing the lower thrust since the
separated flow on the flap reduces its effectiveness. The δ = 15° and δ = 25° configurations give
higher CT for a same heeling moment. The use of larger flap deflection angles is then detrimental
for the catamaran performance, since, as observed in more occasions, the lift capabilities of the
wing are worsened by the impossibility to keep the flow attached on the flap surface.
The low-cambered results the best option to achieve good performance in term of thrust for a same
heeling moment. This setting does not present discontinuities in the force distribution and then it
is also more robust to a change in angle of attack caused by a wind variation. However, an increase
or decrease of angle of attack leads to a larger modification of the strength of the thrust and heeling
moment with respect to the mid-cambered setting.
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4.3

Gust response of the wingsail

Since the flow unsteadiness is an important characteristic of the wind in the sea environment, the
aerodynamic of the wingsail was analyzed under the effect of a gust. The trim chosen is the highcambered one and an angle of attack of 8°. This is, indeed, the characteristic trim actually used
in a downwind leg during competitions. However it was showed in the previous section that this
setting is not the best one in term of performance, hence it is possible that the gust can affect the
wing performance by modification of the flow field characteristics explaining the use of this trim.
Two different approaches were used for this analysis: a LES and a URANS approach. A parametric
analysis was also carried out modifying the gust frequency [191].

4.3.1

Gust modeling

The gust was modeled by application of a sinusoidal variation to the longitudinal component (u)
of the apparent twisted wind. The velocity variation is expressed in Equation 4.2.
u(z, t) = u(z, t = 0) · [0.19 sin(2fg πt) + 1]

(4.2)

The amplitude of the gust was estimated basing of a T u of 15%, turbulence intensity characteristic of a low-medium gust [12]. The gust frequency was set at 2 Hz (F + = fg c2 /V∞ = 0.623),
corresponding to a characteristic length of 2.5 m. This is the lowest length actually measured for a
wind on a coastal region [192]. This frequency was preferred to lower ones to have the possibility
to reproduce many flow periods without a too large computational time.
The gust has an effect on both the velocity magnitude and the angle of attack felt by the wing
(Figure 4.14).

Figure 4.14 – Velocity magnitude and angle of attack profiles at different times, showing the effect of the
gust modeling.
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The velocity magnitude, at a fixed time, can be considered constant in the z coordinates corresponding to the position of the wingsail. The velocity varies between 4.27 m/s and 6.12 m/s with
the gust pulsation. The angle of attack variation involves the low wingsail sections while, moving
tipwards, the variation is lesser and lesser. At the wingsail root the α ranges between -10.3° and
-5°. At the mid-span (z ∗ = 0.50) the angle of attack ranges between 1.5° and 3.5°; at the wing tip,
the variation is between 6.6° and 7°.

4.3.2

URANS approach

The URANS simulation in gust conditions, named G-URANS, was performed on the same mesh
already used for the analysis of the wingsail at the same trim but without the gust modeling (WGURANS). The sinusoidal variation in the longitudinal component in velocity (u) was applied to
the twisted distribution of velocity. The same boundary conditions of the simulations performed
without gusts were applied. The turbulence was modeled using the k − ω SST of Menter [75].
The incompressible solver was applied for the computations. For this reason the propagation of
the sinusoidal signal of the flow occurs instantaneously on the entire flow domain. In this way
the dissipation due to numerical scheme is alleviated so that the wingsail can feel the original gust
signal imposed by the boundary conditions. An upwind second order scheme was used for the space
resolution. The time solution was performed by first order Runge-Kutta scheme.
The WG-URANS was carried on for a total simulated time of 2 s with a time step of 2 × 10−3 s.
The G-URANS case was extended to 8 s, corresponding to 16 gust periods, to achieve a complete
convergence in the gust response of the wingsail. The aerodynamic parameters were averaged on the
last 6 gust periods. The simulations were run using 64 cores on bi-XeonE5-2670 Octo processors,
2.60 GHz, 64 GB RAM for 16 days. Further simulations were then performed modifying the gust
frequency from the nominal 2Hz to 0.5 Hz, 1 Hz, 4 Hz and 8 Hz (i.e. respectively F + = 0.156,
F + = 0.312, F + = 1.246 and F + = 2.492).

4.3.3

LES approach

The LES simulation, here named G-LES, was performed with CharLES X [193], an unstructured
solver, originally developed by Stanford, solving the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. A
fourth order central scheme in space and a second order in time were used for the computation.
The catamaran geometry and the box domain were scaled with a ratio of 0.1 in a way to reduce the
cell numbers of the grid keeping the same accuracy for the large turbulent structures. The velocity
condition imposed was then increased of a scale factor of 10 to keep the original Reynolds number.
The Mach number is lower than 0.3 on the entire domain. As in the case of the G-URANS analysis,
the velocity condition at the inlet was applied specifying the different velocity components in the
z direction. These components have then been interpolated by the code on the inlet surface. The
turbulent intensity was set at 15% [12].
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Figure 4.15 – Views of the hexahedral mesh used for the LES computation.

The hexahedral mesh used for the LES computation was generated with ICEM CFD (Figure 4.15).
A first coarse mesh counting 60 Million cells was created to obtain a solution that was then carried
on the fine mesh. The final grid counts 120 Million cells with a z + = 400, an x+ = 200 and a y +
ranging between 15 and 20. The Vreman subgrid scale model [117] was adopted to estimate the
unresolved structures taking into account the wall effects on the turbulence. A wall law approach
is used to increase the accuracy of the simulation in the wall region (WMLES) [194]. The wall law
formulation was described in Chapter 1 under the WMLES paragraph.
The time step used is 2 × 10−6 s. A first computation was run on a coarser mesh, without the
gust modeling, for 5 × 105 time steps, i.e. 0.1 s. The simulation was then carried on the coarse
mesh activating the gust modeling for further 106 time steps, i.e. 0.2 s. The final simulation was
then run on the final refined mesh for a total simulated time of 0.05 s, i.e. 10 gust periods. The
aerodynamic flow was averaged on the last 5 gust periods. The simulation was run on 400 cores
on the HPC EOS of CALMIP made by Intel(r) IVYBRIDGE 2.80 GHz, 64GB RAM.

4.3.4

Unsteady RANS and LES comparison

On the scale wingsail analyzed in Chapters 2 and 3, wind tunnel data were available to validate
the numerical results carried out from the URANS analyses. The URANS was in good agreement
with the experimental data but the accuracy was less elevated when massive flow separation took
place over the wing surface. In the analysis of the full scale catamaran experimental data are not
available. However, due to the similarity of the flow topology with the scale model, the accuracy
of the URANS results on the full size wingsail should have the same characteristic of the scale
case. Nevertheless, in the analysis with the gust modeling, the URANS approach can instead have
problems to correctly simulate the effect of an unsteady flow condition over a full separated region,
i.e. above the flap surface.
The wingsail simulation in gust conditions was then analyzed with two different numerical ap154

proaches using two different solvers. The LES can indeed better predict separated flows by
ulating the turbulent anisotropic features in the separated regions and it can be considered
reference for the URANS analysis. The flow pattern carried out from the LES and URANS
ulations was analyzed together with the aerodynamic coefficients and pressure distributions.
velocity and turbulent characteristics over the flap surface were also compared.

4.3.4.1

simas a
simThe

Flow topology over the wingsail

The iso-surfaces on the Q-criterion have been carried out on the G-LES and G-URANS simulations
in order to compare the flow typology obtained by the two numerical approaches (Figure 4.16).
The G-LES allows simulating the small turbulent structures that are not taken into account by the
G-URANS analysis. However the two methodologies give quite the same flow characteristic around
the wing.
G-URANS

G-LES

Figure 4.16 – Q-criterion isosurfaces with the helicity color map: G-URANS simulation (Q = 100/s2 ) and
G-LES simulation (Q = 107 /s2 ), Re = 1.1 × 106 .

Four structures emitted from the flap surface can be observed in the two cases (C1 , C2 , C3 and
C4 ). These mushroom shape structures are known as stall cells. Stall cells usually appear on wings
at high angles of attack in the post stall condition before the deep stall regime [195]. The origin of
these cells is still not completely understood but they influence the flow distribution over the wing
modifying the wing load. The effect of these cells will be dealt further.
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The root and tip vortices are also visible in Figure 4.16, A and B respectively. The tip vortex is
composed by the main vortex rotating in the pressure-to-suction surface wing direction which is
then enveloped by the structures emitted by the flap. The flap element structures are originated
by the leakage of the flow from the pressure to the suction surface and they are counter-rotating
with respect to the main tip vortex. The interaction between the main and the flap structures can
be observed in both the G-LES and G-URANS approaches.
G-URANS

G-LES

Figure 4.17 – Iso-surface on Q-criterion on the G-URANS simulation (Q = 1/s2 ) and the G-LES simulation
(Q = 104 /s2 ), Re = 1.1 × 106 .

The flow on the root vortex is more complex because of the interaction with the trampoline and
the vortices originated from the hulls. In this case, the G-URANS cannot correctly reproduce the
interaction between the hull and the wing flow. On each hull three vortices can be distinguished.
One positive helicity vortex generated from the bottom rounded surface of the hull (F1 and F2 in
Figure 4.17) and two positive helicity vortices emitted from the edges on the upper surface of the
hull (D1 , D2 and E1 , E2 ). These vortices are aligned with the hull, up to the momentum they
impact the trampoline spar or they interact with the lower vortices. In this case, they deviate
aligning with the wind direction. Furthermore the two upper vortices on the leeward hull (E1 and
E2 ) finally interact with the flow structures of the wing root vortex. These two vortices are counter
rotating.
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4.3.4.2

Comparison with the WTT Data

The aerodynamic coefficients, CL and CD , and the pressure distribution over the main element
were extracted from the WG-URANS, G-URANS and G-LES simulations and compared with the
experimental data obtained during the wind tunnel test campaign described in Chapter 2. In the
experimental tests, the wingsail has the same geometry as the one used for the catamaran, except
for the wider slot size, 2.4%c1root for the experimental mock-up versus 0.6%c1root for the C-class
case, and the xrot position, 95%c1 versus 90%c1 respectively. The experimental Reynolds number
is 0.53 × 106 , the half with respect to the numerical simulations, i.e. 1.1 × 106 . The wind twist was
not reproduced during the wind tunnel tests.
The wind tunnel data considered in this paper are referred for the wingsail setting at δ = 35°. The
Cp distribution is considered upon three reference sections of the main element located at z ∗ = 0.25,
z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75. Since, in the numerical case, the angle of attack is not constant along
the wingspan because of the wind twist, the experimental Cp for the local angle of attack felt by
each section were considered for the comparison. In the same way, the experimental aerodynamic
coefficients were corrected by weighted averaging of the coefficients at a given angle of attack on
wingspan slices for taking into account the wind twist.
In Table 4.3 the CL and CD are reported for the experimental case and for the numerical simulations.
The coefficients referred to the gust simulations are time averaged on a gust period.

Table 4.3 – CL and CD values for the experimental and the numerical analyses.
CL
CD

WG-WTT
0.942
0.266

WG-URANS
1.204
0.389

G-URANS
1.531
0.528

G-LES
1.595
0.464

The WG-URANS analysis is the one directly comparable with the WG-WTT data since the gust
was not taken into account. The WG-URANS overestimates CL of 27% and CD of 46%. This
discrepancy in the aerodynamic coefficients is due to two major causes: the influence of wind
tunnel domain on the wingsail flowfield and the different slot size between the scale and full-scale
wing. The wind tunnel reduces the actual angle of attack of the wing as observed in Chapter 3.
For the difference in slot size, instead, the experimental wing presents a flap that is not overlapped
while on the numerical one the overlap parameter is positive. At high flap deflections, the lift
performance worsens when the o/c1 are too negative (higher than 1% c1 ) [67], leading to a decrease
of the Cp suction on the main element with respect to the optimal case.
The gust simulations present increased lift coefficients with respect to the experimental data and to
the WG-URANS simulation. This is a direct influence of the gust increasing the lift capabilities of
the wing. Indeed the two gust simulations, the G-URANS and G-LES, are in very good agreement.
The CL difference is in this case only 2% while for the CD the difference grows at 14%.
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Figure 4.18 – Cp comparison on three sections on the main element of the wingsail (z ∗ = 0.25, z ∗ = 0.50
and z ∗ = 0.75) between the experimental data, the URANS and the LES simulations.
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The Cp profiles (Figure 4.18) highlight the correct agreement between the experimental data and
the WG-URANS simulation on the z ∗ = 0.25 section. Here, the discrepancy is less than 20%.
Moving upwards the difference becomes more and more elevated achieving even 70% on the pressure
peak region at z ∗ = 0.75. The reason of this discrepancy is due to the straightening effect of the
wind tunnel that reduces the flow deflection upstream of the wingsail. This phenomenon is more
effective at high angles of attack corresponding to the high sections of the wing due to the wind
twist influence. The slot difference also contributes in the discrepancy between experimental and
numerical Cp.
On the three sections, the G-URANS Cp profiles look like an offset of the WG-URANS pressure
distributions. The suction capabilities on the main element are increased of 23%. The same effect
can be inferred by the G-LES pressure profiles. The increase in suction is then caused by the effect
of the gust on the wing. The two numerical analyses with gust modeling present a good agreement
on the three reference sections except for the L.E. zone where the suction is differently estimated
since the transition, that is taken into account by the G-LES, is not predicted by the G-URANS.
The G-LES simulation highlights indeed the presence of a laminar separation bubble giving origin
to a second pressure peak. The length of the bubble increases loving upwards on the wingspan
ranging between 18% and 20% of the main chord at z ∗ = 0.25 and z ∗ = 0.50 and between 15% and
25% at z ∗ = 0.75.

4.3.4.3

Lift-time signal in G-URANS and G-LES

The lift signal with time has been carried out in both the G-URANS ad G-LES simulations for
comparison (Figure 4.19 (a)).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.19 – Comparison of the CL (t) for the G-URANS and G-LES simulations (a) and comparison with
the G-URANS curve corrected with respect to the velocity difference between the two simulations upstream
of the wingsail (b).
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The lift signal presents a sinusoidal shape of the same frequency of the gust for both the numerical
simulations. However, the amplitude of the signal is attenuated by 10% in G-LES with respect
to the G-URANS simulation. This difference arises from the different dissipation applied to the
velocity signal upstream of the wingsail. Because of the incompressible solver used for the unsteady
RANS simulation, the signal propagation occurs instantaneously in the flow domain while on the
LES simulation, using a compressible solver, the signal is convected from the inlet boundary to
the wing. In this last case, the signal tends to be more dissipated by the numerical scheme. In
Table 4.4 the maximum and minimum velocities, carried out three chords upstream of the wingsail
at z ∗ = 0.50, are reported for the two numerical simulations.

Table 4.4 – Maximum and minimum dimensionless velocity measured at x = −3c, y = 0, z ∗ = 0.50 for
both the G-LES and G-URANS simulations.

Max V /V∞
Min V /V∞

G-LES
1.07
0.96

G-URANS
1.20
0.88

∆(%)
11%
10%

Due to the dissipation acting during the signal convection, the velocity signal is more attenuated
in the G-LES simulation. The maximum and the minimum velocity peaks are respectively 10%
and 11% smaller than the velocity values measured in the G-URANS analysis. This difference is
of the same order of the one estimated in the CL signal. The URANS signal was then corrected
with respect to the difference in velocity magnitude, measured in the probe located upstream of
the wing, between the G-LES and the G-URANS simulations. The comparison of the new curve
with the LES signal is represented in Figure 4.19 (b) showing a good agreement between the two
numerical approaches.

4.3.4.4

Flowfield comparison between the G-LES and G-URANS

In Chapter 3, the unsteady RANS solutions on the scale wingsail were compared with PIV data to
investigate the accuracy of the numerical means in the analysis on a multi-element wing. The velocity field was in good agreement while the turbulent kinetic energy (k) was sensibly underestimated
by the numerical means.
In the full scale analysis, since experimental data are not available, the flowfield issued from the GURANS simulation has been compared with the one carried out from the G-LES. The comparison
analyzed both the velocity and the turbulent kinetic energy characteristics on the flowfield region
upon the flap surface. In this zone, indeed, the flow prediction is complicated by the interaction of
the different layer composing the confluent boundary layer and by the possibility of a massive flow
separation which is more difficult to model by the URANS approach.
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Velocity field
The scalar maps of the dimensionless averaged velocity magnitude V /V∞ on the flap surface of the
G-URANS and G-LES are reported in Figure 4.20.
G-LES

z ∗ = 0.25

z ∗ = 0.50

z ∗ = 0.75

G-URANS

Figure 4.20 – Comparison of the velocity field on the flap region for the G-URANS and G-LES simulations
for z ∗ = 0.25, z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75.

The flow separates from the flap surface in the neighbors of its L.E. on the three sections considered.
However, due the influence of the gust pulsation, a high vorticity zone takes place downstream
of the flap L.E. creating a recirculation bubble in contact with the flap wall. As described by
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Greenblatt et al. (2000) [196], downstream of the bubble, a region of opposing vorticity takes place
on the flap surface making possible a local flow reattachment. This phenomenon is captured by
both the G-LES and G-URANS simulations.
On the z ∗ = 0.25 section, in the G-LES simulation, the recirculation bubble takes place at 5% of
the flap chord and extends up to 30% c2 (A in Figure 4.20). The flow reattaches for then separating
again close to the T.E. (B). On the G-URANS, the higher upwards deviation of the jet of the slot
with respect to the LES case leads to the onset of the bubble closer to the flap L.E. The length of
the bubble is also smaller, i.e. 20%c2 (A’). The flow locally reattaches up to 40% of the flap chord
where a new separation occurs extending up to the T.E. (B’).
On the z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75 sections, the flowfield of the G-LES and G-URANS simulations
are in better agreement than in the previous case. Compared to the z ∗ = 0.25 section, the jet
trajectory appears more deviated due to the wider slot dimensions on the high wingsail sections.
This different deviation of the jet leads to a thicker region of massive separated flow over the flap
surface. The recirculation bubble (C, C’, F, F’) forms underneath the high vorticity zone originated
by the shear stress of the jet. An opposite vorticity zone appears downstream of the flap surface
leading to a local flow reattachment (D, D’, G, G’). The flow separates again near the flap T.E.
(E, E’, H, H’). The lengths of the attached and separated zones are in good agreement between
the G-LES and the G-URANS simulations on both the wingsail sections. However, the thickness
of the separated region is more elevated on the G-LES simulation.
The velocity profiles extracted from both the G-LES and the G-URANS analyses are represented
in Figure 4.21. They have been carried out, on the three sections on the wingspan, at four stations
located respectively at 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% of the flap chord. The velocity profile shapes
are similar in the two numerical approaches. However, the wall/jet layer and the jet/wake layer
interactions are differently predicted. The G-URANS gives a faster merging of the different layers
leading to more uniform profiles. The G-URANS, furthermore, overestimates the velocity in the
wall layer with respect to the G-LES, with a discrepancy of about 0.5 V /V∞ at the different flap
stations.
On the z ∗ = 0.25 section, the outer layers with respect to the wall region are in quite good agreement
on the four flap stations. The jet and the wake are completely merged at 10% of the flap chord for
the G-URANS simulation while, on the G-LES, the complete merging occurs only at 20%c2 .
On the z ∗ = 0.50 section, the jet and the wake regions agree well when the two simulations are
compared. Even in this case the jet and the wake layer tends to merge faster in the G-URANS
case.
On the z ∗ = 0.75 section, the jet layer is farther from the flap surface leading to a thicker wall
layer with respect to the lower sections. The merging process that can be observed from the G-LES
curves, is hence less effective than on the lower sections. Indeed at 20% of the flap chord the wake
layer can still be distinguished, while on the other sections, at this station, the layers were already
merged. Even in this case, the G-URANS simulation cannot reproduce the unmerged profile. The
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velocity in the jet layer is whatever in agreement with the G-LES.

20%c2

30%c2

40%c2

z ∗ = 0.25

z ∗ = 0.50

z ∗ = 0.75

10%c2

Figure 4.21 – Comparison of the velocity magnitude on the flap region for the G-URANS and G-LES
simulations for z ∗ = 0.25, z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75.
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Turbulent kinetic energy
The scalar maps of the turbulent kinetic energy, on the three sections on the wingspan, are represented, for both the G-LES and G-URANS simulations, in Figure 4.22.
G-LES

z ∗ = 0.25

z ∗ = 0.50

z ∗ = 0.75

G-URANS

Figure 4.22 – Comparison of the turbulent kinetic energy k field on the flap region for the G-URANS and
G-LES simulations for z ∗ = 0.25, z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75.

The agreement between the G-LES and the G-URANS is, in this case, lower with respect to the
velocity scalar maps. The G-LES predicts the turbulent kinetic energy in the flap L.E. region, where
the shear stresses between the jet and the wall layers are elevated (A, B, C). On the z ∗ = 0.25
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section, this high k zone lies on the flap surface (A). On the contrary, on the higher sections on
the wingspan, the most intense turbulent zone is far from the flap surface and spreads moving
downstream (B, C, D). The turbulent kinetic energy is convected at the interior of the separated
zone and it is more elevated in correspondence of the reattached zone over the flap surface. On
the G-URANS solution, instead, k is concentrated on the regions over the flap surface where the
flow reattaches locally (A’, B’, D’). Close to the flap L.E., the turbulent kinetic energy is sensibly
underestimated especially on the z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75 sections (C’, E’) and the effect of the
shear layers is not reproduced.
This large discrepancy can be also highlighted from the turbulent kinetic energy profiles in Figure 4.23 carried out on the flap surface.
20%c2

30%c2

40%c2

z ∗ = 0.25

z ∗ = 0.50

z ∗ = 0.75

10%c2

Figure 4.23 – Comparison of the turbulent kinetic energy on the flap region for the G-URANS and G-LES
simulations for z ∗ = 0.25, z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75.
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The turbulent kinetic energy in the G-URANS analysis is even seven times less elevated than the
one predicted by the G-LES where the largest amount of k is concentrated in the interaction zone
between the jet and the wall layers. This zone tends to thicken moving downstream on the flap
surface due to the spread of this interacting zone. A thickening of this region is also observed
moving upwards on the wing span leading also a reduction in the magnitude of k. At z ∗ = 0.5,
in the interaction zone, k is 20% less elevated than on z ∗ = 0.25. At z ∗ = 0.75, this difference
increases at 65%. The reduction of the turbulent level in the interaction zone is caused by the
widening of the slot geometry on the high wing sections, and in particular of the yF parameter,
that weakens interaction between the flow layers.
To summarize, the G-URANS and G-LES are in general good agreement when the global aerodynamic coefficients and the pressure distributions are compared. The velocity profiles of the
confluent boundary layer are also fairly predicted by the G-URANS approach even if with some
dissimilarities especially in the detection of the wake layer and the recirculation bubble over the flap
surface. Nevertheless, the G-URANS approach cannot give a correct prediction of the turbulent
characteristics of the flow especially in the confluent boundary layer region where shear stresses
exist and are elevated. Despite this flaw, the G-URANS represents a valid tool to analyze the
aerodynamic performance of the wing.

4.3.5

Turbulent features in the confluent boundary layer

The flow above the flap surface was further analyzed carrying out the fluctuating velocity components and the Reynolds stress components from the G-LES simulation. These data were extracted
on the same wing sections and at the same flap stations where the velocity magnitude and the
turbulent kinetic energy were carried out. These components are referred to the wind axis and
they have not been projected with respected to the local flap coordinates.
In Figure 4.24 the profiles of the averaged fluctuating components u0 , v 0 and w0 were reported for
the different flap stations.
The difference in magnitude of the three components gives an indication of the anisotropy level of
the turbulence in the flap flow region. On the station close the flap L.E. (10%c2 ), the u0 components
in the jet/wall interaction zone, is even 75% more elevated than the other two components, due
to the influence of the pulsation brought by the gust. The strength of u0 reduces whatever on the
high wing sections where the shear layers are smaller due to the larger slot section. The v 0 and w0
components are instead of the same order of magnitude. However, close to the flap wall, the w0
component is 1.6 more elevated than the v 0 component at z ∗ = 0.50, while at z ∗ = 0.75, w0 is four
times higher.
Moving downstream of the flap surface, the fluctuations tend to homogenize with the three components having similar strength. In particular, at 40%c2 , the v 0 component becomes larger than
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20%c2

30%c2

40%c2

z ∗ = 0.25

z ∗ = 0.50

z ∗ = 0.75

10%c2

Figure 4.24 – Comparison of the averaged fluctuating velocity components on the flap region carried out
from the G-LES simulation for z ∗ = 0.25, z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75.

u0 component, due probably to the effect of the wake spreading that leads to transverse flow oscillations. This is true on the z ∗ = 0.25 and z ∗ = 0.50 sections, while on the highest one, the three
components have instead similar magnitude.
The profiles of the Reynolds stress components are reported in Figure 4.25 for the different stations
on the flap.
The Reynolds stresses present a preferential direction in the z direction (the u0 v 0 component) while,
in the remaining two directions, the stresses are close to zero. In particular, the u0 w0 and the v 0 w0
components have quite symmetrical profiles. The stresses acting in the x and y directions are hence
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of the same order of magnitude.
The interacting zone of the jet layer is characterized by elevated u0 v 0 stresses. Near to the flap
L.E., i.e. at 10%c2 , the u0 v 0 is concentrated is thin layer that thickens moving downstream. In
particular, the strength of this stress component is more elevated on the low section on the wing for
reducing on the high wing sections, where the shear interaction is less effective. On the z ∗ = 0.75
section, the u0 v 0 presents a flat profile at 10%c2 , while on the lower sections, a peak of 0.3 and 0.45
in 2u0 v 0 /V∞ can be observed on the z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.25 sections.

20%c2

30%c2

40%c2

z ∗ = 0.25

z ∗ = 0.50

z ∗ = 0.75

10%c2

Figure 4.25 – Comparison of the averaged Reynolds stress components on the flap region carried out from
the G-LES simulation for z ∗ = 0.25, z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75.
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4.4

Wingsail response to wind gust

The comparison between the G-URANS and G-LES showed that the two modeling approaches are
in reasonable agreement with the URANS approach that well predicts the global coefficients of the
wingsail and the macroscopic features of the flowfield. Due to these good characteristics and to a
lower computational cost with respect to the LES, the URANS has been exploited to perform a
parametric analysis of the gust. As observed in the aerodynamic coefficient analysis, indeed, one
effect of the gust is to increase the mean lift of the wingsail. However, this enhancement could
depend on the gust characteristics and on its frequency. Thus, to deepen the understanding of the
gust influence on the wingsail performance, analyses were performed by modifying the frequency
of the gust signal.

4.4.1

Lift modification with the gust

The lift signals of the wingsail have been carried out for each gust frequency analyzed. The
gust frequency (fg ) was normalized with respect to the flap chord and the freestream velocity,
F + = fg c2 /V∞ . For the gust frequency of 2 Hz , investigated with the G-LES and G-URANS
approach, the dimensionless frequency is F + = 0.623. The other dimensionless frequencies analyzed
are respectively F + = 0.156, F + = 0.312, F + = 1.246 and F + = 2.492.
In Figure 4.26 the averaged CL as well as its maximum and minimum peak values are represented
for the different gust frequencies.

Figure 4.26 – Evolution with the gust frequency of the averaged CL and the maximum and minimum peaks
in CL .
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The averaged CL increases with F + with an improvement with respect to the WG-URANS case
of 1.7%, 19.4%, 27.1%, 38.3% and 26.1% respectively from the lowest to the highest frequency
(Figure 4.26).
The maximum averaged lift is achieved for F + = 1.246. The maximum peak lift increases monotonically with the gust frequency while the minimum peak lift increases up to F + = 0.312 for
then reducing. The amplitude of the CL signal amplifies then with the increase of the frequency.
Furthermore, the reduction of the minimum lift becomes more elevated at F + = 2.492. In this case,
the CL lowers of 65% with respect to F + = 1.246 while the difference in CL , between F + = 1.246
and F + = 0.623 is only 10%.
The load of the two elements is differently distributed modifying the gust frequency. In Figure 4.27
the ratio between the flap lift and the total lift of the wingsail has been reported, in both the
maximum and minimum peak lift conditions, for the different F + .

Figure 4.27 – Flap lift with respect to the whole wingsail lift at the different gust frequencies in the
maximum and minimum peaks conditions.

In the maximum lift peak condition, the CL provided by the flap is about 40% of the total lift
for dimensionless frequencies higher than 0.312. This condition is almost constant for frequencies
included between 0.623 and 2.492. In the minimum peak lift, the flap contribution decreases more
and more with the F + increase (Figure 4.27) leading even negative lift values at F + = 2.492. At
F + = 0.156 and F + = 0.312, the lift distribution on the two elements is constant in both the
maximum and minimum peak conditions.
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4.4.2

Gust effect on the jet of the slot

The periodic movement of the gust leads to a jet pulsation in the wingsail slot region which acts
similarly to flow separation control devices adopted in some high-lift configurations. Nishri et
al.(1998) [197] studied a configuration similar to the wingsail, with a pulsed jet acting in a slotted
flap geometry. They modified the momentum and the pulsation frequency of the jet to detect the
conditions at which a flow reattachment can take place over the flap surface. To express the jet
2 c ) were introduced, where V was the averaged velocity in the
momentum, the Cµ = 2Vj2 yF /(V∞
2
j
slot, yF the transverse distance of the slot and c2 the flap chord. The jet pulsation allowed the flow
reattachment if the jet pulsation frequency was inside a certain range of frequencies, providing a
momentum higher than a certain threshold value [197].

F + = 2.492

F + = 1.246

F + = 0.623

In the reattachment process, a high vorticity zone takes place in the flap L.E. zone [196] (Figure 4.28). Here, the flow encloses a dead air region forming the recirculation bubble described in
the previous sections. The flow reattachment occurs downstream of this bubble.

Figure 4.28 – Vorticity isolines over a slotted flap in case of flow reattachment by jet pulsation from
Greenblatt et al. (2000) [196] (left) and vorticity color maps on the flap L.E. of the wingsail at different gust
frequencies.

The reattachment condition is maintained if the air blown by the jet prevents the burst of the bubble
leading to a flow separation. The length of this bubble indeed reduces with the increase of Cµ or
F + [197][196]. This phenomenon can be observed also on the flap L.E. of the wingsail modifying
the frequency of the gust as shown in Figure 4.28. Thus, at low frequencies, the bubble length is
elevated with a higher probability of a bubble burst. The flow can then separate again vanishing
the reattachment effect of the jet pulsation. Thus, generally, the reattachment capabilities of the
flow increase with the jet frequency. However, it exists an upper limit of frequency at which the
flow reattachment cannot take place. When the pulsation frequencies are too elevated, indeed, the
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flow fluctuations are more rapidly dissipated donwnstream in the flap surface [196] with the flow
separation that occurs from the flap T.E. region where the boundary layer is thicker.
These characteristics can be found in the threshold curves for the Cµ carried out by Nishri et
al. (1998) (Figure 4.29). The curves represent the minimum Cµ required, at each frequency, to
reattach the flow over a flap deflected 8° more than the deflection angle at which separation occurs.
The zone above the threshold curve represents the jet conditions for which the flow reattachment is
possible. On the figure, the points representing the averaged momentum on two wingsail sections,
i.e. z ∗ = 0.346 and z ∗ = 0.692, at the different gust frequencies are also reported.

Figure 4.29 – Averaged Cµ points for the wingsail at different frequencies on two spanwise locations on the
threshold reattached curves carried out by Nishri et al. (1998) [197].

Both the frequency range and the minimum momentum coefficient allowing the flow reattachment
are dependent on the Reynolds number and length scale ratio yF /c2 . The range of frequencies at
which the flow reattachment is effective reduces with the increase of the slot size while the minimum
Cµ , at a given frequency, increases.
On the wingsail, however, the reattachment conditions are more severe than the ones analyzed by
Nishri et al. (1998) [197] requiring then a more elevated momentum at a fixed pulsation frequency.
There are two different reasons. Firstly, on the wingsail, the slot is wider with the yF /c2 varying
between 6% and 7%, instead of the 0.6% and 1.0% analyzed in the reference study. At the same
time, as observed in the previous sections, on the mid-high flap sections of the wingsail the flow
separates already at a flap deflection angle of 25°. The difference between the separation δ and
the reattaching angle considered here, i.e. 35°, is 10° instead of the 8° considered by Nishri et
al. (1998) [197]. The reattachment curve for the wingsail should be shifted upwards ranging in a
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frequency interval smaller that the wider slot curve reported in Figure 4.29 even if the attachment
point cannot be stable.
Nevertheless, in the range of frequency 1.2 < F + < 1.5, the minimum Cµ condition is independent
on both the Reynolds number and the slot size. The frequency F + = 1.246, the one that maximizes
the averaged lift of the wingsail, is exactly inside this frequency range. All the other frequencies
examined, except the F + = 0.156, can lead to a flow reattachment depending on the amount of
the momentum blown by the jet. At F + = 0.156 indeed the pulsation is too low to allow a flow
reattachment. At this frequency of the gust, the averaged lift of the wingsail was the smallest one,
having the same value of the case without gust, where the flow was completely separated from the
flap surface.

4.4.3

Flow feature modification with the wind gust frequency

The periodic oscillation due to the gust makes the flow reattachment possible on the flap L.E.
allowing the formation of the stall cells on the flap surface. In Figure 4.30 the evolution of the flow
pattern on the flap surface is reported at different F + .
F + = 0.156

F + = 0.312

F + = 0.623

F + = 1.246

F + = 2.492

Figure 4.30 – Skin friction colormaps on the wingsail upper surface at different frequencies of the gust in
the maximum peak lift condition.

At low gust frequency (F + = 0.156), the flow is still separated on the flap surface and it starts to
locally reattach on the low flap sections when the gust frequency achieves F + = 0.312. Here, two
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flow structures take place at z ∗ = 0.39 and z ∗ = 0.56. At F + = 0.623 the flow is organized in cells
regularly distributed on the wing span. As already described in the previous sections, four stall
cells arise on the flap surface. The increase of F + reduces the span size of the stall cells while the
number of cells appearing in the flap increases. In particular, between F + = 0.623 and F + = 1.246
the number of stall cells doubles from 4 to 8 (Table 4.5).

Table 4.5 – Number of stall cells for each gust frequency.

F+
N cells

0.156
0

0.312
2

0.623
4

1.246
8

2.492
12

At F + = 2.492 the cell number increases at 12. The extent of the region where the cells develop
reduces when increasing the frequency. The lower cell at F + = 0.623 is located at z ∗ = 13% moving
at 21.6% at F + = 1.246 and 26% at F + = 2.492.

4.4.4

Stall cell physics

Stall cells usually take place on wings after the onset of the stall. They originate from a not uniform
spanwise flow separation starting from the wing T.E. The separation line delimiting the attached
flow from the separated one is parallel to the wing L.E. However, this line is not straight along
the span direction but it has instead a wavy shape. As described by Manolesos et al.(2014) [198],
a stall cell is made of a vortex system composed by two counter rotating vortices evolving in the
chordwise direction (Figure 4.31), named SC vortices, and two spanwise vortices, i.e. the separation
line (SL) and the T.E. vortices.

Figure 4.31 – Stall cell structures from Manolesos et al.(2014) [198].

Despite stall cells are due to the occurrence of the flow separation, on the wingsail, instead, these
structures are originated from a flow re-attachment on the flap surface due to the jet pulsation
created by the gust. These structures have a periodic evolution in the spanwise direction. The
evolution of the flow on the wing around z ∗ = 34.6% for F + = 0.623 is showed in Figure 4.32.
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t=t(max CL )

t=t(min CL )

t=t(max CL )

Figure 4.32 – Flow evolution over the flap surface in the span region included between z ∗ = 30% and
z ∗ = 39% for F + = 0.632. Isosurfaces on Q-criterion with vorticity scalar maps.

The cells are completely formed on the flap surface when the maximum peak lift condition is
achieved. Then, they are convected downstream leaving eventually the flap T.E. The length of the
recirculation bubble, appearing close to the flap L.E., increases extending toward the flap T.E. At
this moment, the minimum peak lift is achieved. Contemporary new stall cells start to arise on the
flap L.E., adjacent to the zone where the previous cells developed.
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4.4.5

Separated zones with the gust frequency

The presence of the stall cells modifies the flow features over the flap surface leading to a modification of the wingsail performance. In Figure 4.33, the attached, separated as well as the recirculation
flow zones have been represented for both the maximum and the minimum peak lift conditions.
In the maximum peak lift condition, the flap effectiveness was constant with the variation of the
gust frequency while in the minimum peak condition the lift of the flap decreased with F + . When
the maximum peak lift condition is achieved, the SC vortices and the SL vortex flowing on the flap
surface allow local flow reattachment improving the lift flap capabilities (Figure 4.33).

F + = 1.246

F + = 2.492

peak max CL

F + = 0.623

Separated flow

Recirculation zone

Attached zone

Figure 4.33 – Instantaneous flow pattern on the wing surface at the different gust frequencies in the
maximum lift conditions.

Due to the shortening of the recirculation bubble close to the flap L.E., the attached zone moves
towards the L.E., in the region where the flap pressure peak takes place and the pressure suction
is more elevated. Because of the increase of the number of stall cells with the gust frequency, the
attached zone becomes more regular on the span direction leading then to a larger suction that
interests the entire flap span. Furthermore, the extent of the attached zone at the root of the flap
tends also to increase with F + . Because of these two mechanisms, the flap effectiveness tends then
to increase with the gust frequency as it can be observed from Table 4.6.
The main element lift contemporary increases with the gust frequency due to the augmentation of
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Table 4.6 – Main and flap lift at different gust frequencies in the maximum peak lift condition together
with the crossfield component of the jet at the main T.E.
F+
CLmain
CLf lap
vj /V∞

0.623
1.292
0.900
0.45

1.246
1.560
1.077
0.51

2.492
1.655
1.353
0.82

the crossfield component of the jet velocity at T.E. (vj ). This velocity increase affects the circulation
of the main element [49], improving then its lift performance. Thus, the lift of both the main and
the flap increases with F + keeping, as showed in a previous section, a constant load distribution.

In the minimum peak lift condition, new stalls cells start to form on the flap surface while the
recirculation bubble has enlarged moving toward the flap T.E.(Figure 4.34). The flow remains
attached where the new cells originate. The extent of this zone is larger in the low frequency
condition due to the larger size of the cell in both spanwise and chordwise directions. Close to the
flap L.E., instead, the flow is dominated by the recirculation bubble that prevents the high suction
due to the pressure peak.
F + = 1.246

F + = 2.492

peak min CL

F + = 0.623

Separated flow

Recirculation zone

Attached zone

Figure 4.34 – Instantaneous flow pattern on the wing surface at the different gust frequencies in the
minimum lift conditions.

At F + = 0.623 the attached regions in correspondence of the stall cells are larger than at F + = 1.246
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due to the larger dimension of the cells leading to a more elevated flap lift. At the highest frequency
F + = 2.492, instead, a massive flow separation arises from the flap T.E. extending close to the
flap L.E. This massive separated region causes an important decrease of the flap effectiveness with
respect the lower gust frequencies. The decays in flap lift can be highlighted from Table 4.7.

Table 4.7 – Main and flap lift at different gust frequencies in the maximum peak lift condition together
with the crossfield component of the jet at the main T.E.
F+
CLmain
CLf lap
vj /V∞

0.623
0.609
0.265
0.50

1.246
0.646
0.059
0.90

2.492
0.516
-0.128
0.62

In this condition, the main element lift slightly increases up to F + = 1.246 for then reducing. The
variation in main lift is whatever smaller than in the maximum lift peak condition. The frequency
increase then just decreases the flap lift, lowering its load with respect to the main element.

The gust frequency acts, then, creating a pulse jet in the slot region leading to a local flow reattachment close to the flap L.E. This reattachment makes possible the onset of the stall cells. The
frequency of the gust affects the position of the attachment line on the flap chord and the size of
the stall cells. Increasing the gust frequency the cells reduce in size, increase in number while the
reattachment line moves toward the flap L.E. The extent of the separated and attached regions
over the flap surface depends directly on the frequency of the gust affecting the lift performance of
the wingsail. The averaged lift tends to increase with the gust frequency but, at the same time, the
amplitude of the lift signal with the time amplifies. In the maximum lift peak condition, both the
main element and the flap generate more lift enhancing the wing performance when the frequency
increases. In the minimum lift peak condition, instead, the main element keeps a quite constant
lift performance when the frequency is modified while on the flap the lift decreases with the gust
increase.

4.5

Conclusions

A full size C-class catamaran was analyzed in downwind conditions performing at first a parametric
study on the trim of the wingsail using the unsteady RANS approach. The maximum thrust
coefficient can be achieved using low or moderate flap deflection angles at which the flow on the
flap remains attached. The low flap deflection configuration presents an elevated loss in thrust
when the stall occurs. At moderate angles, instead, the final stall is lower but an intermediate
stall occurs at low angles of attack. On both configurations the flow separates at first on the main
element and then on the flap surface. This larger sensitiveness of the main flow to separation with
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respect to the scale model is due to the thicker turbulent boundary layer caused by the reduction
of the laminar zone when the Reynolds number increases.
A further analysis was performed on the wingsail by modeling a wind gust to investigate the
response of the wingsail. In this case both a LES and an URANS approach were exploited. Due
to the elevated flap deflection angle, i.e. 35°, the flow on the flap appears completely separated.
However stall cells take origin on the flap surface when the wind gust is simulated. The wingsail
aerodynamic coefficients carried out from the two numerical approaches are in good agreement and
the stall cells can be observed on the two simulations. The URANS simulation however cannot
correctly predict the turbulent kinetic energy at the interior of the confluent boundary layer.
The influence of the gust was further investigated, using the URANS approach, modifying the
wind gust frequency. The flow evolves modifying the size of the stall cells on the flap affecting the
performance on the wing. In particular the averaged CL increases with the frequency, the maximum
peak lift increases too while the minimum peak lift becomes smaller and smaller. The stall cells
allow indeed a local flow reattachment on the flap increasing its effectiveness. A recirculation
bubble also appears helping in increasing the flap lift. Hence since the cell size reduces with the
gust frequency, increasing their number, the extent of non-separated flow on the flap is higher at
higher frequencies. In the minimum peak condition, the recirculation bubble is larger and get close
to the flap L.E. reducing the suction of the flap and hence its peak. The main element lift slightly
increases with the gust frequency.
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5

| Numerical optimization of a
wingsail in upwind conditions

Résumé
Un problème d’optimisation a été défini et résolu afin de trouver la meilleure géométrie et
réglage de l’aile rigide dans des conditions de vent et une fonction objectif donnés. A ce propos,
la plateforme MDOLab, développée par l’Université de Michigan a été adoptée. MDOLab
couple un solveur RANS pour un maillage structuré, ADFlow, avec l’optimisateur SNOPT
développé à Stanford. Le solveur calcul les gradients avec une méthode adjointe qui sont ensuite
utilisés par SNOPT pendant le processus d’optimisation. La paramétrisation de la géométrie
est basée sur la méthode de "Free Form Deformation" où la déformation de la géométrie est
modélisée par le déplacement des points de contrôle répartis la surface de l’aile.
L’optimisation a été effectuée sur la géométrie de l’élément principal dans une condition de vent
au près. La géométrie et de l’incidence l’aile sont des paramètres du problème d’optimisation.
La fonction objective maximisée est le coefficient de poussée de l’aile sous la contrainte du
coefficient de moment de gîte maximal supportable par le catamaran. Des contraintes ont aussi
été imposées sur la surface de l’aile et sur ses profils qui doivent garder une forme symétrique et
une épaisseur minimale. La géométrie initiale d’optimisation est rectangulaire avec des profils
NACA0025. Le premier problème d’optimisation résolu considère uniquement l’optimisation de
la forme en plan de l’aile (loi des cordes). La forme en plan optimisée converge vers une forme
elliptique qui permet de réduire la trainée induite l’aile. L’amélioration de la poussé dans ce cas
est limitée (moins de 5%). Pour obtenir une augmentation plus importante des performances il
est nécessaire d’augmenter les capacités de portance de l’aile en agissant sur la forme des profils.
Le second problème d’optimisation résolu considère uniquement l’optimisation des profils de
l’aile le long de l’envergure en laissant la loi de corde inchangée. La forme optimisée de l’aile
a une épaisseur moins élevée par rapport aux profils d’origine avec une inversion de courbe et
un point de rebroussement au bord de fuite. De cette façon les profils sont caractérisés par un
pic de pression plus élevé et une réduction de la zone décollée au bord de fuite. L’amélioration
du coefficient de poussée est cette fois-ci de 30%. L’optimisation finale résolue considère à
la fois la forme en plan et la forme des profils d’ailes comme paramètres. La solution finale
de la géométrie optimisée a été successivement simulée avec STAR-CCM+ pour valider les
résultats. Les deux solveurs, ADFlow et STAR-CCM+, donnent des solutions comparables avec
une bonne correspondance des coefficients aérodynamiques et de la distribution de pression.
Des analyses ultérieures ont été effectuées en couplant l’élément optimisé avec un flap et un
angle de braquage de 25°. Les simulations ont été réalisées en RANS avec STAR-CCM+ et les
résultats comparés avec ceux de la géométrie d’origine non optimisée. La géométrie optimisée
de l’élément ne donne pas les meilleures performances quand il est couplé avec le flap. En
effet, le couplage de l’écoulement du "main" avec celui du flap agit de façon à réduire la zone
décollée dans la région du bord de fuite de l’élément principal en rendant inutile l’effet de
la modification de la géométrie des profils réalisés par l’optimisation. Les deux dessins d’aile
bi-éléments ont des performances comparables par contre le décrochage est moins brutal sur
la géométrie optimisée.
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The aerodynamic analyses exposed in the previous Chapters showed an extreme sensitivity of the
aerodynamic performance of the wingsail to the slot design characteristics. Two parameters were
used to describe the slot geometry, the overlap (o) and the transverse distance (yF ) between the
main T.E. and the flap L.E. Both these parameters modify the flow physics of the slot region
contributing in improving or worsening the lift capabilities of both the main element and the
flap. On a wingsail, due to the flap kinematic, these two parameters are not independent to
each other and, in turn, they depend on the flap deflection angle. This constraint makes harder
the determination of a rule to enhance the wingsail aerodynamic performance. An optimization
analysis is then needed to search for the optimal wingsail design and its trim conditions. The
analysis can point out different aspects of the wingsail design: a research for the best planform
shape of the wingsail to reduce the induced drag as well as a modification of the airfoil shape and
the kinematic of the flap to improve the slot flow physics leading to an increase of the lift and/or a
soft stall behavior. The research of the right twist law for the flap to reduce the heeling moment of
the wingsail in strong wind conditions or to increase the lift-to-drag ratio in light wind conditions
for a given atmospheric boundary layer twist. Furthermore a multipoint optimization must be
performed in a way to take into account for the two points of sail of upwind and downwind.
In this Chapter, the optimization analysis performed on the wingsail is then presented. However,
only a first preliminary optimization investigation was carried out analyzing only the main element
of a C-class wingsail. One of the objectives of this analysis is to demonstrate the ability to perform
an optimization of design and trim of a wingsail using a full 3D RANS approach, extending then
the methodology applied by Graf et al. (2014) [199] based on a lifting line method. This last
methodology encountered indeed difficulties in model the aerodynamic coefficients of the wing at
high angles of attack, in the pre-stall condition.
The optimization problem as well as the optimization tools is described followed by a presentation of
the optimization results. A further analysis was carried out coupling the optimized main geometry
with a flap. These results were compared with the one of the Class-C trapezoidal wingsail analyzed
in Chapter 4.

5.1

Optimization problem

The wingsail optimization search for the design of the main element maximizing the thrust force
provided to a C-class catamaran. This maximum thrust point the constraint on the maximum
heeling moment bearable by the hull has to be considered, to avoid any risk of capsize during the
navigation. During the optimization process, the wingsail geometry is modified in both planform
and airfoil shape. The angle of attack is also modified during the optimization.
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5.1.1

Baseline geometry and flow conditions

The baseline geometry of the main element chosen for the optimization problem consists in a
rectangular wing made of NACA0025 airfoils (Figure 5.1), i.e. the same airfoils constituting the
trapezoidal main element of the C-class wingsail studied in Chapter 4. The rectangular main has
also the same height of the trapezoidal one with the chord length that was adjusted to keep the
same surface of the original C-class main element. The hull of the catamaran is not taken into
account during the simulations.
An upwind point of sail was chosen for the analysis. The velocity characteristic of a C-class
catamaran in this point of sail was taken by Magherini et al. (2014) [10]. Considering a true wind
speed (T W S) of 20 kts, the AW S felt by the wing is 17.2 m/s corresponding to M = 0.05.

Baseline wing characteristics
Surface (S)
14.420 m2
Height (H)
11.580 m
chord (c)
1.245 m
Airfoils
NACA0025

Upwind flow conditions
AW S
17.2 m/s
AW A
23.7°
M
0.05
Re
1.4 × 106

Figure 5.1 – Geometry of the baseline main element with its geometric parameters and the flow conditions.

Due to this low Mach number, the compressible aerodynamic solver used during the optimization
had difficulties to achieve the convergence of the flow solution. To alleviate this problem, the flow
velocity was increased to M = 0.202 scaling the entire volume mesh of 0.25 in a way to keep the
same Reynolds number (1.4 × 106 ).

5.1.2

Objective function

The objective function chosen for the optimization problem is the thrust coefficient CT . This
coefficient is estimated by the flow solver, by projection of the lift and drag coefficients in the yacht
frame (Equation 5.1).
CT = CL sin(AW A) − CD cos(AW A)

(5.1)

The calculation of the CT demands then the calculation of both CL and CD and of their gradients
for each aerodynamic problem solved during the optimization process. The computational cost
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is then more elevated with respect to the case the objective function was dependent on only one
function.

5.1.3

Constraints

During the navigation, the aerodynamic force generated by the wingsail gives origin to the heeling
moment that can lead to lateral stability problems to the catamaran. For this reason, the moment
must not exceed the righting moment of the hull to prevent any risk of capsizes. The righting
moment for the C-class catamaran was estimated in Chapter 4 to be 12.4 kNm. The maximum
CHm limit was imposed to 3.82, after normalization with respect to the dynamic flow pressure
(0.5ρV 2 ) wingsail surface (S) and the wing chord (c) rather than the wing height. A further
constraint was applied on the geometry parameters of the main element to keep the symmetry of
its airfoils.
The wingsail surface keeps also the same area for each new wing configuration. The reference surface, with which the variables are made non-dimensional, is then constant during the optimization
process.

5.1.4

Design variables

The design variables can be distinguished in trim and geometric variables. In the optimization
of the main element, the only trim variable is the angle of attack which can be adjusted by wing
rotation. The angle of attack in the initial configuration was set at 2°. The minimum and maximum
bounds for the incidence during the optimization were imposed at 0° and 8° respectively.
The geometric variables are instead the displacement of control points, correlated to the wing
geometry, to provide the geometry deformation. The points can move in both the chord (x) and
transverse (y) direction for modifying respectively the planform and the airfoil shapes.

5.2

Computational tools

A standard optimization problem can be summed up as follows:

minimize
subject to :
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f (x) = 0
gj (x) <= 0

j = 1, m

hk (x) = 0

k = 1, p

xiL < xi < xiU

i = 1, n

where f (x) is the objective function to minimize, x the design variables and gj (x) and hk (x) the
constraint functions.
In the present optimization problem the MDOLab platform, developed by the Michigan University,
was used. A scheme of MDOLab is represented in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 – Scheme of the MDOLab platform.

In MDOLab the objective function f (x) is calculated by the flow solver resolving the NavierStokes equations, R(x, y) = 0 in Figure 5.2, where (x) are the design variables and (y) the flow
state variables. MDOLab couples a RANS aerodynamic solver, ADFlow, which computes also the
gradients of the aerodynamic function, with a gradient-based optimizer, SNOPT. The value of the
objective function (f ) and its gradients with respect to the design variable (df /dx) carried out by
ADFlow are given as input to the optimizer which estimates the new design parameters (x) defining
the optimization problem. The geometry is then modified exploiting the free form deformation
approach and consequently the mesh for the numerical analysis is perturbed with respect to the
new geometry. A new aerodynamic analysis is then performed on the updated wingsail geometry
for a new optimization loop. The iterations carry on up to the convergence of the optimizer.

5.2.1

CFD solver

The aerodynamic analyses are carried out with ADFlow, a structured compressible solver. The
solver uses the Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel (JST) scheme [200] augmented with artificial dissipation together with an explicit multi-stage Runge-Kutta method along with a geometric multi-grid scheme.
When the residuals get down of seven order of magnitude the solver switched on the Newton-Krylov
approach [201] allowing a faster final convergence. The Spalart-Allmaras [107] model was applied
for computing the turbulence.
ADFlow also estimates the gradients that will be used by the gradient-based optimization algorithm.
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The gradients are calculated adopting the adjoint methodology (Chapter 1) using an automatic
differentiation approach [152] [144]. The advantage of the adjoint methodology in computing the
gradients is the computational cost that is almost independent on the number of the optimization
parameters [202]. In this way, it is possible to solve complex problems using a large number of
design and flow variables.

5.2.2

Optimization algorithm

The choice of the optimization algorithm have to be considered carefully since the algorithm itself
may have a strong impact on the computation cost of the problem depending on the number of
function call it needs during the optimization. Indeed, an efficient algorithm requires a low number
of function calls reducing then the number of aerodynamic problems to be solved by the CFD
solver. Genetic algorithms, even if they have the advantage to converge to a global minimum, need
a large number of function calls making unfeasible the solution of problems with a large number
of design variables. A gradient-based approach exploiting the adjoint method for the estimation of
the gradients was then chosen allowing solving the problem efficiently. In this case, whatever, the
achievement of the local minimum is not ensured.
The optimization algorithm used is SNOPT (sparse nonlinear optimizer) [203] through the Python
interface pyOpt [204]. SNOPT is a gradient-based optimizer that can solve large-scale nonlinear
optimization problems with thousands of constraints and design variables [168]. It uses a smooth
augmented Lagrangian merit function, and the Hessian of the Lagrangian is approximated using a
limited-memory quasi-Newton method applying a sparse sequential quadratic programming (SQP)
method [203]. The non-linear problem is then solved using the sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) algorithm involving major and minor iterations. At each major iterate a quadratic program
subproblem (QP) is used to generate a search direction towards the next iterate [203] [205]. The
QP subproblem is solved exploiting the sparse sequential quadratic optimization program tool
(SQOPT) solver [206] forming the minor iterations of the original problem. After the solution of
each QP subproblem, new estimates of the optimization problem are computed using an augmented
Lagrangian merit function. The linesearch determines a step such that then new solution gives a
decrease in the merit function.

5.2.3

Geometric parametrization

The parametrization of the geometry during the optimization process is made by FFD (Free Form
Deformation) approach. A volume of control enveloping the main geometry was created imposing
control points uniformly distributed in the chord and in the spanwise directions. Deeply 9 control
points are imposed along the chord direction, 2 in the transverse direction on 5 sections along the
wingspan (Figure 5.3). The total number of control points is then 90.
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During the optimization process all the geometric deformations are performed on the outer boundary of the FFD volume. The FFD approach parametrizes the geometric changes rather than the
geometry itself resulting in a more efficient set of design variables [168]. Any modification of this
outer boundary indirectly modifies the embedded object, i.e. the main element.

Figure 5.3 – Volume of control and control points enveloping the main element geometry.

The planform variation of the main element is obtained adopting a global modification of the control
points. The chord variation derives then from a scale of the point x-components with respect to a
reference axis located on the T.E.
For the deformation of the airfoils, instead, each control point moves independently from the
other ones in the y-direction under the constraint to keep the symmetry of the airfoil during the
deformation. The thickness of the airfoil section was imposed to be higher than 60% of the baseline
value for the section lower than z ∗ = 0.75 and higher than 30% of the baseline for the sections lying
above z ∗ = 0.75.

5.2.4

Mesh perturbation

The structured mesh for the aerodynamic analysis was generated by extrusion of the surface mesh
created on the main element with ICEM CFD. This surface mesh has 66 points on the chord
direction and 201 points in the spanwise direction. The volume mesh was obtained extruding the
surface mesh with a hyperbolic law. The extrusion distance is 30H covered with 97 cells. The wall
layer is set at 1.5 × 10−5 m in a way to have a non-dimensional y + < 1. The volume domain has a
semispherical shape (Figure 5.4). Farfield conditions are applied on the outside walls of the domain
while on the floor a symmetric condition was used. The final mesh counts 3.3 × 106 cells.
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Figure 5.4 – Surface mesh and volume mesh obtained by surface mesh extrusion.

During the optimization, the FFD volume modifies the wing geometry. However, to make possible
the aerodynamic analysis on the deformed wing the mesh has to be perturbed. The mesh warping
is obtained exploiting a hybrid algorithm mixing the algebraic and linear elasticity methods [207]
allowing a high-quality perturbed mesh with lower costs compared the ones obtained using linear
elasticity scheme. The linear method manages the large low frequency perturbations while the
algebraic method attenuates the small high frequency deformations.

The final optimization problem on the main element is summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 – Optimization problem for the main element.

maximize
with respect to

subject to
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Function/variable
CT
α
x
y

Description
Thrust coefficient
angle of attack
scale sections
FFD control points

Quantity

CHm <CHmmax
S = Sbaseline
y
t > 0.6tbaseline for z ∗ < 0.75
t > 0.3tbaseline for z ∗ > 0.75

Heeling moment constraint
Wing surface constraint
Symmetrical constraint of the airfoils
Thickness constraint

1
1
45
90

1
5
90

5.3

Main element results

For the optimization of the main element, different analyses were solved increasing step by step
the difficulty of the problem. In a first time, the only platform shape of the main element was
modified. A second analysis acts exclusively in the airfoil deformation for improving the main
element performance. The final optimization merged the first and seconds preliminary problems to
obtain the complete analysis on the entire main element geometry.

5.3.1

Planform shape optimization

The first test in the main optimization considers exclusively the planform modification varying the
chord distribution of the wing. The chords were scaled of the same value in both the x and y
directions for keeping the NACA0025 on the entire wing.
In a first test the number of control points was reduced to 54 considering only the points on three
sections on the wingspan, i.e. z ∗ = 0, z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 1. In this case, only three design variables
were applied, i.e. the chord length scaled during the optimization process. The problem converged
after 3 iterations and 2 major iterations of the optimizer, and 8 aerodynamic evaluations. The
results of this optimization are represented in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5 – Reduced planform wing optimization.
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The angle of attack was increased up to the maximum bound, i.e. 8°, for approaching the maximum
L/D point of the wing. The optimal geometry has a shape close to the elliptical one except on
the higher sections where the constraint on the reference surface prevents to further reduce the
chord size on the tip section. Due to this elliptical planform, the lift distribution on the wing
is also elliptical leading to the minimization of the induced drag. The pressure distribution does
not evidence modifications with respect to the baseline since the airfoils are unchanged. The CT
improvement is in this case only due to the induced drag reduction of the wing an increase 2.3%
with respect to the baseline configuration at the same angle of attack of 8°.
The increase to 90 control points distributed on 5 sections larger increases the performance of the
wing with an improvement in CT of 3.5% (Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.6 – Planform wing optimization.

Because of the larger number of design variable with respect to the previous case, the convergence
of the problem required in this case 16 iterations (8 major iterations) of the optimizer and 51
aerodynamic solutions. The evolution of the objective function as well as the evolution of the
optimal residuals with respect to the major iterations of the optimizer is represented in Figure 5.7
for both the three chords (O1P 3C3) and five chords (O1P 5C5) planform optimization problems.
In the optimization with 5 chords, having more degrees of freedom to adapt the design of the wing,
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Figure 5.7 – Evolution of the objective function (CT ) and of the optimal residuals during the planform
optimization.

the planform assumes a shape closer to the elliptical one than in the previous case. The chord is
smaller on the tip zones increasing more on the lower sections of the wing. The modification of the
planform shape slightly improves the main element performance due to a reduction of the induced
drag. The lift performance as well as the other drag components is not affected.

5.3.2

Airfoil shape

The second test in the optimization of the main element concerns exclusively the airfoil shapes on
the five wing sections with the 90 control points distributed on the wing surface. To achieve the
final solution, the optimizer needed 854 iterations with 16 major iterations and 72 aerodynamic
solutions. The objective function and the optimal residuals with respect to the major iterations
are represented in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8 – Evolution of the objective function (CT ) and of the optimal residuals during the airfoil
optimization.
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The optimizer reduces the thickness of the airfoils with respect to the baseline geometry (Figure 5.9).
At the root of the wing the airfoil thickness is 17%c1 increasing moving tipwards up to achieve 22%c1
at the wingtip.

Figure 5.9 – Airfoil optimization of the main element.

The thinner airfoils allow a faster acceleration of the flow on the L.E. zone with the suction peak
that moves toward the L.E. and assumes more negative pressure values with respect to the baseline
configuration. The airfoil, furthermore, has a cusp in the T.E. with a change in curvature downstream of the maximum thickness zone. This characteristic affects the pressure distribution on the
pressure side of the airfoil. The flow tends indeed to compress at around the half of the chord for
then achieving a plateau region that develops for almost three quarter of the chord length. Compared to the baseline geometry, the new airfoil has an improved lift capability due to the pressure
differential between the suction and pressure surfaces in correspondence of the T.E. zone, where on
the classic NACA0025 the difference in pressure was null. The optimizer, then, acts for maximizing
the extent of the wing chord that provides lift. In this way, the lift coefficient improves from 0.634
to 0.740 with a slight increase in drag, from 0.028 to 0.031.
The increase in CT is then 28% with respect to the baseline configuration at the angle of attack of 8°.
Therefore the airfoil design has, then, a major role in the increasing of the geometric performance
during of the main element. The optimizer searches to recover the lift on the entire wingspan and
in particular in the rear zone of the wing where the baseline design had a zero or even a negative
lift.
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5.3.3

Full geometry optimization

The final phase of the optimization of the main element acts on both the planform shape and the
airfoils. The chord distribution is modified with a scale of the point position in the x-direction, while
the airfoil shape is obtained by y translation of the control points. The optimized solution converged
in 1850 iterations and 22 major iterations. During the optimization process the aerodynamic
problem was solved 80 times.

Figure 5.10 – Airfoil and planform optimization of the main element.

The angle of attack, even in this case, is increased at 8°. The result couples the characteristics
of the two previous geometries obtained (Figure 5.10). The planform is changed to achieve the
elliptical shape for reducing the induced drag. The airfoils have the same characteristics of the
airfoil optimization case, with a low thickness and a cusp in the T.E. region. The airfoil thickness
is almost constant on the wingspan up to z ∗ = 0.75, 18%c1 , increasing then to 25%c1 on the tip
section. The smaller relative thickness leads to a higher pressure peak on a larger extent of the
wingspan compared to the previous case.
The thrust is increased by 1% with respect to the airfoil optimization case, leading to a total increase
of 29.2% when compared to the baseline geometry. The major improvement is given by the airfoils
shape with a further increasing in performance due to the induced drag reduction provided by the
planform modification. In this last analysis, the heeling moment largely increased from 2.70 to
3.23 remaining, however, below the constraint limit. In case of full wing analysis, then, the heeling
moment constraint can affect the geometric optimization process since in this case the aerodynamic
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forces will be larger due to the presence of the flap. The convergence process of the problem is
showed in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11 – Evolution of the objective function (CT ) and of the optimal residuals during the full geometry
optimization.

The main features and results of the different optimization problems are summarized in Table 5.2
Table 5.2 – Summary of the main characteristics of the different optimization problems performed on the
main element.
Problem

3 chord planform
5 chord planform
Airfoil
Full geometry
Legend

5.4

ID
O1P3C3
O1P5C5
O1P90C54
O1P90C59

P=N of design parameters
MnI=Minor iterations

P
3
5
90
90

C
3
5
54
59

MjI
2
8
16
22

MnI
3
16
854
1850

A
9
51
72
80

C=N of Constraints
A=N of aerodynamic probl.

CT
0.235
0.237
0.293
0.296

CHm
2.642
2.603
3.464
3.231

MjI=Major iterations

Analysis of the optimized wing with STAR-CCM+

The optimized main element obtained by the optimization process was further analyzed using
STAR-CCM+. This solver was used and validated on the wingsail geometry in both the scale and
the full scale model giving solutions in good agreement with both the experimental data and the
LES solution carried out with CharLES X. For verifying the accuracy of the ADFlow solver, used
during the optimization, its aerodynamic solution on the optimized main element was compared
with the one obtained from STAR-CCM+.
In a second time, the performances of the optimized main element were compared with the original
trapezoidal one. A final test was then carried out on the two element wingsail design. The
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performance of the original wingsail was compared to the one of the two-element wing made by the
optimized main and a trapezoidal flap. The aim, in this case, is to check if the optimization of a
single element can still lead to benefic effects in the multi-element wing configuration.

5.4.1

Comparison of STAR-CCM+ and ADFlow on the optimized main

To simulate the flow on the optimized main element under STAR-CCM+, the main geometry
had to be recreated starting from the mesh points on the airfoils in correspondence of the five
reference sections along the wingspan. These points were imported in CATIA v5 for designing the
splines constituting the airfoils and then creating the entire surface of the wing. The geometry was
imported in STAR-CCM+ for the simulation.
A box was created as computation domain. The wingsail lies directly on the bottom surface of the
domain as it was the case for the ADFlow analyses. The height of the box is 2H while the length
and depth is 40c. The wing is located at 12c from the inlet boundary. A velocity inlet condition
was imposed on the inlet boundary as well as on the top, the windward and leeward boundaries.
A pressure outlet was instead applied on the outlet boundary while a symmetry condition was
considered for the bottom surface.
The domain was meshed with polyhedral and prism layers upon the wing surface. The final mesh
counts 10 Millions cells. The simulation was run using the RANS approach for 4000 iterations, i.e.
up to achieve the convergence. The k − ω SST model was used for modeling the turbulence. The
analysis was run on 64 cores for 6 hours.
The solution obtained with STAR-CCM+ was compared with the one obtained with ADFlow. The
aerodynamic coefficients of the main element carried out from both the solvers are reported in
Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 – Aerodynamic coefficients for the optimized main element carried out from ADFlow and STARCCM+.

CL
CD
CT

ADFlow
0.7967
0.0269
0.2956

STAR-CCM+
0.7858
0.0270
0.2912

∆ (%)
-1.36
0.38
-1.48

The results agree very well in both lift and drag. The difference in lift is less than 1.5% while for
the drag the discrepancy is less than 0.5%. Consequently even the thrust coefficient of the wing,
depending on the CL and CD coefficients, has a discrepancy of less than 1.5% between the solutions
carried out from the two solvers. In Figure 5.12 the pressure distributions on the three sections
located at z ∗ = 0.25, z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75 are represented together with the Cp scalar map on
the suction side of the wing.
On the three sections, the pressure curves extracted from the ADFlow and the STAR-CCM+
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computations are in very good agreement. The curves are completely superimposed on the entire
chord length on both the pressure and suction surface. It can be also noticed the agreement on the
Cp scalar map on the wing on the entire main element surface.

ADFlow

STAR-CCM+

Figure 5.12 – Cp comparison on the optimized main element carried out with ADFlow and STAR-CCM+.

The result obtained in the optimization process with ADFlow is then coherent with the one computed by STAR-CCM+. The accuracy of the solution obtained with ADFlow is elevated confirming
the quality of the optimization analysis carried out on the main element. The STAR-CCM+ solution
on the optimized main element was compared to the analysis performed on the initial trapezoidal
main element to investigate the improvement of the wing performance with respect to the original
main element design.

5.4.2

Original trapezoidal main vs. optimized main element

The original trapezoidal main element geometry was analyzed in the same flow conditions as the
optimized main, for directly comparing the performance of the two designs.
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The initial main element was scaled at the same dimensions of the optimized main element. The
same box domain was also used with the main lying directly on the bottom surface. The mesh was
generated under STAR-CCM+ using polyhedra and prism layers on the wing surface counting 9
million cells The RANS approach was used for the simulations using the k − ω SST turbulence
model. The angle of attack was imposed at 8° as it was the case in the optimized main element.
The trapezoidal main has lower performance in both lift and drag coefficients and hence in thrust
(Table 5.4) with respect to the optimal geometry. On the initial wing, the CL is 26% smaller with
a CD 5% more elevated. The thrust coefficient is then 29% lower than the optimized main.
Table 5.4 – Aerodynamic coefficients on the optimized and the trapezoidal main element.

CL
CD
CT

Optimal
0.789
0.027
0.291

Trapezoidal
0.576
0.028
0.206

∆ (%)
-26.6
+5.3
-29.4

The trapezoidal main has indeed the same airfoils (NACA0025) of the optimization baseline configuration and only a different plan shape. During the optimization analyses, it was observed how
the performance characteristics of the wing largely depend on the airfoil shape and less on the
planform of the wing. In particular, the flow on the trapezoidal wing starts to separate on the
region close to the T.E. while, thanks to the modified airfoils, on the optimized wing the flow is
entirely attached on the wing surface (Figure 5.13). The lift capabilities of the optimized main are
hence enhanced on the rear region of the wing. The flow separation leads to a decrease of the lift
capabilities increasing its drag.

Figure 5.13 – Separated zones on the optimal and trapezoidal main element.
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5.4.3

Analysis of the two-element wingsail

The optimization analysis treated the single main element only. However, in a multi-element
configuration, the flow physics on the wing is highly perturbed by the strong interactions between
the two elements. The flowfield characteristics on the single element can be then completely different
to the case in which this same element is coupled with a flap.
The optimization of the single element could not provide the same benefits in term of performance
when the optimized main is used to compose a multi-element wing. For investigating this aspect,
further simulations were performed on the original two-element wingsail and a wing composed by
the optimized main element together with a trapezoidal flap.

5.4.3.1

Geometry and setup of the problem

The original two-element geometry was considered in the narrow slot configuration (g/c1 = 0.8%)
at a flap deflection angle of 25° and a rotation axis located at 95% of the main chord at its root.
The two wingsail geometries analyzed are showed in Figure 5.14.

Flap characteristics
Airfoils NACA0012
δ
25°
g/c1
0.8%
xrot
95%
c2root
1.609 m
c2tip
0.697 m

Trapezoidal wing

Optimized main wingsail

Figure 5.14 – Trapezoidal wingsail and wingsail composed by the optimized main element coupled with a
flap.

The wingsail made by the optimized main element was coupled with a flap composed of NACA0012
airfoils, as on the original wingsail configuration. The chord distribution of the flap is also the same
of the one of the initial wing geometry. However the L.E. of the flap is not swept in a way to be
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parallel to the main T.E. A sweep angle was then imposed on the flap T.E. to keep then the chord
distribution (Figure 5.14). The flap was trimmed in the same conditions as the trapezoidal wing.
The computation domain is made by the box domain already used for the main element simulations.
In the two cases, the wingsail is located directly on the bottom surface of the domain where a
symmetry condition was imposed. A velocity inlet condition was in turn applied on the inlet,
leeward, windward and top surfaces, while a pressure outlet condition was imposed on the outlet
surface. The flow conditions are the same imposed on the single element simulations. The domain
was meshed with polyhedral cells and prism layers on the wing surface. The mesh was particularly
refined on the main wake and slot regions with a final cell count of 35 million cells for both the
wing designs.
The flow was simulated at different angles of attack. From the initial 8°, the angle of attack (α)
was then modified to 0°, 10° and 12°. Simulations were run using the RANS approach with the
k − ω SST turbulence model for 4000 iterations on 64 cores.

5.4.3.2

Analysis of the wingsail performance

The lift and drag curves for the wingsail with the optimized and the trapezoidal main were reported
in Figure 5.15

Figure 5.15 – CL and CD curves for the two-element wingsail with the optimized and the trapezoidal main.

The optimized flapped wingsail, contrarily to the single main element case, does not provide the
best lift performance with respect to the original geometry. At α = 0°, the lift coefficient is almost
similar for the two geometries. Increasing the angle of attack, the lift discrepancy enlarges with the
trapezoidal wingsail that achieves higher CL than the wingsail configuration with the optimized
main. In the maximum lift condition, achieved at α = 10°, the difference in lift between the two
geometries is 7%. The optimized wing configuration presents instead a softer stall condition since
its lift slope starts decreasing already at α = 8° limiting the maximum lift performance and the post
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stall condition the CL is more elevated than on the trapezoidal wing. The drag coefficients in the
two wings, contrarily to the lift, are almost superimposed. The CT − CHm curves are represented
in Figure 5.16 for both the wingsail geometries.

Figure 5.16 – Thrust - heeling moment coefficients curves for the two wingsail geometric designs.

The maximum gap in CT is 6% measured in the maximum thrust points of the two designs. For low
angles of attack, α < 8°, the performance of the two wings are equivalent in both thrust and heeling
moment. The trapezoidal wingsail, however, can achieve higher CT with a consequent larger CHm .
Increasing further the angle of attack beyond the stall limit, the optimized main wingsail presents
a lower reduction in thrust than the trapezoidal wing. Furthermore, the onset of the stall leads to
a reduction of 3% in heeling moment on the optimized wingsail design, while on the trapezoidal
wingsail CHm decreases of 21%. Also, the heeling moment, at this trim, exceeds the capsize moment
of the catamaran already at α = 0°. Therefore a reduction in camber and angle of attack should
be preferred to avoid lateral instability during the navigation.
The maximum thrust point, objective of the optimization problem, is achieved at high angles of
attack close to the stall limit. The use of the RANS approach allows correctly detecting this point
contrarily to the low-fidelity approach of Graf et al. (2014) [199] where, instead, the stall was not
captured by the lifting line method they employed.

5.4.3.3

Pressure loads distributions

In the optimization of the main element, the airfoil design was highly modified for improving
the loads on the T.E. region of the airfoil. As it was observed in the comparison between the
optimized and the trapezoidal main elements, the modification of the airfoils allows delaying the
flow separation in the T.E. region increasing the lift capabilities of the wing. The pressure load
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was then distributed on the entire chord length while, on the baseline geometry, the rear regions
of the airfoil did not contribute to the lift.
For analyzing the influence of the flap element on the main element flow physics, the pressure
distributions on the two wingsail design were extracted at two different angles of attack, respectively
10° and 12°, corresponding to the stall and post-stall conditions (Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18).
Main

Flap

Figure 5.17 – Cp comparison on the trapezoidal and optimized main wingsails at α = 10°.
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At α = 10° (Figure 5.17), the difference in Cp concerns exclusively the main element while the
pressure curves on the flap are indeed completely superimposed. On the main, the trapezoidal
wingsail has pressure suction higher than the optimal main wing design except on L.E. zone, where
the pressure peak is 20% higher on the latter configuration due to its thinner airfoils.

Main

Flap

Figure 5.18 – Cp comparison on the trapezoidal and optimized main wingsail at α = 12°.
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At α = 12° (Figure 5.18), the pressure load of the main element is more elevated than the one of
the trapezoidal wing especially on the z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75 sections where the pressure peak is
70% more elevated in the optimal wingsail configuration. On the z ∗ = 0.25 section, the aft 70% of
the main chord is completely separated on both the wingsail designs. At z ∗ = 0.50, the pressure
distribution of the two wingsails is similar, except in the pressure peak zone, without the occurring
of a flow separation. On the highest section of the trapezoidal wing a flow separation takes place
interesting the aft 50% of the chord while, on the optimal wingsail, the flow is completely attached.
The Cp on the flap remains, instead, similar in the two configurations with quasi constant pressure
distributions on the flap chord due to the onset of a off-surface flow separation on the wingsail
surface. The flow separates from the main element while the jet of the slot keeps flowing on the
flap surface preventing a massive flow separation on it. Under the effect of the modified airfoils of
the optimized main, the flow separation is slower than on the original main leading to a softer stall
condition.
To summarize, the flap interaction with the main element increases the main load perturbing the
flow in correspondence of its T.E. region. Because of the higher flow velocity in this zone due to the
presence of the jet of the slot [49], the pressure recovery on the suction side of the main is favored
delaying the possibility of a flow separation. Hence, if in the single main condition the trapezoidal
design presented a separated zone on the rear part already at α = 8°, in the two-element case the
separation does not occur. Thus, the same benefic effects brought by the geometry modifications
during the optimization process are also introduce by the presence of the flap element. This is true
up to the onset of the stall. In the post-stall condition, the flow separation on the two-element
wingsail is characterized by an off-surface process with the separation involving firstly the main
element. Due to the modified airfoil shape, the separation on the T.E. region of the main develops
slower than on the original wingsail, leading then to a softer stall condition. The stall condition is
further analyzed in the next section.

5.4.3.4

The post-stall condition

As it was the case for the C-class wingsail of Chapter 4, the flow separation occurs on both the
trapezoidal and optimized wing through an off-surface flow separation process. The off-surface
separation is highly sensitive to Reynolds number [65] and it was observed on multi-element configurations at Reynolds number of the order of 106 [62] [65], i.e. the same order of magnitude
of the present case. Hence, even using the same slot parameters analyzed in the scale wingsail,
g/c1 = 0.8% with xrot = 95% at δ = 25°, the separation process on the full scale wingsail has not
the same characteristics of the scale model.
The scalar maps of the velocity magnitude were carried out for both the wingsail designs, on the
three sections located at z ∗ = 0.25, z ∗ = 0.50 and z ∗ = 0.75 in both the stall and post-stall
conditions (Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20).
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At α = 10° (Figure 5.19), in the stall condition, the flow starts to separate from the T.E. region of
the flap with the main wake that starts to spread on the same zone. The spread is larger on the
optimized wingsail leading to a larger decambering of the flow and hence to a lower lift condition.

Trapezoidal

z ∗ = 0.25

z ∗ = 0.50

z ∗ = 0.75

Optimized

Figure 5.19 – Velocity scalar maps on the three reference sections on the wingspan for the two wingsail
designs at α = 10° (Re = 2.8 × 106 ).

At α = 12°, (Figure 5.20), the main wake keeps spreading on the rear zone of the flap while the
jet of the slot still continues to blow on the flap surface preventing a flow separation. The wake
spreading affects the flow over the main element which has the tendency to separate close to the
T.E. region. This separation provokes a thickening of the wake accelerating the spreading process.
On the z ∗ = 0.25 section, the flow is separated on the downstream zone of the main element up
to the maximum thickness section of the airfoil on both the wingsail geometries. Moving upwards,
at z ∗ = 0.50, the main wake on the optimized wing configuration is spread in the T.E. region of
the flap. On the trapezoidal wing, instead, the wake spreads up to the flap L.E. leading to an
initial flow separation on the main T.E. Also on the z ∗ = 0.75 section, the flow on the optimized
main wingsail is starting spreading on the rear part of the flap surface without involving the main
element. On the trapezoidal geometry the spreading is instead more developed leading to the flow
separation on the T.E. region of the main. This separation thickens the wake zone accelerating the
spreading process with respect to the z ∗ = 0.50 section. With respect to the scale wingsail, the flow
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Trapezoidal

z ∗ = 0.25

z ∗ = 0.50

z ∗ = 0.75

Optimized

Figure 5.20 – Velocity scalar maps on the three reference sections on the wingspan for the two wingsail
designs at α = 12° (Re = 2.8 × 106 ).

tends to separate faster from the main element since the transition, here, is not modeled. The flow
is hence fully turbulent and consequently the boundary layer thickness is more elevated than on
the scale model. The boundary layer, hence, is also more prone to separate while, on the flap, the
jet remain attached on the flap surface pushed by the normal-to-flow pressure gradient which has
a large strength because of the small yF . The wing on the trapezoidal wing starts then to separate
on the low wing section where the local chord and hence the local Reynolds is more elevated.
The optimized main element was designed expressly to maximize the wing performance reducing
the extent of the separated zone on the main T.E. These characteristics allow reducing the loss in
lift in the post-stall condition. On the NACA0025 airfoil indeed the flow separation on the main
T.E. brings to a thickening of the spread wake which acts enlarging the separated zone on the
main itself. On the optimized airfoil instead the wake spreading development is slowed down by
the delay of the flow separation on the main element. Since the flow does not separate from the
main element, the main wake cannot thicken.
The optimized main element even if it does not hold the best performance in the multi-element
configuration allows whatever retarding the onset of the flow separation leading to a softer stall
with respect to the trapezoidal wing. Nevertheless, for the research of the optimal characteristics of
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the wing, the optimization analysis must be performed on the two-element wingsail configuration
and not just on one single element. The interaction between the two elements strongly modifies
the flow physic features modifying the characteristics of the final optimized wingsail.

5.5

Conclusions

An optimization study was performed on the main element of the wingsail for extracting the design
and the trim characteristics that improve the wing performance. The optimization was performed
using the MDOLab platform developed by the Michigan University. A first analysis was performed
modifying the only planform shape of the main element. In a second time the optimization acted
on the airfoil design and in the final analysis both the planform shape and the airfoil design were
considered. The objective function to maximize is the thrust brought to the catamaran under the
constraint of the capsize moment.
The optimal planform shape is close to the elliptical one in a way to minimize the induced drag
of the wing. However, the gain in thrust obtained with the planform modification is small. The
airfoil design instead allows increasing the thrust of about 30%, optimizing the load of the wing
on the entire chord length and reducing the extent of the separated zones. The lift is in this case
more elevated leading to an improvement of the thrust of the wing.
The results obtained from the optimization were compared with the simulation carried out with
STAR-CCM+. The results agree very well in both the aerodynamic coefficients and in the pressure
distribution over the wing. A further analysis was performed on two complete two-element wingsail.
The first geometry is the original trapezoidal wing already analyzed in the previous chapters and
the second one is made by the optimized main element coupled with a flap. This time, the optimized
main wingsail does not achieve the best performance since the interaction between the main element
and the flap strongly modifies the flow characteristics on each element. The flap, in particular, acts
reducing the separated zone on the main element recovering then the benefits of the optimization
process. The optimized wing configuration presents a softer stall characteristic with respect to the
trapezoidal wing.
These results demonstrate the feasibility of the high-fidelity full wing optimization problem using
RANS approach. Running on 256 cores the problem should take about one week to converge to
the optimal solution. This represents an important progress since, contrarily to the low-fidelity
models based on the lifting line method, the RANS approach allows detecting the stall of the wing
and hence a realistic maximum thrust condition of the wingsail which is achieved at high angles of
attack close to the maximum lift point.
The optimization process for maximizing the wing performance should be performed on the complete wing made by the two elements. Furthermore, since the wingsails are light and flexible
structures, their bending and twist is elevated during their utilization. The effects of the deformation may be beneficial or detrimental for the aerodynamic performance as it was also observed from
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the analysis of the scale wingsail. Furthermore, the aerodynamic flow physic around a deformed
wingsail can be strongly different from the one of the ideal undeformed wing. The aeroelastic effect,
hence, have to be considered in a further optimization analysis.
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Conclusions and Outlooks
The flow on a two-element wingsail was investigated through wind tunnel tests, numerical analyses
on a scale model and on a full scale C-class catamaran and resolution of an optimization problem
based on high-fidelity 3D RANS approach.
The URANS approach was exploited to reproduce the flow around the scale model and the full-scale
wingsail. The numerical solutions well agree with the experimental data, when the wind tunnel
domain is modeled, reproducing also the laminar/turbulent transition on the wingsail surface. The
numerical analysis is however complicated by the presence of non-unique physical solutions caused
by the hysteresis existing on the wingsail. The URANS, in the simulations performed at a fixed
angle of attack, converges on the "decreasing angle of attack solution" (the second solution). To
obtain the "increasing angle of attack solution" (the first solution), the whole process of increasing
the angle of attack has to be reproduced by the set-up of an overset modeling. Starting from an
initial incidence at which the flow is still not separated, the rotation of the wingsail has to be
modeled up to the achievement of the target incidence. In the modeling of the full-scale wingsail in
gust conditions, the URANS approach is in good agreement with the LES solution in the estimation
of the global aerodynamic coefficients and the flowfield patterns.
The slot geometry affects the performance of the wingsail especially at high angles of attack, before
the onset of the stall. For a slot size of the order of 2.5% of the main chord, a multi step stall
behavior combined with a soft final stall is observed on the mid-cambered configuration (δ = 25°)
of the wingsail. The multi-stall is caused by a non-uniform flow separation on the flap span and
between the flap and the main element (the flow on the flap is more prone to separate than on the
main element). The increase of the flap deflection angle at δ = 35°, contrarily to the expectations,
does not lead to an improvement of the lift capabilities of the wingsail since the slot section, which
is function of the flap deflection angle, becomes too wide to make possible a flow reattachment on
the flap surface which, instead, takes place at lower δ.
A widening of the slot size (by enlargement of the distance between the flap leading edge and the
main trailing edge) induces an early flow separation on the flap surface also on the low (δ = 15°)
and mid-cambered (δ = 25°) configurations worsening the high-lift capabilities of the wing. A
narrowing of the slot size, in turn, does not affect the lift performance of the low-cambered setting
but it improves the maximum lift of the mid-cambered configuration since the flow is less inclined
to separate from the flap surface. The multi-stall behavior also disappears while a final abrupt stall
takes the place of the soft stall.
Since the slot size have an impact on the wingsail performance, each factor acting on the geometry
of the slot section, for instance the wingsail deformation or, indirectly, a variation of the Reynolds
number, can modify the wing performance and the stall behavior. Furthermore the increase in
Reynolds number from 0.5×106 on the scale model to 1.0×106 on the full-scale wingsail, contributes
to change the evolution of the flow separation with the flow that, this time, is more prone to separate
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from the main element than from the flap surface.
The slot accentuates also the influence of a flow unsteadiness, like a gust, on the aerodynamic
features around the wingsail. The gust effect on the slot gives indeed origin to a pulse jet which
modifies the circulation of the main element (and hence its lift) and helps the local reattachment
on the flap surface. This flow reattachment is responsible for the appearing of three dimensional
stall cells which contribute to extend further the attached flow zone on the flap. The effect of the
jet depends on the pulse frequency and hence on the gust frequency. The increase in gust frequency
provokes an enhancement of the averaged lift of the wingsail and an amplification of the lift signal.
The optimization performed on the main element geometry gave an indication of the parameters
defining the main element shape that have more influence on the wingsail performance. The planform design has a minor influence on the thrust performance of the wingsail while the modification
of the airfoil shape leads to an improvement close by 30% with respect to the baseline geometry.
The airfoil shapes are indeed modified for reducing the extent of the separated zone in the T.E.
region, increasing the effectiveness of the wing surface. However, comparing the optimized main
element coupled with a flap with the original wingsail, the former has lower performance even if it
has a soft stall behavior.
The outlooks of these projects concern in particular the further development of the optimization of
the wingsail that needs to be performed on a complete two-element geometry taking into account
for the optimization of the slot. The analysis carried out on the main element demonstrated the
feasibility in solving the complete problem, adopting a gradient-based optimization approach, using
the computational means available nowadays. The optimization campaign must consider the search
of the design and trim parameters allowing maximizing the wingsail performance during the entire
navigation. The investigation may include the search of a twisted law for the flap, used on real
wingsails to improve the thrust force without affecting the heeling moment. Since the wingsail is
used at two different operating points (the upwind and the downwind points of sail), a multipoint
optimization problem needs then to be solved at different wind velocities. Furthermore, due to
the large flexibility of the wing structure, the aeroelastic effects need also to be considered during
the optimization process. As pointed out by the wind tunnel tests, indeed, the deformation can
strongly affect the flow physics and then the aerodynamic performance of the wingsail.
The LES simulation needs to be further exploited for the analysis of the turbulent features in the
confluent boundary layer region above the flap surface. In the present study, the analysis was
limited to the extraction of the averaged velocity fluctuating components and the Reynolds shear
stress components. A more refined mesh can be eventually used to details more the turbulence
characteristics especially on the slot region.
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Abstract
Wingsail is a propulsion system substituting the conventional main soft sail on the America’s
Cup and C-class catamarans. This rig is similar to a slotted-flap aeronautical wing, made by two
elements divided by a slot. With respect to soft sails, the wingsail improves the performance of the
yachts allowing navigating faster than the wind in both the upwind and downwind points of sail.
However, the abrupt stall characteristics of the wing and its sensitiveness to the wind unsteadiness
make difficult its management during the navigation. The modification of the strength of the
aerodynamic forces acting on the wingsail, due to a gust or to the achievement of the stall limit,
can compromise the stability of the catamaran. Thus, the wingsail has to be designed and trimmed
to avoid the possibility of a capsize but, to do this, the aerodynamic envelop of the wingsail must
be known. The aim of the Ph.D. project is, hence, to characterize the flow around the wingsail
investigating the influence of the geometric and trim parameters on the wing performance.
An experimental campaign was set up on a two-element wingsail scale model. The wing was analyzed at different flap deflection angles and slot sizes, modifying also its angle of attack. Load and
pressure measurements were performed together with tuft, viscous oil, PIV and photogrammetric
tests. In a second time, URANS numerical analyses were performed on the scale wing reproducing
the experimental conditions. After a numerical validation by comparison with the experimental
data, a parametric analysis was performed modifying the slot size of the wing at different flap
deflection angles. The URANS approach was also used, together with the LES, to analyze the
flow around a full scale catamaran taking into account for the sea environment conditions. A final
optimization of the shape and trim was carried out on the geometry of the main element of the
wing. The optimization framework used consists of a gradient based optimizer, and a discrete
adjoint method for the gradient evaluation.
The URANS analyses on the scale model are in good agreement with the experimental data when
the wind tunnel domain is modeled. On the full-scale catamaran, the URANS and the LES simulations are in agreement in the estimation of the global aerodynamic coefficients and of the global
flow pattern. The analyses highlighted the impact of the slot size, which depends also on the flap
deflection angle, on the wingsail performance and the stall behavior. A widening of the slot size
accelerates the flow separation on the flap surface reducing its effectiveness when the flap deflection
is increased. The slot is also responsible for a non-uniform flow separation on the flap span and
between the flap and the main element leading to a multi-step stall behavior. A narrowing of the
slot size improves the flow capabilities to remain attached on the flap surface, enhancing the lift of
the wing at high angles of attack and making disappear the multi stall behavior. The gust affects
the physics of the jet of the slot increasing the wingsail performance. The increase of the gust
frequency contributes to enhance the circulation of the main element and to enlarge the extent of
the attached zone on the flap surface. The results of the optimization problem on the main element
geometry showed the larger impact of the airfoil design, with respect to the planform shape, in
the improvement of the thrust capabilities of the wingsail. However, these improvements disappear
when the main element is coupled with the flap.

Résumé
L’aile rigide navale est le moyen de propulsion qui se substitue à la grande voile souple sur les catamarans de classe Coupe de l’América et Class-C. Ce gréement est similaire à une aile aéronautique,
composée de deux éléments, avec le volet séparé de l’élément principal par une fente. Comparée
à une voile souple, l’aile rigide permet d’améliorer les performances du bateau en naviguant à des
vitesses plus grandes que celle du vent. Cependant, le décrochage brutal qui caractérise l’aile et
sa sensibilité à l’instationnarité du vent rendent difficile la correcte maîtrise de l’aile pendant la
navigation. La modification des forces aérodynamiques qui agissent sur l’aile, dû à l’action d’une
rafale ou au dépassement de la limite du décrochage, peuvent compromettre la stabilité du catamaran avec un possible risque de chavirage. L’aile doit donc être dessinée et réglée correctement pour
éviter cette possibilité de chavirage, mais il est nécessaire de connaître l’enveloppe aérodynamique
de l’aile. Le projet de thèse vise donc à caractériser l’écoulement autour d’une aile rigide pour
investiguer l’influence des paramètres de géométrie et de réglage sur ses performances.
Une campagne expérimentale a été réalisée sur une aile à l’échelle bi-éléments. L’aile a été analysée
à différents angles de braquage du volet et taille de fente, en modifiant en même temps son angle
d’incidence. Mesures des pesées et de pression on été effectués avec aussi le déroulement de tests aux
fils textiles et aux huiles visqueux et de tests PIV et photogrammetriques. Des analyses numériques
ont été mises en place en URANS sur l’aile à l’échelle en reproduisant les conditions de soufflerie.
La géométrie de la soufflerie a été modélisée pour prendre en compte des effets d’interaction avec
l’écoulement autour de l’aile. Une étude paramétrique a été finalement effectuée en modifiant la
taille de fente aux différents angles du volet. L’approche URANS et LES ont été aussi exploitées
pour analyser l’écoulement autour d’un catamaran complet à pleine échelle. Les conditions environnementales du vent ont été modélisées pour investiguer son influence sur les performances de
l’aile. Une analyse finale d’optimisation a été effectuée sur l’élément principal de l’aile.
Les analyses URANS sont en bon accord avec les données expérimentales si le domaine de soufflerie
est pris en compte. Sur l’aile à pleine échelle, les solutions URANS et LES sont en accord lorsque les
caractéristiques aérodynamiques globales de l’écoulement sont comparées. Les analyses montrent
l’impact de la taille de fente, qui dépend aussi de l’angle de braquage du flap, sur les performances
de l’aile. Une augmentation de la section de la fente accélère le décollement de l’écoulement de la
surface du flap en réduisant l’efficacité du flap aux grands braquages. La fente est aussi responsable
du décollement non uniforme le long de l’envergure du flap et du flap par rapport à l’élément
principal qui conduisent à un décrochage en plusieurs étapes. Une réduction de la taille de fente
améliore la capacité de l’écoulement à rester attaché sur la surface du flap, en augmentant la
portance de l’aile aux incidences élevées et en faisant disparaitre le décrochage en plusieurs étapes.
La rafale affecte la physique du jet du slot modifiant les performances de l’aile. L’augmentation de
la fréquence de la rafale améliore la circulation de l’élément principal et élargie la zone d’écoulement
attaché sur la surface du flap. Les résultats du problème d’optimisation ont montré la forte influence
du dessin des profils par rapport à la forme en plan pour l’amélioration de la force de poussée de
l’aile. Cependant ces améliorations disparaissent quand l’élément est couplé avec le flap.
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Introduction

L’aile rigide navale est le moyen de propulsion qui se substitue à la grande voile souple sur les catamarans de classe Coupe de l’América et Class-C. Ce gréement est similaire à une aile aéronautique,
composée de deux éléments, avec le volet séparé de l’élément principal par une fente. Comparée à
une voile souple, l’aile rigide permet d’améliorer les performances du bateau en naviguant à des
vitesses plus grandes que celle du vent. Cependant, le décrochage brutal qui caractérise l’aile et sa
sensibilité à l’instationnarité du vent rendent difficile la correcte maîtrise de l’aile pendant la
navigation. La modification des forces aérodynamiques qui agissent sur l’aile, dû à l’action d’une
rafale ou au dépassement de la limite du décrochage, peuvent compromettre la stabilité du catamaran avec un possible risque de chavirage. L’aile doit donc être dessinée et réglée correctement pour
éviter cette possibilité de chavirage, mais il est nécessaire de connaître l’enveloppe aérodynamique
de l’aile. Le projet de thèse vise donc à caractériser l’écoulement autour d’une aile rigide pour
investiguer l’influence des paramètres de géométrie et de réglage sur ses performances.
Une campagne expérimentale a été réalisée sur une aile à l’échelle bi-éléments. L’aile a été
analysée à différents angles de braquage du volet et taille de fente, en modifiant en même temps son
angle d’incidence. Mesures des pesées et de pression on été effectués avec aussi le déroulement de
tests aux fils textiles et aux huiles visqueux et de tests PIV et photogrammetriques. Des analyses
numériques ont été mises en place en URANS sur l’aile à l’échelle en reproduisant les conditions de
soufflerie. La géométrie de la soufflerie a été modélisée pour prendre en compte des effets
d’interaction avec l’écoulement autour de l’aile. Une étude paramétrique a été finalement effectuée
en modifiant la taille de fente aux différents angles du volet. L’approche URANS et LES ont été
aussi exploitées pour analyser l’écoulement autour d’un catamaran complet à pleine échelle. Les
conditions envi- ronnementales du vent ont été modélisées pour investiguer son influence sur les
performances de l’aile. Une analyse finale d’optimisation a été effectuée sur l’élément principal de
l’aile.
Les analyses URANS sont en bon accord avec les données expérimentales si le domaine de
soufflerie est pris en compte. Sur l’aile à pleine échelle, les solutions URANS et LES sont en accord

lorsque les caractéristiques aérodynamiques globales de l’écoulement sont comparées. Les analyses
montrent l’impact de la taille de fente, qui dépend aussi de l’angle de braquage du flap, sur les
performances de l’aile. Une augmentation de la section de la fente accélère le décollement de
l’écoulement de la surface du flap en réduisant l’efficacité du flap aux grands braquages. La fente
est aussi responsable du décollement non uniforme le long de l’envergure du flap et du flap par
rapport à l’élément principal qui conduisent à un décrochage en plusieurs étapes. Une réduction de
la taille de fente améliore la capacité de l’écoulement à rester attaché sur la surface du flap, en
augmentant la portance de l’aile aux incidences élevées et en faisant disparaitre le décrochage en
plusieurs étapes. La rafale affecte la physique du jet du slot modifiant les performances de l’aile.
L’augmentation de la fréquence de la rafale améliore la circulation de l’élément principal et élargie
la zone d’écoulement attaché sur la surface du flap. Les résultats du problème d’optimisation ont
montré la forte influence du dessin des profils par rapport à la forme en plan pour l’amélioration de
la force de poussée de l’aile. Cependant ces améliorations disparaissent quand l’élément est couplé
avec le flap.

Chapitre 1

L’aile rigide navale utilisée dans les compétitions est composée d’un élément principal (main) et un
volet divisés par une fente. Le jet d’air qui s’écoule à travers la fente permet d’améliorer les
performances de l’aile dans les conditions de haute portance. En effet, le jet (écoulement potentiel)
permet de diviser la couche limite du flap du sillage du main (écoulements visqueux), en constituant
un profil de vitesse, nommé "confluent boundary layer", qui est moins sensible au décollement.
Cependant, cet effet bénéfique existe seulement dans le cas où les couches constituant le profil ne
sont pas fusionnées ou bien quand la taille de fente est correctement dimensionnée. La taille de
fente a une influence sur la valeur de portance maximale de l’aile et aussi sur les caractéristiques du
décrochage. Par contre, la taille optimale n’est pas fixe mais dépend de l’angle de braquage du flap
et du nombre de Reynolds et de nombreux autres paramètres. Ce sujet a été déjà étudié dans le
domaine aérodynamique pour le dessin des ailes dans les conditions hypersustentées.
Les ailes navales ont repris une partie de la technologie aéronautique. Cependant, le réglage et la

géométrie de l’aile dans ce cas sont compliqués par des contraintes au niveau du dessin de l’aile
comme par exemple l’utilisation de profils symétriques et le mécanisme du flap qui permet
exclusivement sa rotation sans possibilité de régler la fente. En plus, les conditions d’utilisation de
l’aile sont plus difficiles à cause des conditions fortement instationnaires du vent avec variation de
vitesse et de direction avec la hauteur. L’aile peut donc soudainement modifier son point de
fonctionnement sur une condition de surpuissance où les forces aérodynamiques dépassent la valeur
maximale supportable par la coque ou faire décrocher l’aile avec une perte de vitesse et donc de
portance sur les foils.
Dans les compétitions, des tests ont été effectués pour l’extraction des données aérodynamiques
pendant la navigation. Les tests en soufflerie sur maquette à l’échelle sont au contraire plus rares.
Les méthodes de simulations numériques ont aussi commencé à être largement utilisés en exploitant
le savoir-faire acquis dans le domaine aéronautique. Les méthodes RANS/URANS permettent de
bien modéliser l’écoulement des ailes multi-éléments en conditions hypersusten- tées avant la limite
du décrochage. Du moment que l’écoulement se sépare de la surface de l’aile, la méthode RANS a
des problèmes à simuler correctement l’écoulement à cause de pro- blèmes de modélisation de la
turbulence. Les méthodes LES/DES sont en général plus précises mais avec un coût de calcul
beaucoup plus élevé.
Les méthodes RANS sont aussi utilisées pour les analyses aérodynamiques dans les processus
d’optimisation. Le solveur aérodynamique est couplé avec un optimiseur qui permet de recher- cher
la configuration qui maximise une fonction objectif donnée. En cas d’optimisation avec un grand
nombre de paramètres, la méthode des gradients avec estimation des dérivées par méthode adjointe
est préférable puisque le coût de calcul augmente peu avec l’augmentation du nombre de
paramètres de l’optimisation.

Chapitre 2

Une campagne expérimentale a été effectuée sur une maquette à l’échelle d’aile rigide bi- éléments
pour avoir une première description des phénomènes physiques de l’écoulement autour de l’aile et
extraire une base de données. Pendant la campagne les coefficients aérodynamique et les
coefficients de pression de l’aile ont été mesurés. Des tests aux huiles visqueux et aux fils textiles
ont aussi été effectués pour l’analyse des caractéristiques pariétales de l’écoulement et du processus
de séparation de l’écoulement. Un test PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) a été réalisée pour extraire
les champs de vitesse de l’écoulement à différentes sections sur l’envergure de l’aile. La maquette
pouvait être réglée sur deux tailles de fente et à trois angle de braquage du flap. L’incidence a été
balayé entre -7° et 20°.
L’aile à faible braquage (δ = 15°) du flap présente une courbe CL − α assez conventionnelle avec la
portance qui croît avec l’incidence jusqu’au décrochage. L’écoulement se sépare d’abord sur la
partie arrière du flap pour après remonter vers le bord d’attaque de l’élément principal. Au contraire
la configuration à δ = 25° est caractérisée par plusieurs chutes en portance dus à la séparation non
uniforme de l’écoulement sur la surface du flap et de la séparation en deux temps sur le flap et sur
l’élément principal. A cause de la plus grande distance entre élément principal et flap le jet de fente
garde séparé l’écoulement sur ces deux éléments rendant possible le décollement sur le volet sans
influencer l’élément principal. En même temps, puisque la taille adimensionnée de fente n’est pas
constante sur l’envergure, les sections plus hautes du flap, là où la taille de fente est plus élevée, ont
la tendance à avoir l’écoulement qui se sépare plus tôt. L’augmentation du braquage à δ = 35° ne
permet d’atteindre aucune amélioration en terme de performances vu que l’écoulement est
complètement séparé de la surface du flap même aux faibles incidences.
La modification de la taille de fente a aussi une forte influence sur les performances de l’aile. Une
augmentation de la taille de fente adimensionnée sur la corde de 2.4% à 4.8% réduit fortement la
valeur de la portance particulièrement aux braquages plus élevés. A δ = 15° la baisse de portance
concerne exclusivement les incidences plus élevées réduisant la valeur du CLmax .
Les profils de vitesse sur le flap sont constitués de plusieurs couches, la couche limite du flap, le jet
de fente et le sillage de l’élément principal. A δ = 15° les couches intéragissent entre elles à cause
de la faible distance entre flap et élément, formant une couche limite épaisse. L’aug- mentation en
incidence éloigne le sillage du main de la surface du flap réduisant l’interaction avec la couche du

jet. L’interaction des couches est donc moins rapide aux hautes incidence. A δ = 25° les différentes
couches peuvent être distinguées aux faibles incidences à cause de la plus grande distance entre les
deux éléments. Une augmentation en incidence affaiblit encore plus l’interaction entre le sillage de
l’élément principal avec le jet de fente. Le gradient de pression transversal qui pousse le jet vers la
surface du flap se réduit aussi. Le jet peut donc plus facilement se détacher du flap avec une
séparation massive sur toute la surface de cet élément.

Chapitre 3
L’aile à l’échelle analysée pendant la campagne expérimentale a été aussi étudiée numérique- ment.
Dans un premier temps, les mêmes configurations analysées en soufflerie ont été simulées pour
investiguer la capacité et les limites des méthodes URANS dans la prédiction de l’écoule- ment
autour de l’aile. Ensuite, les simulations numériques ont été exploitées pour l’étude des
configurations de l’aile qui ne pouvaient pas être analysées en soufflerie.
Pour reproduire correctement l’écoulement sur l’aile dans les conditions expérimentales, le domaine
de soufflerie a dû aussi être modélisé pour tenir compte des effets d’interférence avec la maquette.
Les simulations ont été effectuées en URANS avec STAR-CCM+ sur maillage non- structuré
polyédrique en utilisant le modèle de turbulence k − ω SST et modèle de transition γ − Reθ.
Dans la configuration de l’aile à δ = 15°, à α = 0° la solution numérique est en bon accord avec les
données expérimentales pour les coefficients aérodynamiques et pour la distribution de pression sur
l’aile. Dans le cas à δ = 25° la solution converge sur le point obtenu en réduisant l’incidence
pendant les essais. La correspondance entre valeurs numériques et expérimentales est aussi bonne
particulièrement sur les sections basses de l’aile. Sur la section plus haute, des différences existent à
cause de l’effet de déformation de la maquette pendant les essais en soufflerie. Pour converger sur
la première solution, il a été nécessaire de reproduire la rotation de l’aile à partir d’une incidence
initiale à laquelle l’écoulement n’était pas encore décollé de la surface du flap. Cette modélisation a
été effectuée à l’aide d’un maillage Chimère.

Les profils de vitesse des couches de l’écoulement sur la surface du flap sont aussi bien reproduits
par les méthodes numériques mais avec une dissipation élevée du niveau de turbulence ce qui
entraine une fusion plus rapide des différentes couches d’écoulement.
Les méthodes numériques arrivent aussi à bien capter le phénomène de décrochage multi-étagé de
l’aile à δ = 25°. La réduction de la taille de fente à g/c1 = 1.6% et g/c1 = 0.8% entraine la
disparition progressive de ce type de décrochage avec une augmentation importante de la portance
de l’aile et du CLmax. Le décollement non uniforme sur l’envergure a tendance à disparaître et de
même l’écoulement décolle du flap et de l’élément principal en même temps. La plus petite taille de
fente permet en effet d’éviter la fusion des couches aux incidences plus élevées, quand le
décollement est plus probable, en le favorisant au contraire aux faibles angles d’attaque. A δ = 15°
au contraire la portance est très faiblement sensible aux variations de la taille de fente.

Chapitre 4

Après l’analyse de l’aile à l’échelle 1/20, une campagne numérique a été effectuée sur un catamaran
de type classe-C à l’échelle 1 dans une condition de vent au portant. L’aile du catamaran a la même
géométrie que l’aile étudiée en soufflerie aux Chapitres 2 et 3, mise à l’échelle.
Une simulation LES et une simulation URANS ont été mises en place pour étudier l’écoulement de
l’aile en tenant compte des effets de couche limite maritime et de rafale. La rafale a été modélisée
par une perturbation sinusoïdale agissant sur la composante longitudinale de vitesse.
Pour le braquage du flap considéré (δ = 35°), l’écoulement est massivement séparé sur toute la
surface du flap dans les deux simulations effectuées. Les deux solutions obtenues sont cohérentes
au niveau des coefficients aérodynamiques et des caractéristiques de l’écoulement. Cela montre la
bonne capacité de l’approche URANS dans la modélisation d’un écoulement fortement
instationnaire et largement séparé pour la géométrie et les conditions considérées.

Des structures turbulentes avec une évolution periodique apparaissent sur la surface du flap dans les
deux simulations numériques. Ces structures en forme de champignon ont les mêmes
caractéristiques que les cellules de décrochage qui apparaissent sur les ailes à haute incidence. Elles
causent un récollement local de l’écoulement sur le flap en augmentant instantanément les
conditions de portance de l’aile. Cet effet est lié à la taille des cellules qu’elles même dépendent de
la fréquence de la rafale. Le pic de portance maximale augmente avec la fréquence et le pic de
portance minimale au contraire diminue. En dessous d’un certain seuil de fréquence les structures
n’apparaissent pas.
Le trim de l’aile a aussi été analysé en effectuant des simulations URANS à différents angles de
braquage du flap et incidences. Les braquages à 15° et 25° donnent de meilleures perfor- mances en
terme de poussée par rapport au cas à δ = 35°. Cependant à δ = 15° la courbe de performance est
plus régulière, n’ayant aucune discontinuité jusqu’au décrochage. A δ = 25° une discontinuité existe
à cause de la présence d’un décrochage intermédiaire qui a lieu à faible incidence. Cependant un
changement en angle d’attaque donne une variation plus rapide de poussée et du moment de gîte sur
la configuration à plus faible cambrure.
Contrairement à l’aile à l’échelle, l’écoulement à δ = 15° décolle, sur les sections hautes, sur la
surface de l’élément principal sans affecter le flap. Le décrochage est donc dû à un décollement loin
de la surface qui n’agit pas directement sur l’élément principal. A δ = 25° le décollement commence
sur le flap et se propage sur l’élément principal. Cependant, pendant la propagation de la zone
décollée sur l’élément principal, le jet de fente a tendance à récoller sur la surface du flap avec une
récupération de portance due à l’augmentation de l’efficacité du flap.

Chapitre 5
Un problème d’optimisation a été défini et résolu afin de trouver la meilleure géométrie et réglage
de l’aile rigide dans des conditions de vent et une fonction objectif donnés. A ce propos, la
plateforme MDOLab, développée par l’Université de Michigan a été adoptée. MDOLab couple un
solveur RANS pour un maillage structuré, ADFlow, avec l’optimisateur SNOPT développé à
Stanford. Le solveur calcul les gradients avec une méthode adjointe qui sont ensuite utilisés par
SNOPT pendant le processus d’optimisation. La paramétrisation de la géométrie est basée sur la

méthode de "Free Form Deformation" où la déformation de la géométrie est modélisée par le
déplacement des points de contrôle répartis la surface de l’aile. L’optimisation a été effectuée sur la
géométrie de l’élément principal dans une condition de vent au près. La géométrie et de l’incidence
l’aile sont des paramètres du problème d’optimisation. La fonction objectiv maximisée est le
coefficient de poussée de l’aile sous la contrainte du coefficient de moment de gîte maximal
supportable par le catamaran. Des contraintes ont aussi été imposées sur la surface de l’aile et sur
ses profils qui doivent garder une forme symétrique et une épaisseur minimale. La géométrie
initiale d’optimisation est rectangulaire avec des profils NACA0025. Le premier problème
d’optimisation résolu considère uniquement l’optimisation de la forme en plan de l’aile (loi des
cordes). La forme en plan optimisée converge vers une forme elliptique qui permet de réduire la
trainée induite l’aile. L’amélioration de la poussé dans ce cas est limitée (moins de 5%). Pour
obtenir une augmentation plus importante des performances il est nécessaire d’augmenter les
capacités de portance de l’aile en agissant sur la forme des profils. Le second problème
d’optimisation résolu considère uniquement l’optimisation des profils de l’aile le long de
l’envergure en laissant la loi de corde inchangée. La forme optimisée de l’aile a une épaisseur
moins élevée par rapport aux profils d’origine avec une inversion de courbe et un point de
rebroussement au bord de fuite. De cette façon les profils sont caractérisés par un pic de pression
plus élevé et une réduction de la zone décollée au bord de fuite. L’amélioration du coefficient de
poussée est cette fois-ci de 30%. L’optimisation finale résolue considère à la fois la forme en plan et
la forme des profils d’ailes comme paramètres. La solution finale de la géométrie optimisée a été
successivement simulée avec STAR-CCM+ pour valider les résultats. Les deux solveurs, ADFlow
et STAR-CCM+, donnent des solutions comparables avec une bonne correspondance des
coefficients aérodynamiques et de la distribution de pression. Des analyses ultérieures ont été
effectuées en couplant l’élément optimisé avec un flap et un angle de braquage de 25°. Les
simulations ont été réalisées en RANS avec STAR-CCM+ et les résultats comparés avec ceux de la
géométrie d’origine non optimisée. La géométrie optimisée de l’élément ne donne pas les
meilleures performances quand il est couplé avec le flap. En effet, le couplage de l’écoulement du
"main" avec celui du flap agit de façon à réduire la zone décollée dans la région du bord de fuite de
l’élément principal en rendant inutile l’effet de la modification de la géométrie des profils réalisés
par l’optimisation. Les deux dessins d’aile bi-éléments ont des performances comparables par
contre le décrochage est moins brutal sur la géométrie optimisée.

